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"THAT'S A LOT OF BLOOD!"

By Neal McCarthy
.
The Capital and Strategic · are looking to move off cam Planning Committee (C&SP),
pus). '
sub-committee of the Board of
- According to Desmarais,
Trustees for the University
the Student Senate had voted
System of New Hampshire,
unanimously against the new
voted almost unanimously to
design, and stated the best
approve the new design for the
optibn presently available to
· Student Apartment Complex the students is not to build any
(SAC) last ':fhursday morning
complex at all.
at a meeting on the UNHThe obvious reasons of
Manchester campus.
;
building the SAC is to exhaust
The final design, which
the on-campus housing a nd
had been reworked _s ubstanparking problems, b u t the
tially to address the concerns
Student Senate questions if
· ofsometrusteesand students,
students would actually want
was opposed by only one trus-; .to live there if it is built.
tee.
. According to UNH PresiThe SAC will house 584
dent Gordon Haaland, they
student .i n three- apartment would.
buildings, mostly
six-per- "I am absolutely confident
son, three-bedroom apartthat the students will live here,"
ments. It will also have a comHaaland said. "We have a 1,000
munity building, the capacity studentswhowantho usingand
to park 300 cars, and will
can1 get it,' so I'm confident it
remain within the 18 million will be desirable." ;\!
dollar budget allotted for the
The rent costs for the SAC
project.
will be $3000 per student for
Student Body President . the academic year, -or $18,000 .
Mike Desmarais vo1ced the
for an ·a partment-of six. (There
stud½ntsl
objections
to
the
Will
q:lso· be a small number of
avid Messmer, s .u rrounded by (Christmas Tree) Kris GilDUl~in, (Santa) Ke~ Forti~r-. Mike
plan,
stating
th~t
these
type
of
_
four
and "' five-person elpartesml;lraj.s~Jarry Stem s , and Chris·Sterndale, gave the 100,0 0 0 ~int of bloQd donated in the ·
~partments wm..ild not be marments and four single apartistory of the UNH Blood Drive last Thursday. (M ike ,P amham, photo).
ketable to the student body. ·men ts). Student Senator and
. He cited the problem ~f trying" Durham Town Representative
. to find six upperclassmen to_ Nancy Valerio voiced her con,:_
live together in such small livcern for the students over the
ing quarters (the SAC is being • cost of rent in the SAC.
built for u erclassmen who

in

Haa land revieW s five .· year
~raUS Presid ent cit UNH
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By Tei# µ~ni~yich and Bob
Uurling ,. ~ ,:;;- ' ,'tt: ,-'.:· -,; ,·
He's skied Tii'ck~rman's
.and ridden a bicycle 200 miles
in one day. He's saiied a' boat .
I 000 miles from St. Thomas-to
Bermuda in rough seas. And ·
he's scaled the · peaks and ·
jumped off the · cliffs of
academia as President ofUNH.
. For the past 'five years·,
Cordon Haaland has stood at
the helm of the university,
navigating it through change
and recessions, controversy
and dorm decisions. In March,
Haaland will leave to take the
post of president ofGettysburg
College in Gettysburg, Pa. ,
Through it all Haaland
maintains he has stood behind
_his promise of creating the
"best small public university ·
in the nation." But this aim;
he concedes was effectively
"elusive". "Who is actually to
decide such a claim?" Haaland
· asked.
The actual goal, he said,
was to "challenge people to
believe it." UNH has "come a
long way" in national respect
and esteem. "OVer the last
half dozen years," · said
Haaland, the university "has
started tofeelgoodaboutitse lf.
I'd like to think it has corrie
from some of the things I was
able to do."
In the future,
Haaland believes the proposed
biological science building and
the eventual expansion of the

"
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'
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•

Dimond library will be legislature for its questionable
beneficial · in expanding commitment to education,
facilities for continued support saying the legislature doesn't
of research and academic raise enough money to invest
in the state, and specifically
programs.
Haaland conceded that, education, for the benefit of all
given "the wisdom of New Hampshire residents.
hfndsight", he would have done "They don't have enough sense
a few things differently. "I to realize it's for the common
might have spent a bit more good," he said. "The. state has
time working with academic to face up to its responsibility
as a state." He said New
programs."
He said he didn't regret Hampshire needs to raise more
the site selection process for money somehow, and the
the new Student Apartment current tax system does not
Complex, which was mired in take into account the growth
controversy last year. Haaland of the state. He mentioned that
said he had eveiy reason to a broad-based tax would' be a
believe key members of the wise idea for New Hampshire.
According to Haaland, the
Student Senate knew about
the selection of the eventually "job of president doesn't have
approved site prior to the whole a lot' of opportunities •to get
brouhaha. '. He defended the involved with students and
site, saying that "we ended up student issues.. . It would
back there. It was a correct have been nice to develop more
decision." He said he liked .the systematic ways of working
550 bed proposal 'for the with students.. .I regret not
complex better than the doing that."
He was disturbed about
approved ·584 bed proposal,
but .overall is quite satisfied, the "indiffereQt" s t uden t
labeling the complex ~a positive attitude toward his presidency
at UNH. He said he was
addition."
Haaland
expressed "personally affected" by the
concern over the financial photos of the students in The
situation facing UNH in the New Hampshire's -"On The
future. He said the "wonderful Spot" who "said, 'Good
faculty, excellent student-body riddance. ·.. .I don't think the
and good program base are average student understands
threatened by a decline in state ~ey are at a different place
funds." He blasted the state
HAALAND, PAGE 14
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Stressed students start strenuous studying
.

.

.

By John Doherty
A spectre is haunting available for residents.
_ Take out dinners will .be .
'Hunter Hall. It is the spectre of .
Laundry machines will not preparect by H~dqleston Dinfinal exarµs.
be used during the Study Out. ing hall, · so, that the residents
. But the courageous lead- It is a measure that, according will not miss any study action.
ership of.Hunter hall has to Seplew, is designed "to elimiDifferent settings will ·be
erected a powerful defense nate some of the activities resi- provided for the ardent stuagainst the onslaught of pro- dents might use to procrasti- dents ofHunter,Hall. One room
crastination coming with finals , nate.·
will sport light music for .those
season. Residents filled out ques- who like tunes while they pe- ·
"We 're trying to make the tionnaires listing their preferred ruse Chaucer and Finite Mathereading day into an environ- study atmosphere and the m,atics and another will promenf conducive for studying," schedule of their ~mil exams.
vide a noise-free setting for
said Hunter Hall Director
those students who crave the
·suzanne Seplew.
According to one Hunter nectar of silence 'While they
Frida:y, December 15, has Hall Resident Assi~tant. signs nurse growing minds. Other:
beeri deemed as a reading day of encouragement will be hung roonis will be available for
. by the ,University. All classes up on the day of a resident's students · studying the same
will be cancelled, commencing final.
subjects.
the first annual "Study Out" at
Thedaywillconsistofthree
_ The Study Out will _c on- .
Hunter Hall.
three and a half hour study elude with an ice-cream social
~study Out" participants sessions. · Residents record at 11 p.m.
. sign-releases that waive their their goals and post them on a
Student support and en"right to proc~astinate," which thermometer gaugingthe Hall's thusiasm has been impress1ve ·
includes a pledge to dedicate success.
thus far. Most students claim ,
the day to preparations for
In between each study theywill l;?e participating in the
finals.
session there will be organized d~y·s activities.
·
Seplew and the Hall Coun- break activities.
"People seem to be getting
cil . have arranged for several
"We're going to have ping- excited about it," said Hall
professors to come in for 4-5 - pong ·in one room," said Se- council president John
60 minute review sessions.
plew. "In another we'll have a Townsend.
Included are professors in cal- stress . relief workshop and a
"It's a .g ood idea, 91 said a
culus, physics, foods I and massage circle going in anothe~ freshman resident. "You get
people and statistics. ,
· r:ooni."
the chance to study in the
Students who successfully dorms."
The st udying frenzy has begun at UNH (Aaron Woody photo).
"We're also hoping to bring
in a few teaching assistants," complete their goal in each
"I think bringing in the
said Seplew.
study session will be awarded professors got a lot of people
Whatever the reason, one will be . studying their little
. The Wednesday before the . some prize· during the study interested," said Seplew.
fact remains clear; while the heads off.
-"Study Out" cleaning supplies break, according to Seplew.
.Others credited the close r~st of the UNH community is II~~~~~~~~~~~~
like vacuum cleaners, deter"Something :small," said atmqspqere of the .dorm with putting off until tomorrowwhat
111
gentand quarters2fodhewash- ·,. Seplew, "Maybe -~ :ping'.,-pbng ,-., Jhe appar~nt , upmin~o.t.· sue- ~.qoul?be~onetoday,the.b,ri~ht , .. , ~~I~=~~~~~~~1
~
- ing machines, will be made ball or something. 'l
cess of the Study 9p.t. _,
i:.d eye~fllen and women of Hunter
~-~--~~~~~~~~~~~

Ill
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.NATIONAL

NEWS BRIEFS

BostQn _poverty rate i~
measured

Young liver recipient
has new surgery

Trial opens in arms
scandal -'.

Boston, Mass. - The poverty rate among
Boston families has declined over the past decade
while the rate of,family poverty in Mass~chusetts
has re:rhain,ed virtually unchangec:t; according to a
new ·r eport. . Orie in every five families- and more .
than one-third of children under 6- are poor or near
poor. Among the city's growing Hispanic population,
the poverty rate remains staggering: Three in every
four Hispanic children _in_Boston are poor or near
poor.
The study, a copy ofwhich was obtained by
the Globe, is based on a survey of 17,000 Boston
households and longer interviews WJ.th 2,000 of the
households. "The substantial poverty which
remains in 1989 is a phenomenon of women, single
parents, families, minorities and the disabled."

Chicago (AP) - _The young recipient of the
nation's first living-donor liver transplant
successfully underwent surgery Sunday for the
second time i:h · two·· days ·'to stop 'bleeding on the
' surface of her new organ, hospital officials said.
1\venty-two-month-old Alyssa Smith was taken to ·
surgery- at 10 a:m. Sunday after an operation the
. night before failed to stop the bleeding, said the
spokesman for the University of Chicago Hospitals.
The bleeding was controlled and Alyssa was
out of surgery- at 2 p.m., according to Dr. Christoph
Broelsch, who headed the team that performed the
transplant and subsequent · operations. She wa,s
listed in critical, btit stable condition·. ·

Was}:iington (AP) -A defense consultant
described by prosecutors as a major figure in th;
Pentagon procurement scandal went on trial
yesterday on ·c harges of bribing a Marine · Corps
contracting official. Thomas E. Muldoon and
Leonard L. Ingram, a former executive of a company
that hired Muldoon as a defense consultant, are
accused of conspiring to pay bribes to Jack A
Sherman, a onetime Marine Corps procurement
officer.

Gov. fails to -report
abortion evidence ·Washington (AP) - A congressional panel
charged Sunday that the federal government has
failed to report evidence of the relative safety of
abortions for women.
A report released by a House committee
also said the Federal Center for Disease Cqntrol
has censored research on abortion, and it urged
the Department of Health and Human Services to
assure public health research is not affected by
political judgements.

Man charged in

neighbor's death
Protesters halt
cardinal's sermon
New York (AP) - Chanting abortion rights
and AIDS ·activists lay down in the ai~les of St.
Patrick's Cathedral on Sunday, forcing · Cardinal
John J. O'Connor to_cancel his sermon, while police
carried protesters out on stretchers.
More than 4,500 demonstrators marched
· outside, along a stretch of Fifth Avenue normally
crowded with 5,hoppers ,and sightseers, chanting
"Teach safe sex" and "Just say no is not enough." At
least 95 people were arrested.

Taunton, Mass. (AP) - A Taunton man
was arrested early Sunday morning and charged in
the beating to death of a neighboroverthe weekend,
police said. James Avery-, 32, was arrested at 3
a.m. by police at his home on Taunton •;L ane, Lt.
Frederick Simmons said Sunday.
Police found Raymond Erikson, 31, severely
beaten in his home on Spring street at about 5:40
a.m. Saturday, Simmons said. Erikson was taken
to Morton Hospital where he died at just after
midnight Sunday. Simmons declined to comment
· on what precipitated the alleged fight between the
two men.
·
·
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cost estirilated
By Terri Danisevich
·An architect's preliminary ing demolition and renovations,
· estimate of $759,000 for the furniture and the installation
MUB basement renovation of electricity, air-conditioning
proposal was presented to the and heating, said Sterndale. It
·MUB Board of Governors last does not include the cost for
Thursday night.
the computers or lighting for
. According to Stucient Body the entertainment area.
Vice-President Chris Sterndale,
The entertainment facility,
the proposed plan includes an said Sterndale, will be ~like
entertainment facility with a . nightdub, with a stage.' dance
capacity of just under 200 floor,, and food service area."
people, a computer cluster of The new computer cluster will
80 terminals, two meeting replace the existing 40-termirooms, offices for three student nal cluster on the 100 level of
organizations, a:nd mailboxes the MUB.
for Area II.
The next step., according to
· Student screeches at the th~ught of a shot given by Supervisor Qraham (Aa-r on .Moody ·
Both Student Body Vice- Sterndale, is to tcy to obtain
photo).
·
Preside:nt Chris Sterndale and funding for -the · project. HowMUBBoardofGovernorsChair- ever, both Sterndale an<;l Stites
man Eric Stites are optimistic are unsure of where the money
that the estimated cost can be will·come from.
By Beth McAuliffe
re,d uced because of the slow
.According .to Stites, the
UNH students will be re- hasslesatregistrationthanare
Itwouldonlytakeonecase
construction market.
MUBBoardofGovernorshasa
·: quired· ·io get a measles shot . necessary," he said.
of measles to put the campus .
Included in the estimate, funding plan, "but it's really
_.. b~forer,fturningtocl~ssesnext
Jim Wolf, associate regis- on hold, Patterson said. A reaccording to Sterndale, "is a too early... we're working on
: semester.if they have not been trar, said, "We ·are supporting cent case reported at Phillips
pretty large percentage profit sources."
immunized for measles since whatever Health Services-feels E:x.:eter Academy brought camfor the general contractor. And
"We will check under every
- January 1, 1980.
is necessary·without disrupt- pusoperationstoahaltfortwo with the construction market rockandwon'tleaveanystone
Dr. Peter Patterson, Direc- ing registration."
weeks.
quiet right now, if we can get it unturned," he added.
· tor pf Health Services at UNH,
According to Wolf, there is
There have been recent out to bid soon, the percent
Stites remains optimistic
is.responsible for the idea. "We not ·e nough space at the Field outbreaks of the measles over profit for the .general contrac- about the projeded· complereviewed · eve·ryone's records House . to accomodate large the past few .years at college . tor will be much lower."
tion date for the project. "We
this year, it became apparent numbers of people. The clinic campuses in the area. Accord- ·
Another _way to cut money .won't go out to bid µntil we
that , we ,had , to "r,eimmuriize will prbbably be set ·u p.at New , ing to Patterson; ifhree ·cases ~r .is. for ;the University to buy the · have the majoiityof th~ ·m oney.
stu_d ents," he said. ,:-' .i
Hampshire Hall, however this were reported at Northeastern furniture on their own, instead . .we're hoping that by this
:According to Patterson, a ·, is not definite yet. ·, ,.
i Universitythissemester. Many.
of, P~)?Ilg tpe co:µ~ctor to qo . ~p~~g,.\V_e can raise t.Qe money
rule requiring measles immu. AccordingtoPatterson, the athletic events had to be the Job, Sterndale added. .
tocompleteconstructionbythe
·nizationhasexistedforyears, costofthevaccinefromHealth changed.
The estimated cost in- fallofl990."
but the rule has been over- Services is $30. "Some state
- "You can wait 14 to 17 c~udesallconstruction, includ. looked in the past, Patterson . clinics will charge $5 for the days .(after the first case· is
· said.
vaccine, people should <call reported). If you get a second
Rule 2.14, in the 1989-90 around at home," he said. Some outbreak, you can be sure that
UNH Student Handbook states doctors in the area are charg- that person got it from the first
that, "All undergraduate and ing $35, he added.
person," Patterson said. "You
graduate students must pro"We are trying to get help can call this an epidemic bevide acceptable evidence of from the state, to get some kind fore waiting for a 100 cases to
immunity to measles and ru- of a financial incentive. New be reported."
bella. Registration for clas~es Hampshire won't pay for the
"It costs $400,000 to stop
will be delayed pending proof vaccine. Some states will," he an epidemic before. it star~s." By Jonathan Arthur
of immunization."
said.
Patterson said. "We have been
The temptation of free machines and the reports 11,ave
According 'to Patterson,
According to Patterson; suspicious of outbreaks of the :money and sqdas has led to one not ·been from the. company.
there will be some type of mass students have the option of measles on college campuses person's arrest and damaged The police act independently
immunization set up at the getting a blood test which can siI?,ce the Dartmouth epidemic vending machines.
from the company when they
time of registration.
prove if they are immune to the two to three years ago."
According to Kathy Gerritt, catch someone vandalizing~ he
"I hope most students will measles. If the $35 test proves
Approximately three to five spokeswoman for the Canteen said.
get their shot during break. po~itive, they do not need the
vending company, the main
Campus police made one
We don't want to add any more vaccine.
MEASLES, PAGE 10 . problem is the soda machines . . arrest November 10th when a
An anonymous UNH stu:- perso_n was caught stec;tling
dentsaid when wateris squirted from a machine, said Kopre:.
into the dollar bill changer, and ski.
the change return is pulled down
Kopreski would not reveal ·
rapidly, the machine shorts out. the name of the individual
Consequently, money and free arrested.
products are returned.
·"There was a period oftime
There have been about 40 when we had~ lot of this," said
. vandalized machines on cam- Kopreski. "But most of the
. pus within four months, Said vandalism happened within a
Gerritt.
short time and seems to have
The total nuinber of thefts tapered off.'.'
cannot be revealed because of
An anonymous source said
company policy, Gerritt added .. she w~ with two males when
Gerritt said the coin ma- the two were robbing the vendchine manufacturer is trying to ing machine. One of the things
eliminate the vandalizing prob- they us~d to rob the machine
lem with the vending machines was water, she said.
byworkingdirectlywith thevenThe source said the madors.
chine gave out all of its money
Even with the vandaliza- through the change return. "It
tion, the UNH is a ·"wonderful really works," she said.
vending account," Gerritt
The person also admitted
added.
to having used sluggs at ski
Deputy Chief Paul Kopr~- slopes to play video games and Food isn't the only thing coming out of vending machin~s recently (Mike Parnham photo). ski has only received · seven
VENDING, PAGE 11
reports concerning the vending

a

Measles shot required by 1990

;J"

Students vandalize
vending machines
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Noii~com munists take
position of power

Bulgarian s demand
reform ·

-2 _Baltic r~public.s

,
Prague (AP) - A gover.r;iment controlled
by rioncommunists took power Sunday for the
first time in 41 years, and tens of thousands of
people jammed the nation's streets to celebrate
the historic victories of their peaceful revolution.
President Gustav Husak, the nation's last oldguard Communist leader, resigned after swearing ·
in the new government, which includes two menwho were persecuted as dissidents until two
weeks ago.
,
The new 21-member government contains
10 Communists, two of whom enjoy opposition
support, seven nonparty members and two
members each from the small Socialist and People's
parties, which recentJy broke ties with the
Communists.

Sofia, Bulgaria (AP) - About 60,000
protesters jammed Sofia's main square Sunday to
demand political reforms, in the largest antigovernment rally in the Balkan country in more
than four decades. The crowd of office workers,
·factory hands and students waved banners and
chanted slogans in a swirling snowfall, exercising
freedoms unknown in Bulgaria until a few weeks
ago.
Among the slogans on the demonst~ators'
signs were "Dismantle the totalitarian system", and
"a multiple-party system and democratic elections.
The rally was held two days ,after a, shakeup in the
ruling Politburo and on the eve of a crucial
Communist Party plenum . .

Moscow (AP}- Estonians and Latvians
voted Sunday in local elections viewed as a
referendum on independence from Moscow.
Communists were expected to lose heavily. The
Baltic elections are ·the Soviet Union's first
major contested elections at the local level.
There were 24,500 candidates in Latvia and
9,000 in Estonia running for dozens of city and
regional councils, according to the official Soviet
news agency Tass. Estonia's Department of
Public Opinion and Market Research has done
·a pre-election poll showing the Communists
would receive less than 10 percent of the vote
with 100 percent turnout.

Econonrlc woes ·peril
Soviet party

Chinese sister turns
in brother
XI'AN, China___,. The Chinese government
last spring established special telephone numbers
for citizens to call to report anyone they suspected
_ -of having participated in democracy
demonstrations.
Ayoungwoman reported the whereabouts
of her brother, a student organizer named Zhou
Fengsuo, who had beeninvolved in the occupation
ofTiananmen Square. The sister, Zhou Werirong,
also was also said to have denounced her brother
for hiding Zhou Fengsuo.

Moscow (AP) - - President Mikhail S.
Gorbachev warned the nation's Communist Party
leaders that they could fall from power, as others
have in the East bloc, if they fail to solve Soviet
domestic problems soon, . the news agency Tass
reported yesterday. /
Gorbachev angrily offered to resign as
Communist Party leader after some conservatives
criticized his overtures to the West, a conservative
member of the party's Central Committee said on
condition of anonymity.

vote

Chile campaign
winds down
Santiago~ Chile - With the first
presidential election in 16 year~ of military rtile
scheduled for Thursday, the widely predicted
victory . of the opposition candidate, -Patricio,
Aylwin, has left anti-government forces feeling
euphoric and supporters of the regime grasping
at the slim straw of a second-round runoffvote.
candidate, a 71-year-old Christian
Democrat, exuded the magnanimity of a certain
victor when he spoke al::>ove the sea of multicolored political banners. Polls show Aylwin
likely to win at least 50 percent of the vote, with ·
the govemm~nt candidate, Heman Buchi; and
maverick businessman, .Francisco Javier
Errazuric, dividing the other half.

The

NOTICE TO ALL STUDEN TS .

ATTENTION
·srUDENTS:
Official transcript fees have
not increased for
nearly 15 years.
,.L

Due to the rising costs of
production, supplies, and
equipment maintenance, the
fee for official transcripts will
increase to $3.00 per copy,
effective February 1, 1990;

It has con:ie to our attention that there may be
some religious groups who have been initiating
uninvited contact with our students. While the
University cannot clearly distinguish which of
these groups may be helpful or harmful to you,
we urge you to use caution. before you_respond or
commit to ·any of these groups. Some groups
·
may be very helpful to you. Others may be very
destructive. Only you can decide for yourself.,
Talk to your friends. Ask questions. Solicit
opinions.
You have the right to privacy. If someone is
bothering you or soliciting you and you want
them to stop, ask them to stop! If they continuet
harass you, report them to the Dean of Students
Office at 862-2053. Please call any of us with
questions.

UNH/Durham ChaplainsAssociation
Rev. Gail Murphy-Geis s
Rev. Paul Murphy Geiss
Fr. Rick Pennett
Jane Hall
Rev. Jack' Lynes
Rabbi David Mark
Pastor Terry Sharbaugh
Rev . Al Snow

I

862-1165
862-1165
862-1310
862-1310
868-1230
431-5301
' 868-1027
868-2785
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Search for WSBE dean narrow s
By Paula St. Louis
A decis ion on the choice of a Business· and Management,
new dean for the Wittemore Temple University; and Dr.
School of Business and Eco- Wanda A. Wallace, Deborah
nomics could come before the D. Shelton-Systems professor
beginning of next semester, of accounting, College ofBusiaccording to Professor James ness Administration , Texas
Horrigan, chairman of the A&M University.
Horrigan said Assmus and
Dean's Search Committee.
Horrigan said the commit- Browri were on campus last
tee has narrowed the field of -week, and Mazze is spending
12$ applicantsto five finalists. - his second day at UNH today.
The search for the replacement Goodrich arrives on Thursday
of former WSBE Dean Carole for two days, and Wallace will
Aldrich began in June, he said. visit on Monday and Tuesday
The five finalists are Dr. Gert of next week.
Horrigan said the new dean
Assmus, associate dean and
professor of business admini- will probably begin when the
stration, The Amos Tuck School new contract year begins 'in
of" Business Administration, July.
Horrigan said the three
Dartmouth College; Dr. Tho--mas L. Brown, professor at the applicants who -have visited
School of Business Administra- the school thus far have "all
tion and Economics, Califor- fared well," and he expects the
nia State University, Fullerton; two coming in the next week
Dr. Lyndon E. Goodrich, dean will .complete the two-day inof the College of Business and terviews equally well.
"We're going to have to
Administration, Alfred University; Dr. Edward M. Mazze, pro- make a difficult choice at the
fessor of marketing and inter- end," he said.
The·seven-person commitnational business, School of

tee consists of four faculty
members, a representative from
the business community, the
dean of the College of Engineering and Physical Sciences, and
a WSBE student, Horrigan said.
Vice President of Academic Affairs Walter Eggers and President Haaland will decide
whether to accept or refuse the
committee's choice.
WSBE professor Kenneth J.
Rothwell has been serving as
the interim dean, but will resume his position as a faculty
member when the n~w dean is
chosen, Horrigan said.
According to Horrigan, the applicant's two-day
schedule consists ofintetviews
and open-ended discussions
with faculty members, WSBE
students, staff members, the
dean's council, Executive Vice
President Gus Kinnear, Eggers
and Haalapd.
"It's a very grueling schedule," Horrigan said. "I wouldn't
want to go through it myself."

Solar- max return s to Earth
/

By Michael Guilbualt
"Halfof the instruments on
Chupp, ,fue principle inLast week, with · a silent
satellite were not able to
the
involved
been
has
vestigator,
Indian
distant
the
over
flash
Ocean, nine years of UNH re- with the project for manyyears make the accurate measuresearch, and the entire United and had been working with men ts they were capable of," he
States orbiting suri ' Studying other researchers, called co- said. After a large effort on the
program passed into the realm investigators, until the re-entry of the satellite into th~ , .p artofChuppandothe rs, NASA
of space history.
The Solar Maximum Mis- atmosphere. Dr. David For-: allowed scientist/ astronaut
sion (SMM) satellite, dubbed rest, and Dr. W. Thomas George Nelson to don a space"solar-max," re-entered Earth's Vestrand are among these re- suit and attempt to repair the
ailing satellite. Although his
atmosphere on December 2nd, searchers.
attempt was unsuccessful; the
German
with
Together
after nine years of providing
data on the sun and its emis- researchers Dr. Kanbach, Dr. satellite was eventually resions, according to UNH pro- Reppin, Dr. Rieger, and Dr. paired, and has been functionJessor and "principle investiga- Pinkau, all from Max Planck ingwell since then, said Chupp.
The-loss of the satellite has
institute in the Federal Repubtor" Dr. Edward Chupp.
The satellite was designed licofGermany, and Dr. ·c Share dampened the solar-study proto studysolarradiation in order of Washington DC's naval re- gram in the United States subto aid in the understanding of search laboratory, UNH re- stantially, according to Chupp.
"'Ihe U.S. really has no solar
solar flares, and the accelera- searche:rs have been studying
tion of high-energy particles the sun through the solar-max · physics program in space to
associated with the solar flare mission for nine years, said study the sun in this current
solar cycle," said Chupp. "The
·
. Chupp.
activity, said Chupp.
"As far as we know, no study of the nuclear physics of
Ironically, the very reason
,
for the satellite was also the pieces survived to hit the Earth solar flares has been hamreason for its plummet to Earth anywhere," said Chupp. pered," according to Chupp.
"At the present time there
Chupp did speculate that a
early this month.
Apparently, solar activity titanium instrument-mount- are not any other missions
of the type the satellite was ing plate which was a part of planned until the Japanese put
placed in orbit to study, en- the satellite, may have sus- somethingupin 1991,"hesaid.
Learning about the radiahances ultraviolet aild x-ray tained the heat of re-entry to
emissions which heat the plunge into the Indian Ocean. tion emitted by solar flares is a
In 1984, the shuttle Chai- prerequisite to the planned
atmosphere, causing it to expand. This expansion increases - lengerwentuptorep airafaulty journey of astronauts to Mars,
the air-drag on the low-orbit direction po1nter on the satel- the red planet, in the next few
sateHite, and causes it to lose lite. Its malfunction prevented years. Without the solar-max,
velocity and eventually fall out certain instruments from the gaining of knowledge will
pointingaccurately~ t the sun, certainly be more difficult.
of orbit, Chupp said Sunday.
"We now have no way' of
Thisinstrument,aga mma- said Chupp.
the sun," Chupp said.
studying
to
able
ray ~pectrometer, was
collect information about the
TUESDAY.DECEM BER26
solar flares. Solar' flare activity
is associated with the Aurora
UNIVERSITY HOLIDAY - Offices Closed (Post-Christmas)
Borealis (northern lights) phenomena, as well as communications distortions and power
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 29
outages here on Earth, according to Chupp.
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY -Yoken's/Comfort Inn Classic, Snively
"The gamma rays specArena. Vermont vs. PC, 5 p.m.; UNH vs. Dartmouth, 7 p .tn.
trometer enables you to determine the energy of gall?-ma rays
very precisely," said Chupp,
SATURDAY,DECE MBER30
adding that _UNH had overall
responsibility for the joint USMEN'S ICE HOCKEY - Yoken's Comfort Inn Classic, Snively
·
German space project.
Arena. Consolation, 5 p.m.; Championship, 7 p.m.

.--------- ------ll l i - lili l ----------..
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Cale nda r
TUESDAY.DECEM BER12
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL FORUM - "The Death Penalty
Issue," an ovetview by Prof. Drew Christie, UNH Philosophy
Dept, an expert on Philosophy of Law & Social & Political'
Theory, who has followed developments on tlie death penalty
issue for_20 years. Room 129, Hamilton Smith, 7 p.m.
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY - vs. Boston University. Snively Arena,

7p.m.
UNHWINDSYMPHO NY - StanleyD. Hettinger, directingand
UNH Symphohy Orchestra, Robert Esbach, · directing.
Johnson Theater, 8 p.m.

WEDNESDAY,DEC EMBER13
CONCERT/DANCE - "Savoy Truffle and Stewed Tomatoes."
Sponsored by Progressive Student Network. Strafford Room,
MUB, 7 p.m., $4.
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY - vs. Hatvard. Snively Arena, 7
p.m.
SHOWCASE PRESENTATION - Dance. Johnson Theater,
7:30 p.m.

THURSDAY,DECE MBER14
LAST DAY OF CLASSES
AMERICAN STUDIES SEMINAR - "'MetropoHs' and
'Providence' in Transatlantic Eighteenth-Century Press
. Relations," Charles Clark, Dept. of History. Hillsborough
Room, MUB, 12:30 p.m.

LECTURE- "Cultural Theory &Pedagogy," R. Radhakrishnan,
ProfessorofEnglish, UMass at~erst. Room 125, Hamilton
·
ili; .,
Smith, 12:30 to 2 p.m.
MUSO FILM - "Sammy and Rosie Get Laid." Strafford Room,
MUB, 7 & 9:30 p.m., .
SHOWCASE PRESENTATION - Musical Theater. Hennes~y
Theater, 7:30 p.m.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 15
READING DAY - No Classes
DIMOND LIB!{ARY - Extended hours,_8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
NH INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR - "Ethnicity and Economic
Development in South Asia," S.W.R. de A Samarasinghe,
University of Peradeniya, Sri Lanka. Forum Room, Library,
3:45 p.m. Information: 862-2398. (Note change in date and
·
location)

SATURDAY,DECE MBER16
DIMOND LIBRARY - Extended hours, 10 a:m. to 10 p~m.
COMMENCEMENT - Admiral William Crowe, Jr, Keynote
speaker. Field House 10:30 a.m.

SUNDAY,DECEMB ER17
MUSO FILM - "Tampopo." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 & 9:30
p.m.

MONDAY,DECEM BER18

FINAL EXAMS BEGIN

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 22

FINAL EXAMS END

MONDAY,DECEM BER25
UNIVERSITY HOLIDAY - Offices Closed (Christmq5)
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On :The ·Spot
Make up ·a poem abou t the weat her.

'The weather sucks
~ hope,. it's over soon
i can't wait to go to Cancun"

. ·••May I be so bold
To say it's very cold
cold can be · ·
·As cold

as

In winter I feel like I'm part bear
Not wanting to leave my den
'
Until I get a ring
From the buds of spring"
Jay Mcsharry ·
Communica tions
Junior /Senipr

Jen Kamin
Occupationa l Therapy
Senior

''1'he weather is freezing
It makes me always sneezing
The wind.is-reall y blowing
I'd rather -have it be snowing"

Heather Carr
Spanish ·
'
..senibr
.
""'1'

,).{:

.Y o·u Worked Wonders
·.,.

WEAR IT

YOUR RED CROSS
BLOOD DONO R PIN

cy()W{/ (!JjwJwnv ~ ~

♦

'The ice outside is as clear ~s
glass
· . T90 had it's so cold I freeze off
my ass"

Ben Mainelli
Math/Econo mics
Senior
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Campus parking
policies reviewed
Decrease in residential
pe_
r rnits seen as solution

GENERAL
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Notices
STRESS MANAGEMENT: Wednesday, De-

GREAT BAY FOOD CO-OP: A non-profit or-

cember 13, Fitne.ss Room, Williamson Hall, 7
p.m.

ganization which sells good food for good prices. ·
_Join us-on Wednesdays, Hubbard Hall RecreaALCOHOL& DRUGS,: Wednesday, December
tion Lounge, 4:30-7 p:m.
13, Alpha Tau Omega, 8:30 p.m.

By Kristen Waelde

COMM-ENTARY DEADLINE: The deadline
The Executive Committee - we have," said Sanborn.
MASSAGE: Wednesday, December 13, 8th
foF submissions for the 1990 edition of Common Transportation met last "However. I would not favor the
Floor, Stoke Hall, 8:30 p.m.
entary is Friday, December 22. Submit your
Friday to discuss new parking lots' use by faculty and staff
work (research papers, essays, stories, etc.) to . NON-SMOKERS SUPPORT GROUP: For those
policies . for spring semester. because it would take away
Beverly James, M3 l 3, Paul Arts.
No decisions -were made, but from the students."
·
who have quit or would like to quit smoking.
suggestions and confroversiai
. Beaudoin questioned this
Wednesdays, 1st floor rotunda, Health ServVALENTINE'S BALL: A Winter Wonderland
factors surfaced.
propos_al. ~hen where does the
ices, 12:30 ,p.m.
semi-formal dance with DJ, sit-down dinner
The parking issues in- _E -lot person go When he or she
included. Qpen to all UNH students. Satur:volved a possible decrease in comes home and his space is
LESBIAN SUPPORT GROUP: · Meet in Reclay, February · 17, 1990; The Frank Jones
permit sales (especially resi- taken?"
source Room 249, · Health Services. Tues~
. dent), more frequent shuttle
Center, Portsm<;>uth, 7 p.m. to midnight. TickSanborn replied with the .
days: 8 -9 p.m., 4:30-5:30 p.m. (faculty and
. ets will be sold in all dining h.a lls during dinner
-service .to Data General, the possibility that students with
staf1). · Information: 862.-3823.
on Wednesday, December 13. Sponsored by
opening of resident lots for resident permits . also have
Inter-Resident Organization.
general use, and stricter A-lot access to E. E-1 and D- l durACOA SUPPORT GROUP MEETING: Fripe:rrnit sales.
ing those day hours . . '.
days, Room 201A, Conference Room, 2nd
UNIVERSITY RIDE, BOARD: Need a ride?
"One of the biggest probBeaudoin emphasized, MWe
Flo.o r, Health Seivice Center; 1-2 p.m. .
lems is A-lot," said Richard don't want to create a system
Offering a ride? Check Out the Ride Board in
Messner, the chairman of the causing additional frustra the Commuter / TransferCenter,'RM. 136, MUS
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETINGS:
dµring the holiday se.ason.
Executive Transportation tions."
'
·Closed meeting - open to th_o se "who have a
Committee and faculty repreDiscussion of the shuttle desire to stop drinking" only; closed Step
WINTER CARNIVAL 1990: Free advertising
sentative.
running to Data General every
meeting on Friday. Monday thrnugh Friday,
for any UNH organizaiions or departments
.According to Messner, the 15 minutes, included the elimiRoom 201A, Conference Room, Health Servinterested in running an event for Winter
solution lies in moving resi- nation of one loop around
ice Center, noon to l p.m.
Carnival, February 15-17. Contact Student
dent permit holders from A-lot campus on the hourly basis
Activities and CampusActivitiesBoardin Room
to Data General and an ease on due to lack of needed personHIV TESTING & COUNSELING: Anonymous
126, MUB, 862- 1001.
permit sales, which would nel and funds for the provision
and confidential; available at the Office of
currently provide approxi - of another shuttle bus.
Health Education and Promotion; .Mon. 9 -3·; ·
MUB CLOSED ON JANUARY 15 FOR DAY:
Student Senate member;
mately 100 more spaces in ATues. 9 -1. Call X3823 for an appointment.
. lot.
January 15, 1990, Monday. ·
Danny Prats, disagreed with
Messner continued that the loss of this loop, referring
with this move a more frequent specificaily to its necessity
MEETINGS
shuttle service to Data Gen- i during the unbearable cold of
HEALTH
,,eral, every 15 minutes, woul~ the winter months, its comUNH DEBATE SOCIETY MEETING: For all
"ALcOHOL AWARENESS .PROGRAM: -. Tues~ have to be incorporated for more
mon use during these months,
members and those wishing to find out more
"ad~quat~ t:ransportatidn to and .. ahd its use by. students witb Jj1\; _:·d ay, 1_p.e~en1~e~ 12, .K ~ppa Sigm.a, 7 p (~ab_~ utus ai:i~ f >Uf t,IPComing.p~bates. Let us
, from that lot and also to aid in te:imporary physical'handfoaps ..
kiibw if you are i:nte-r ested iad~batiµg .. ·Eve-ry,
the safety issue.
MASSAGE: Tuesday, December 12, Engel(broken leg, etc.).
Wednesday, Rm. 41, Horton, 8 p.m.
hardt Hall, 8:30 p.m.
Chief of University Police
Prats, however, did feel that
~Roger Beaudoin s·aid, "'Person- the proposal was "workable:"
' ally, I d9n't want to see another
Nancy Valerio, student parking and no _enforcement strictions except for legitimate . feel that the situation was "no
"residential permit issued."
representative to the Durham due to a lack of sufficientfunds. appeals, parkfog priority given : win," but emphasized the use
Dean of Student Affairs Town Council, felt the loop's
"It should be part of the first to faculty/ staff, COIJ1Il1Ut- of public transportation.
·cregg Sanborn responded, "I importance did not outweigh university infrastructure to ers, and theri residents, necMessner concluded with
believe that we should con- the need for more frequent · lighten that burden partially," essary re-routing of the shuttle the suggestion that, as far as
tinue.to allow appeals for legiti- shuttle service to Data Gen- said Watters.
service, and a study on build- Rolicy goes, ~just follow policy;,.
mate medical, finandal, and eral. She also expressed _the
. Chairman ·of the commit- , ing occupancy ratio to ·availKinnear proposed a com.academic circumstances."
need for the loop to be re-in.cor- tee, Owen Durgin, addressed able parking spaces.
.plete ·re-articulation of poljcy,
Sanborn also suggested porated into the route at night .five areas of further .study on
Executive Vice Presid~nt including an establishment _-o f
that lots E, E- 1, and D- 1, be for safety reasons.
the .parking situation:. ·:
Gus Kinnear said,."There is no wh~tthe ,tafio~ are.
.
-;: opened for day use by students
Also discussed . was the
Durgin stated that the way this ··c.in be : ~i' -sJe~ri'':W'.t.11-. , · ,:- " The Executive Committee
·•- with general parking permits.
issue of parking at · night. actions to be taken included: situation . .·Thete's, got '·to -be: ·on Parking will btd:Illeeting again
"If the lots were student According to Associate Profes- finding a way to develop:_a ra- foreseen ·w inners and losers." . in 'an effort to solve persisting
lots and all students with per- sor of English, David Watters, tional ratio of permits to spaces,
Associate Vice President for parking problems·. Until then,
, mits could park there, it would it seems that night hours are strict enforcement of the fresh- Finance, Allan Prince, did not as Gus Kinnear said, "The sob~ more equitable than what responsible for a lot of illegal man/sophomore permit , relutions are elusive."

a

Funds appn;>v~d
for women's · center
By Laurie Jackman

Co-direct~rs

wc,men's Resource Center (1-r); Sheelu Joshi, Isabel Pedraza and Deborah
Champagne~ (Photo by Mike Parnham)

The Women's Issues ReStudent Senate ultimately
source Center, which was or- approved the funds for the
ganized early in October, has center, said Garthwaite.
been approved for funds disAccording to Garthwaite,
tributed through the Student any campus organization that
Activity Fee Council (SAFC).
· wants to be funded by SAFC
The funds will provide must first submit a "concept,"
programs and disseminate in- what he calls "a statement of
formation about women's is- purpose, what the organizasues arid concerns to the entire tion does."
student body.
Presently, there are 13
Jonathan Garthwaite, organizatio'iis directly funded
Chairperson for SAFC, said by SAFC, but all other student
because of "a very close vote" organizations are either indiand a large number of absten- rectly funded by the committions by SAFC members on tee or are eligible to · be so,
November 30th, the vote for Garthwaite added.
funding the Resource Center
was called to Senate.
WOMEN'S ISSUES, PAGE 8
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RAN DOM
WRITINGS
OVERP AID
' BOZO.S AND
PARKI NG
. BY BEN FRAZIER
Seriously, I feel that the administrati on on this
campus gets a wee bit too much money. A VP getting
$90,000 a year and assistants to this money fat VP who get
$70,000and the assistants totheyPassj stantswhoa lsoget
$.70,000, and a while the little ole; Prof; gets peanuts(abo ut
half on a really, really, really good day). The way I see it, the
Professor is the b~ckbone of the university and the stud~nts
are the meat of this fine institution. Now, where does the administiat!on c,om,e in????? They take our money ( ·that's
y9urs and mlne.) and then unevenly distribute the funds to
the m_a ny programs on campus·, a · little to the profC:'!ssors, ·
and the,whatevers left (quite a large sum) is theirs to keep.
S9methihg inust be done!!!! Give the professors more
money! :We the st,u dents an~ here to learn; not to fill the fat
· overcoats of the administrati on. But, people will bitch and .
rri9an and, .say·that .I'm wrong or that I should say otherwise,
bµt hey, sue me Gus.
·
Good-bye Gordo, I don't really care . .
Attention administrati on, once again you have given
toq many par~ng permits (4 -permits . per parltjng_sp~ce).
B~irig an off campus student, driving to campus in the mom'
sucks the big one. Fighting for a space to park,is brutal. ·
Having a gC::neral parking permit~ I figured I was golden. Nay
my son. All spaces are full, go to next parking 1ot. The. final
1qt is A-lot, and boy does it bite when that's fulF C"-lotsB;oiild
be all permit parking, get .ride 1of those expensive met~rs.
Wpy in the· hell would anybody htaHy wanf to pay 50 ceri:'t s
ari hour and dollar and hour ~or T-hall parking lot! What a .
freakin' rip off. ,
·
ls our university a~ poor ·a s the state of Massachusetts? Can they not plow the parking l0ts an,<l walk ways?
Ot does one have t'? be an ice skater? I can slide all'the way
from the field house to Hetzel:Hall.
I hate rriodei'.n art and all it stands for because that's
tJie way Ifeel. I figure that's a mu.ch quicker way to get to
the point, eh Ed?
· _ ·
. If anybody care_s about anything I say in any·way let
me know, if not, go su.ck a lemon and tell me how it was.
By the way, don't get stuck in the ventilation system
in the MUB; it's p.o fun. Anyways, the people in the games
room are really sensiti:ve about that ~nd of thing.
And the Great PHOTO GOD spoke: " Let there be
FREE photochemic al psychedelics a.hd mushroom pizza for
all!" arid so it was ..... .
Ben Frazier; a photo editor for The New Hampshire, has two
steel plates· an.d'one steeZ. dish in his skull. .

WOME N':S _: ISSUE S-

contin ued froffi page 7
According to the. Women's
Issues Resource Center Directors, Isabel Pedraza. Sheelu
Joshi and D~borah Champagne,
a budget for the center must be
submitted byJanuary2 8.' 1990,
s.o that -funding cari begin. for
the Fall ,semester next year.
Pedraza, who came up with
the idea of the Resource Center
·t vhen another' local ce~ter was
closed, said · her organization .
faced opposition at first because ·
it is fairly new.
·"It's vezy hard to get money
from SAFC, but for good rea-· ·
sons," ,said Pedraza. ·
"SAFC reviews the concept
on the basis of its value to the
University," said Garthwaite.
"Everybody pays the student
activity fee, so it (the organizatj.on) mus( be open and ·accessible to all ~tudents," he said.
Workers for the UNH Busi- ·
ness Office said.that this year's
Studerit Activity Fee totals $59
($30 for the first semester and
$"2 9 for the second).
.
"We are tiyin.g to take the
whole student body into conside~ation · and not exclude
anyone," said Joshi.
. Pedraza· said that it is im_po1:tant for the Resource Center_

I:

to get "men and women work- said that the- Resource Center
ing tog~ther to understand wants to work with other groups
. women's issues."
in a student-to-s tudent relaInitial efforts to create a tiOJ?.Ship, .. not just faculty-to- .
Univer~{ty Women's Resource sty.dent.
Center began with signs, s~d
~We're basically here to
Pedraza. Now the center is in serve students~" said Pedraza.
the process of planning a~d
"We've pad a lot of positive
putti~g . t,ogether project$, feedba,ck, ~.said Peq.raza. "A lot
meetings a:r:id resources this of people felt it (the center) was
semester; . .. '
' '.
'
, needed," she added. 1 •
The dfrectors. also passed
Champagne said that the
around a petition to activate a ce:nter has received a lot of
women'.s :resource center . on attention from agencies on
campus. Two hundred and campus and students since the
seventy-five people it. Word of Senate de<;::ided. that SAFC.
mouth has helped to spread would fund the. center.
information about too. .
· "Rightnow, it(theResour ce
Pedraza said that many _ Center) is in an inteqnediazy
women and men attended the stage," said Garthwaite. He said
first meetings, but there are six that the organization 's.concept
people who actually help to.run has been approved and will be
the center.
funded _by SAFC, .but the
This semester the Resource amount of resources and their
Center holds weekly discus- 'allocat~on i~ .not set.
sion meetings on Thursdays at
Th~. Women's Issues Re- .
7 p.m. In the near future, .the source Center n~eds money
directqrs. hope to provide g4est mostlyto,pay forpublicity , said
speakers and various programs the directors..
on topics like relationship :vJoThe directors said fu~t they
lence and battered women's didn't \\,T.at1t students to "auJo,shelters.
maticailY~ ite off' the organi"We don't 'Yant to step on zation just from the nam~ . .
anyone's toes~" said Joshi. ·She
"I think we can, do a lot
next year,"·said .Pedraza;

H.O USING ,·
contip ued fro~ page l .
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According to Valerio, · the sai? the rrason.for sbJ;rting,the because of the various delays, ·
purham iandlords base their project tesulted from the pleas cotistrticti6n for at 1east_two of
~erit prices in corresponde nce two'years ago ofUNH ,Student the three main housing build~ith the current University Trustee Dennis O'Connell who ings may be completed for
rates. She feared that if the said that UNH had to have more occupancy for the first semesSAC carries these rates, the student housing. ·, Yesterday ter of the 1991-92 academic '
iandlords in Durham will use trustees were told that the year.
the oppo.r tunity to raise their student's be~t option would be
At the conclusion of the
fents. ·
·
not to bu,ild.
meeting, Student Body ,Vice- ·
. Various trustees pointed - · President Chris SterndaleT'he SAC will also provide
one parking spot for every two out the main parameter that thanked the committee for the
people. living in the new com- exists ·i s the cost constraints.
"unpreceden lecfoppoi-tu nity to
plex, which has proven effec"You can't buy the Cadillac · s_it in with the board and voice
tive for students living in the for the Chevy price· tag,:" Said the opinions of the students.;,
Undergrad uate Apartment , Chairman Steve McAuliffe.
"There's nothing we can do
~omple~ .(UAC). H~wever, "The monetary decisidn does now," Stemdale said, "so v,;e
construction · of the ·s AC will dictate what we can do."
just hav~ to try $d m~ke it the
"We didn't pick the ·,$18 best we can and continue to
reduce parking fri A-lot by 100
spaces, which is already over- million, it's ' what we were attend every meeting."
crowded during the day.
funded to work with," McAuDesmarais added, "It's
Soine ·memb~rs of the liffe ·added.
·
· disappointin g, but we're thank.C&SP Coh1mittee had trouble
Although ilie timetable for ful t9e trustees listened to what
sympathizin g with th€ griev-· the projec~ has slipped' a little . we :~-a d
~ay."
ances of the student bod . The
•

to

DECA DE, ·_,·

contin uedfro m .page 1 .
·s ome way, to emerge from the
naked floozy ready to go hopie with the '!-]NH campus. ·Michael Dukakis
:Grcnadaconf lidintact. LosAngeles
anyone who would h_ave l}er.Things ate a pizza at the Tin Palace. No
played host to the . '84 . Summer began to happerj., weird things.
one gave a rats ass then either.
Olympic Games, ahd kicked the
. Bohemianism reared its ugly
· The other teams, all o(whom
living hell out of everyone-ther e ... · head . .A woven · belt and :"Jesus" cheated, generally kicked the hell
and the Russians were too scared to
sandals suddenly meant you were out of us at the '88 Summer Games.
'even show up.
socially conscious.
Barbara Bush, first lady,
There is a certain feel to these
ABBA, early 80s super group, fashion leader/ captured the hearts
mid -80 years .. at UNH. You can was cool no more.
of a nation·.. Everyone admires a
sense it looking through 'the
But the Beas tie Boys got really worn~ who still dares to wear those
yearbooks. Nobody knew exactly popular.
,
necklaces with the huge plastic
whdt to do with their hair, people
movies mysteriously began to wane beads.
·
seemed trapped ' bctwe_e n Led
in popularity.
Just as things were going our
Zeppelin and Madonna. There were
A fraternity at UNH, TKE. got way, just as the 80s had loosened .
different lifestyles, different opin- thrown off campus, for of all things up her collar and kicked her shoes
ions. Testimony to this battle alcohol violations. Pandemonium onto our floor, it was over.
between the old and the new was
ruled the streets- b~d races
Now, we are left in Durham,
the existe~ce of three newspapers
cropped up in the lower quad.
alone, eating Cool Ranch Doritos,
on UNI-I's campus.
LAPHOS was unveiled · to sipping mineral water that nobody
But of course, the 80s and her unprecedente d critical acclaipi.
really enjoys, white-knuckl ing the
voice, The New Hampshire, would
But our time with the 80s was last weeks of the 80s out.
emerge alone, unc}mllenged .
running out. Soon she will leave us, the
As the 80s turned the final
Every democratic presidential sounds of New Kids on the Block
corner, the decade appeared a half- candidate in the '88 election visited wafting in the air behind her. ·

\,
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Student s learn to deal
with stres~ in worksho p

0-

The last several weeks
of each semester are a period
of great stress for many
students;
· Exams, final -papers,
and meeting last-minute
grad1:1-ation requirements all
combined with the coming ·
holiday season sends some
students into a near frerrzy. ··
In an effort to help
students,-better cope ,w ith the
anxiety that comes with exams
and the end .of the semester,
the Associate· Director of
Health Services, Kathleen /
Gildea.-Dinzeo . held
workshop recently in Lord
Hall.
In this workshop,
students attempted to
determine just what anxiety
is, and how it affects students
in different ways. ·
According to GildeaDinzeo, people respond to
anxiety in a variety of ways,
including
· general .
nervousness,
nausea,
· overeating or undereating.
Some students stop
s·tudying when they are
stressed, added Gildea- .
Dinzeo. While others sleep
more, in an attempt to escape
the panic mode they might be
l

t

.~

,Gildea-:Dinie_o~_o(f~red
suggestions oh how _to avoid
these panic reactions, and
channel anxiety into more
. posiUve activities._

•Concentrated one,. day c·ourse
for Wordperfect · · .
·
•Concentrated l /2 . day ~ourses
for Lotus l •2•3 •Small class ·size ·
•Low cost

I
During this time of
become negati'~e .. ones.
year, students make several
Students begin to question
M)
common mistakes which tend
their ability, and their life
to increase the anxiety they . goals. _This self-doubt and
are feeling, said Gildea-Dinzeo.
questioning should be
Academics, understandably~
reworded.
!
become a top priority, but she
"A positive mental
Reserve your space today oy calling:
also encourages students not
att1tude about (one)self as real
to neglect other areas of their
important," said Gildea:Lew Liggon . _ ·
lives.
Dinzeo.
Valcom Business Center . (888~ 1861)
Students tend to live
Practices
for
preparing for . exams and
on vending machine and fast
foods _too much when they are
taking exams were also
in stressed states, said Gildeadiscussed. A good night's
.Dinzeo. Students feel they do
sleep, a nutritional meal before .
the exam, and avoiding
not have the time to eat
. caffeine were a few suggestions
properly.
When taking an
G i l cl e a - D i n z e o
emphasized the importance of · exam, Gild~a~Di~zeo stressed
a balanced diet to help keep . the importance of remaining
energy -up during stressful
calm, and reading over the
Rent a computer for the
times.
entire exam before starting.
·
semester
and stay warm in
She also encourages kee'ping
Daily.exercise often is
your dorm or house;
neglected, Gildea-Dinzeo said.
track of the time, and taking
-Low cost rental
Exercise can be a "key positive
small breaks during longer
way to work out stress and
exams.
- Free delivery and set-up
Afteranexam, Gildeaanxiety."
_Call today to reserve your computer
Dinzeo agrees that celebration.
It is also important, in
maintaining a good mental
is warranted.
However,
for next semester!!
attitude, to take time out to do
because m<;1.ny students
ICME 645-4608
things which are enjoyable,
become run qown mentally
said Gildea-Dinzeo. Fifteen
and physically, ·alcohol is not -:_•.•.•.-:.-:.•.-:.-:.•.••••-:.-:.-:.•.•.-:.•.•.-:.-:.•.•••••••••■-:.•.•.-:.•.•.-:.•.••••••••-:.-:.-:.-:.•.-:.•.-:
minutes to an half hour a day
a wise choice.
She "encourages
spent . talking to a. friend,
listening to music or watching
(students) . to do something
television is a "great way· to
more positive than getting
-· pamper" oneself.
drunk.
.
.
_
; " · Although, this
.
.:,,
. fT
. ,p.,
Accordin,g to Gilde_a.- . celebrat,ion is ;;in important
form . of ' ,"positive .
Dinzeo, the mental messag~s
students send themselves are
reinforcement" whi~h ean be
also ve:ry important. It is ve:ry
bene.ficial before starting on .
common for these messages to
the next exani.

a.

iri.

Learn LOTUS 1 • 2 • 3 and
WORDPERFECT during
Christmas Break!!
--~ -

By Sarah Merrigan
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Stress, pressure clnd ponytails
By Laura A. Deame

following week. He is stressed.
It starts iri your
Biology major who has to
stomach; you might feel a little
"I throw things out complete two lab exams; two
sick. Then your blood pressure ._ windows to · relax," said Ted.
lab practicals, a quiz, and an
goes up forty poi~ts, your eyes_ "When I lived in Christensen,
exam during finals season.
glaze over; . and you sta'rt · •we'd have shouting matches Darcee reports that Amy is the
looking at clocks so often faat
with other buildings in Area 3.
type that doesn'ttake showers
the word "time" creates ugly, · Now I fight the· urge to start before finals, but opts for the
. ugly, connotations for you.
smoking again, and beat up . sweats-n'-ponytail look.
You guessed it-it's
Theater major Nicole
my roommate."
finals season. There is no time
Jon Eriksson is his ·LaBarge, who has a final
· for Christmas, · Hanukkah,
roommate: Jon is a:· zoology/ · project due on Monday, a
callingyour boyfriend, washing
pre-med major and-reports Ted lighting plot project that is
your_sheets or washing your
hasn't been too bad tolivewith. ·- already a week late, and a fi,n al
hair. But take heart...you are
Jon is rel~tively uristressed.
due next week, spoke the truly
not alone.
"I've been listening to unthinkable thought which
Meet Jenn Smaha.
a lot of really loud music like lurks in the minds of many
She's a political science major.
Guns N' Roses while t:rying to . . students ..
She has ~ psychology exam
"The tholigh t of
get my graduate school
and a four page paper due on
applications done." ·
quitting school right now has
Monday, plusanotherteh·page
become tantalizing," she said.
Darcee Mahar bas a
public opinion paper. ·
·
different·story. "My roommate
So take cheer, my
It's OK, you can smile.
and I have been just slapping friends.' Besides Jenn, Ted,
We know you like to see people
each other. We also put our · Jon, Darcee, Amy, and Nicole
who are worse off than you.
hair in huge ponytails on top of there's l0,000 others locked
Jenn is coping. "I've
our heads like bush women.
in their rooms. They're just
been screaming a lot at my · We shot -gun Budweiser." likeyou. They know where the
friends. I have worn this dirty,
Darc_ee has a fifteen page paper Vivarin aisle is at Brooks. They
ratty sweatshirt , of my • to write for her language nervously chew on any object
boyfriend's for the past three
acquisition class, another in ~ight. They long for
·days and I've started just
paper due Monday and a quiz debilitating diseases.
wearing it to bed."
·
Don't worry, you'll
next week. She is stressed.
Meet Ted Lambert. He
'Tve been wearing my Icelandic · make it. Justdon't think about
is a hotel administration major.
slippers, but I have been taking your really smart cousin Alex
He has an independent project
a shower before class," she said . . who really screwed up his finals
in plant science (eight pages)
Ainy Entwistle is her and flunked out and is how
duenextweek, a business stats
roommate. Besides drinking selling shoes on commission
test, plus three ·exams the
beer with Darcee, Amy is a
back home.

Limited space avaifa6{e

Are you going to freeze your buns off
next semester getting to your
Computer ~ab?
Plan Ahead!!

-.

· ·□
·.

:Wan't to dospmet~ir,g heartwarming
and helpful this winter? We need
plann~rs and participants for the
:_ Ski to End Hunger .fund~raising
event happening this February.

There will b~ an organizational meeting _
·on Thursday; Dec. 14 at 4:00pm
in t\le MUB's Notc;h Room.
To get more info please call:
Tom Hansen (664-2905) or
Marilyn Baltz (659-B414).
1iave fun skjing and lie{p end hunger:too!,

upstairs at

ROGER'S FAMOUS
PIZZA HOUSE.·.
is now open botl;t
FRIDAY & SATURDAY NlGHTS

with DJ ENTERTAINMENT
Serving BEE~, ·
~
WINE,
&. CO-CTAILS

l

I

- (j\lj(j:1--tIDYSPECI!4LS
No Cover -21 ·& over- ID's please
. 869 Central Ave - Dover 742-9870
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PREsc·t toL, _KINDERGARTEN AND
TODDLER SP ACES AVAILABLE:
FULL AND PART TIME OPENINGS FOR CHILDREN AGES
2-6. LE;T YOUR CHILD EXPERIENCE THE JOY OF
DISCOVERY THROUGH A.HANDS ON APPROACH TO
LEARNING. SUPERtEACHER/CHILD RATIOS,-STATE
.LICENSED.AND LOCATED SOCIALIZATION FILL YOUR
CHILD'.SDAY . .

APARTMENTS FOR RENT.
-STUDIO and ONE .BEDROOMS
-l st MONTH RENT FREE
Quiet .cquntry" setting conveniently
located near downtown Dover.

1

*laundry facility
*Wall-to-wall carpeting
*outdoor carpeting
*no pets_please

CRICKET BRO.OK APARTMENTS
93 Henry Law Avenue
Dover, NH
742-3234

.

·Hillel sponsors
·Hannukah meal
By Glenn Sabalewski
. Hillel, UNH's Jewish Student Organizatfon, sponsored _
a Hanukkah dinner at Huddleston Dining Hall last
Wednesday night.
According to President · of
Hillel Lee Rosenfield, approximately 850 students attended
the dinner, which was served
during regular dining hours.

Students_had a choice of
both the regular .scheduled
dinner and a variety,of Jewish
foods, such-as cheese blintzes,
latchis (potato pancakes) and
bubke (a kind of coffee cake),
said Rosenfield.
Following the dinner,
Rabbi Mark from the Temple of
Israel presented a discussion
on Hanukkah.
In his talk, the Rabbi ex-'
plained that if it weren't for
Maccabee, the Jewish leader in
168 B.C., ChristmasmightnoteyJst.
"If Maccabee hadn't defeated the Greek domination
then Juda_ism would have
vanished aµd Jesus would have
been Greek, ·not Jewish," the
Rabbi said.
The Rabbi also stressed
that the. Greeks of that time
have nothing to do with the
~ Gree~ of today who he termed
"great contributors to our .culture."
"It was very informative,"
said Jeff Pearl, a UNH student
who is notJ ewish and attended
the Rabbi discussion. "If you
have to came a choice in life
· between different religions it

makes sense to know about
the other ones."
As students entered the
dining hall theywe:i-e given foursided toy tops, known as dreideis.
, ' The dreidels are used to
playagame"kindoflikepoker," according to Rachel Rosengard,
secretary for Hillel.
"I thought the dreidels were
cool." said J.D. Cole, a UNH
student who attended the dinner.
Rosenfield collaborated
with Larry Rogers, Menu Marketing and Training manager
for UNH Dining to plan the
evening's event.
Rogers explained that H
started when he got a napkin
note in Stillings dining Hall
-complaining about the lack of ·
attention given to Jewish holi- ,
days, while Christian holidays
always get special meals. The
person also complained about
pork being served on Yorn Kippur, and signed the note, "God,"
according to Rogers.
- Hillel consists of about 50
members, but there are about
700Jewish students at UNH,"
Rosenfield said. "This is good .
for them because a lot of stu dents _may not come out and
say they'lj~ Jewish but they feel ·
a part of this."
.. It's (the dinner) a fun way
to learn," said Rachel Winnokur, ~ice president' of Hillel.
"We'd like . to educate people
about Hanukkah and for them
to get insight into _the Jewish
religion."

MEASLES

continued from page 3
college students die everyy~ar
from the _measles virus, Patterson said.
The symptoms of measles
include -a cough, rash, and
high fever. Complications from
th~ disease can attack the
nervous system or can lead to
viral pneumonia or viral encephalitis which attacks the
brain. "It is the complications

that kill people," he said.
Ul\TJI junior, Leslie Falchuk,
said, "I think what they are
doing is a good idea because
measles are very· dangerous.
It's no big deal to get a shot."
Senior Bess Franzosa added,
"I don't need any other hassles
at registration. It's already a
pain in my butt; I-don't need it
to be a pain i11.my arm too." -
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Rape .alarm plan considere d
By Elisabeth Shalit

In response to the growing , hduses and residence halls.
·"It's ·a serious issue, arid ·
concern over se:µi.al assault,
the UNH student senate is false alarms won't be tolerated,"
currently developing a plan to Varney said. "Anyone discov- .
sell rape· prevention alarms to ered abusing them will have to
concerned parents ~nd stu- face the university's usual
dents . . The mechanism, de- conduct system."
The student senate has
. scribed as a rape alarm, is
battery operated and has· an predicted that a final decision
will be reached by late Jahuary
estimated cost of $4.95.
Kim Varney, the head of 1990. If the plan is accepted,
the Health and Human ' Serv- · students or their parents will
ices Council of the student be able to buy the alarms from
senate, said that the project is the senate directly. or at The
still under development and a Cat's Closet in the MUB.
Eve Goodman, . counselor
supply of the alarms has yet to
for SHARPP, Sexual Harassbe ordered.
"We first need to send let- ment and Rape Prevention
ters to the students' parents Program at UNH, felt that it
explaining the proposal," Var- was a good idea as long as t}J.e
ney said. "We are hoping the 1 mechanism was marketed corParents Association will help rectly and the community
understood its function.
us with funding."
"It shouldn't be described
However, according to
_student senator Susan Reid, as a means of removing all
the plan has to go through the possibility of rape." Goodman
senate first. Then the budgets said. "It might be used in
will be drawn and students and addition to a self-defense program. It might make the car· parents can be advised.
· Varney also stressed the rier of the device feel safer."
It is a preventive measure
notion of peer education such
as· holding seminars in Greek

that, according to Goodman,
has been successful at other
universities.
As far as UNH students are
concerned, it appears to be a
good idea. Heather Black, a
student senator, said they
could be made more "effective
by informing the community
about the device and its sound,
so they know there is an emergency. But, they (the alarms)
need to be taken seriously
because it can be dangerous if
they are misused."
Sean Hamilton, a senior
business major, said, "Charging for them might prevent
people from abusing them ...
But, he didn't feel that men
needed them nearly as much
as women.
According to Michael
Smith, a senior sociology major, the device would be most
effective if people were fully
aware of the situation and its
seriousness. However, he, like
many others, didn't feel that
that the alarms were necessai:y
for men, but would recommend
them for women.

Academic ,,ac-h ievemellts awarded
By Elizabeth Seaman

At the President's lunch- education and have accepted state student paying her way ·
eon over Parents' Weekend in responsibility and have made through college. Valerio is the
October, the UNW'~.Parents' their colfimunity a bett'er place vice president of the Student
'Cpalition for the Homeless, a
Association awarded Senior in which to live."
Daniel Vachon, a social 'student senator and ambassaDaniel Vachon and Junior
Nancy Valerio $1000 scholar- work major, was nominated by dor, a member of the Emerging
ships for their academic the Department ofSocial Work. - Leader Program and the judiciachievements and for their Vachon, a polio quadriplegic, aiy committee and is member
contributions both to the Uni- has offered valuable insight and . of the Durham Town Council.
'.
vers1ty and to the general com- participation on issues con- She is also involved in several
cerning handicapped persons student help organizations.
munity.
In the past, .the Parents
According to Jay' Nan- at UNH. He is active in the
nicelli~ a member of the Par~ Handicapped Student Organi- Association Award has gone to
.. entsAdvisoryBoard, a student zation, is a member of the · a graduatiqg senior. This year
.must have at least a 2.8 GPA Student Senate Health · and was the first that the awards
and be involved in the Univer- Human Services Committee went to undergraduates.
"It makes more sense to
sity and community activities and has contribut~d greatly to
the awards to people still
give
to qualify. The University and the organization of a successthe Parents Advisory Board ful Handicapped Awareness in school so we can help them
while they are here," saic:l cocollaborate in selecting the Week last spring.
Off campus, Vachon has president of the -Parents Assowinners.
We look for well-rounded been active with the Granite ciation, JudyVirnelli. "Because
· individuals," said Nannicelli. State Independent Living Foun- 'ou·r fund raising was so suc"You don't have to be .a genius dation as a peer group coun- cessful last year, we were able
and you don't have to be desti- selor, a peer group leader, and to give two awards this year."
"In the future, we hope to
currently as a member of the
tute ..• anyone can apply."
According to Dr. Frank Board of Directors. In addi- be able to give more." said VirVimelli, this year's winners are ' tion; he has mafotained a 3.69 nelli. "In the meantime, we want
to get the word out to students
"outs tan ding examples of indiJ GPA.
viduals who have shown an
Nancy Valerio is an out-of- that these awards are available
· to them."
appreciation of a university

VEND.ING

. continued from page 3
get free food.
"I was such a rotten
little kid," she said.
She also said she used
to "jimmy" phones in high
school so she could make free
calls. Machines are getting
much more complexand harder
to rip off, she added.
"I have since grown up
and I would never think ofdoing
such a thing at this stage in my
life," she said.
Senior Dan Tillinghast
said "I used to do that [cheat

vending machines] a pretty long
time ago." He said his motivation was free food and it "didn't
matter if I had money or not."
He and his friends ·
used to do it for the thrill of it,
because there was nothing else
to do, said Tillinghast. "There's
no way I'd ever do it again," he
said.
Kids will try it but that
doesn't mean that it's right,
said Tillinghast. But "as far as
I knew there was no way to do
it anymore," he said.

"I don't think it's right,"
said Sandy Cutshall a senior.
"I wouldn't do it partially because of the fear of being .
caught," she said. "But, if I
ever came across anyone doing . ·
it I wouldn't do anything, because I'm a wimp," she added.
According to Kopreski,
a person caught var,.dalizing a
vending machine will be
charged with a misdemeanor if
the damage is under $ 500.
That could include a fine of
$1,000 ancl/or one year in jail.
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A1 Wilkinson:, a senior· · Wildcat Pizza will be·a good

&

What's behind ·the wood? Only the owner knows for sme (Ben Frazier photo).

Wil dcat spac e ·rem ains a .my ster y
By Elisabeth Shalit

UNH students are not
the only ones wondering what
will occupy the space recently
vacated by Wildcat Pizza. Even
the construc tion workers
renovating the building are
being kept _in the dark.
John _. Dutka, an
employee of JC&S Contracto rs
_working on the building said
that he and his -co-worker ,
Wayne Mayo, did not know
what ·building owner Steven
Petrovitsis planned to put in
the vacancy.
"L can tell from the

.
Petrovitsis , owner of
Durham House of Pizza, also
owns several other locations
along Main Street. Wild~at
' Pizza had leased the space
· from Petrovitsis . When the
lease ended in October it was
not tenewed and Petrovitsis
decided to open another
business of hjs own.
Apparentl y, students
are upset at the idea of a riew
restauran t _that won't offer
alcohol. Wildcat Pizza's
relaxed, sit-down atmospher e
wi,11 be missed.

plans that it will be another
restaurant ," Dutka said. But
offer is
the kind of.food it
still a mystery.
Since October 27th,
the building at 38 Main St.,
Durham has remained empty.
Petrovitsis would like to keep
its identity a secret until
renovation s are complete.
"Hopefully, it will be
.
finished in a month," he said.
"I'll be happy to talk about it
then."Petr ovitsisdid admitthat
the new restauran t would not
b~ ~erving· alcohol.

will

one.
Engineerin g major, liked the
opportuni ty to just sit with
friends. "I guess I will have to
go to Glory Daze, instead, for
that. type of socializing," he·
said. ·
Another student, Junior
Susanne Kuhl said she was
· going to miss the Wildcat food.
"I loved their pizza, it's Greek
style," she said. "It also had
good atmospher e. I hope the
new place has the same
Custom ized
relaxed feeling, but a cute little
movie theater wouldn't be a
Street Signs
bad idea."
Bt,1t employee s at the
surround ing stores have
different feelings about the
opening of a new restaurant .
· Bret Olsen, an employee at
Custom
Convenie nce Supersto re
Signs
(formerly Bread and Butter},
the
about
is concerne d
competitio n.
· "I could hurt our business
if it's a sub shop," he said.
More·
Lorraine Mechen, the
manager- of Durham Book _
We handle all
Exchange, a store which also
your sign needs .
leases from Petrovitsis , wasn't
on
constructi
the
by
bothered
NEW ENGLAND BAR-RICADE!lll going on next door. But she
did hope that her -landlord's
1-800~365-8365
new restaurant had good food.
~:·:;~;:;:;:-:;:;:;:;:;:❖H'"U•~Z:.~❖-:;:;:·:;:•·:;:::·::~;:::••·:::;:;:;:;:;,·:v"". ·:·.- .... _.....~:;: ·
"Wildcat had great salads,
we need another place like
that," she said.
Because Petrovitsi s is
hoping to surprise Durham
and UNH, until renovation s
are finished, everything heard
until then is hearsay. Yet, the
success of Durham House of
Pizza would lead one to believe
that tthe replacem ent for ' 1,:;;_ _~ r ~·,; ;;._ _ _ _ _ _;;,,1
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Wi nd ow of
Op po rtu nit y

SupersPort Model 20

10.5 lb., 8088 with I floppy drive and
a 20MB Hard Drive
(order # - SupersPort ~ode! 20)

Z-159 Model 3

8MHz, DeskTop, 8088, 640K memory, with I
floppy drive and a 20MB Hard Drive with a '
· monochrome monitor
(ord.er # - ZSM-159.J)_

Z-286 LP/ 8 Model 20 .

Space saving 8MHz, 80286, !MB memory,
with I floppy drive and ·a 20MB Hard Drive
with an amber VGA monochrome monitor
(order # - ZMA-286--20)

Z-286 LP/ 12 Model 40 •
Space saving 12MHz, 80286, !MB memory,
with I floppy drive ana a 40MB Hard Drive .
with a VGA color monitor
(order# ZMF-212-40)

$1799. 00 $1400. 00
·$ 1299.00 $1099. 00.

$1549. 00 $1149. 00
$2299. 00 $ 1849.00

0

z-386 sx·

16MHz, 386SX DeskTop, 1MB memory,
I floppy drive with 40MB Hard Drive with a

VGA color monitor

$2699. 00 $2299. 00

(order# - ZMF.Jl6--X4)

0 0

ZDS Productivity Pack Includes MicroSoft® Word

t

and Excel

For More Information Please Contact:
Chris .O'Conor
ZDS Student Represnta tive _
(603) 743-0940

·

(order# - ZDS--10)

·

$ 100.00

Win A $5,000 PC Package In
Zenith's MASTERS OF
INNOVATION II COMPETITIO N! For

..
•Prices do not ~nclud1: ~a le1o tax. handling and/or proce1;sing charges.

Entry Form, Call 1-800-553-0301.
Competition Ends January 15, 1990!
_•MicroSoft is a registered trademaik cl MicroSoft Co~ratio~
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Pre-ve t stude nts_learn of L********************************1
~2~~~ !io~al oppor tuniti es jpromotionalI
Consideringacaree rasa
Veterinarian? Although
preparation for a career in
such a ' field is difficult and
costly, it is available to those
who are motivated, said Dr.
Wyman,
a
veterinary
ophthalmologist at the Ohio
State University (OSU) Coll~ge
ofVeterina:ry ~edicine.
·Wyman, who addressed
pre -veter,inary
majors
discussed the veterinary
school application process
and what makes OSU
attractive to applicants.
According to Wyman,
OSU boasts state-of-the-art
facilities where a vaccine for
feline
leukemia
and
revolutionary . contact lens
materials were developed, a
supercomputercente r, a video
studio, and a veterinary
hospital accommodating 100
large animal and 450· small
animal patients~
· Wyman claims that OSU's
size,'the largest of the nation's
27veterina:ry'schools , enables

to provide unique
extra-curricular activities, *
·
·
*
opportunities in academic
leadershi_p . positions, field
__,~c~"-- ---.-----~
study, research, and practical
experience, financial status.· lt- .
experience. ·
and ability to deal with the
■l'I
Each class of 130
stress of what Wyman calls *
•
students attends lectures
"one heck of a difficult
together for the duration of
curriculum...
*
.....__,._ _ _~
their education and are broken
· The 1989 OSU freshman *
•
down into four to six lab
class had a 3.4 average GPA
1
groups. There is a five to one
and an average GRE score of* - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - student/faculty ratio.
_
1780.
·
·
IMPRINTED WEARABLES
OSU
is
especially
For those that.survive the
~~~r80 ti~3~:::~TRIPS & DECALS
attractive to New Hampshire
gruelling
curriculum,
~~~~JEt~~~~v~~~iis .
*
residents because it offers
according
to
Wyman, *
PREMIUM$ANo INCENTIVES
grants enabling three New
opportunities are limitless. *
Hampshirestudents toattend
Startingsalaiiesinve terina:ry
AND MUCH, MUCH MORE...
for Ohio state resident tuition
fields average $25,·000 , and *
FAX # 431-0776
rates. (This is a savings - of
range ash_ igh as $40,000 for ~
Since 19a2
VISIT SHOWROOM AT
~
.--r
130 CONGRESS ST. PORTSMOUT-H. NH 03801
.--rroughly $11,000 per year.) .
industrial · and equine *
*
Mor·e UNH pre-vet
medicine positions.
*
OVER
*
graduates attend OSU than
Nine hundred and three : . - - - - - - - - .
75,000 ITEMS
:
any other veterinary school.
positionsarecurrent lyposted *
~~n•~
RUSH SERVICE *
Applicants must have , forl26prospectiveap plicants
~
between 96 and 101 credit
atOSU.Onethirdoft hisyear's :
hours and a 3.0 grade point
graduating class has already
average and stand a . 33
accepted job offers. .
;
_percent chance ofacceptance.
"It is, .. Wyman added,
Als.o considered by the
"an extremely gratifying ..................... ..................... ..................... .. ~
admissions staff are ·w riting
profession...
and communication skills,
L
&111ui- ,:,-,
u
_
it

-~~n--~ .!!*

! ___;,__
!
!

Ill.

*
!
!
*
*
!
!
*
!·
*

!
!
*
!

!

431 •7076

! ll'I lili.

-

~§§~~

1

-

lrna~e
* . . _________, Ma eting

~ ffi

I

.

.

'11

NDERGRADUATE
PARTMENT
OMPLEX ~

Tg~;\, *;,
,r,r'

_ ]

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLEFOR
SPRING 1990 ADMITTANCE TO THE
.

,!
II ~-

l■I

l■I

l■I

l■I

l■I
l■I

l■I

All Eligible Second Semester Sophmores, Juniors,
and Seniors are encouraged to apply at the Office .

60 STRAFFORD AVE, .
DURHAM, N.H.
or call 862·-1779 for more information
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-HAALA ND,

continu ed from pag~
then when I started." Haaland
said he is proud of the quality of
· the current faculty and the recent
renovations of both Conant and
Thompson Hall.
According to Haaland, UNH
Trustees will soon set up a search
for both an interim and
1
permanent president, ..ultimately
academic
with
· someone
academic
or
experience
credentials." He said Executive
· Vice-PresidentG usKin~ear .. has '
got to be one of the . (people
considered," while it is unlikely
that Dean· of Students Gregg
Sanborn would be in the running.
Haaland believes the
atmosphere created by the
smaller 2oqo undergraduate
population at the private
Gettysburg college will create a
better climate for his ideals.
"UNH is a very hard place to
build a sense of community..
.Maybe it doesn't happen in a big
place like this."
Haaland .. gave a lot of
thought" to a presidential post at
a larger university, but decided
he was ~more at the mercy of
forces that -surround (you). You
have less control." He was
concerned that if the "students
here don't know me," the
situation at a school with 4'0,000
students would be intolerable. .
Although he was in .. no
hurry to leave New Hampshire,"
Haaland said that in recent years,
. he has learned that .. the president
gets to be in a no-win situation."
"Everyone knows better than you
how to do the job .. .If they only
had a few days, they'd fix aU that
, , t ..:
:you screwe~ µp." }
Haaland said he was

Mall, Newington, N

436-1117

disappointed with recent reports
oflow faculty morale. He said he
doesn't believe many of the claims
are ..wellgrounded." UNHfaculty,
said Haaland, .. have great
freedom," and the opportunity to
.. stimulating
with
work
colleagues." "It's a real privilege,"
he added. He also mentioned
that faculty received a major
salary increase in August, yet in
October he was. hearing of a
morale problem.
Haaland said he refused to
accept that parking was a
problem ... It's a problem if in fact
people drive to campus and have
no place to leave a car within a
mile of campus," he said. That
situation doesn't exist now,
according to him. If one defines a
parking problem as a matter of
being inconvenienced, then there
is a problem, he said. At some
point in the future, UNH will
have to expand parking, he said.
Haaland staunchly defended
the recent hiring of high-level
officials. ..I don't apologize for
any administrators ...You won't
find any organization of our size
with a budget of $160 million,
with the administration of our
size." .. It actually saves money if
people are doing the right kind of
jobs...
"Ifl could avoid controversy,
I would do it... provided it could .
get to the right decision."
Haaland believes .. New
Hampshire has been hard on its
ptesidents." "T};lere are so many
constituents who make demands
on yom: time as if they're the only
oru~ . . . they feel very free' to
criticize."~.. It's harder than you
think. .. (you) really do have a lot

i

o peop e w o say t ey cou
do something better than
yourself, and are _perfectly
willing to tell you."
1'hesepeople don't think
you are a human being," he
added.
Although Haaland praised
UNH Trustees as "generally
well intentioned people,
working with their best
interests," he conceded that
the .. trustees got too much
involved"with the new student
apartment comple.?(. .. It's one
of those things wtiere
Gettysburg is a different
situation."
He said possible budget
cuts could mean a reduction
in funds to athletics, among
other things. Athletics are
always a place the faculty start
looking at in times of budget
crunch, he said. In case of
financial difficulties, "There
shouldn't be any sacred cows,"
he said, but he cautioned
against a move as drastic as
eliminating the football team.
_For Haaland, the move to
Gettysburg is .. exciting." .. I'm
in my 11th year in
administration. Its probably
time to do something
different."
Haaland declined to rate
· his presidential performance
ori a scale on a of I-JO. "It
would just be a number for
everyonetodisa greewith,"butadded, .. Better than some
people think, not as well as I'd
liked."
~i;'.'I wouldn} trademy·time
.here for ;:tnyth,ing,: .Qonduded
Haaland.
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II j?fQ ·Programming' 'Fund Organization
II
........~

I:
I
I
I
I
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I
I~
I1
II

I
III
I

I
2

!~
~~

. .

. .

Dead line for appli catio ns is
Thur sday , Dece mber 14, 1989

·

· 68
For more inform ation call: 862-19
or stop by the PFO~ Room 124 MUB
.

_

•

'

~~
i~

1

-

I~
n
Student Life Council I
'I I of the Student Senate for I
A Cha irpe rson for ·the

I~

--- - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ -

This is a comp ensat ed posit ion.
A 1· t·
.
PP ica rnns are avai·1a blem
Room 124 MUB.

·

~~

App licat ions are now
beirig take n for

!BUSINESS MA NAG ER

NEEDED.

I

the Spring Sem este L . ~
/

~

I~

•~~
~

~
~

~

.

~~~

~

~

I~

------

i
App licat ions available in i~
·

·

.

~the Stud ent Sen ate Offl ce.i~
. n,. ca II ~i
~~F or more Informat1o
I~ •
862 -149 4 · •
Date Due: 41#
-1 ~
Frl.d ay Dec. 15 .·
~
i~
.

I

-U •••

I

~
I
J ~~

~
~

"-,.11. 1.1.1.1 .1.1.1.1 .1.1.1.1 .1.1.1.. ...-1111 1...,-... ,-,_

%

.
- ·
Return to Ann-Mane Elek

· ~M U SO NE ED S
i'
· ·
HELP! .
Please, Ev,eryone ·A pply! Thes e Posit ions Are Open ing Up For
Sprin g Seme ster:
Presi dent
Busil less Man ager
Publ icity Direc tor
_.
Offic e Man ager
Prod uctio n Direc tor and Assis tant
Arts and Lectu res Direc tor
Film s Direc tor
·Two \Publ icity Assis tants
Dark room s Direc tor

~.
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ATTE-NTIONSTU DENTS
Affordable·Fitness -

~M.N',?!~-C.f ~5 ~

sign.up by

·. December 31, 1989 .

CBlly crny sweC1tshLH

·$99.00 for 5 months

Clt blLQ Q pHc~

get I p,i. ob sweCltpntg oo/t II 2 pHee.

J~nuary . .. May 31, 1990

20% obb ClQQ _ womeh's sweC1tm

}>FREE WORKOU T

/ J\ QQ ·gQoves _Clnd_ scC11tbs · 20%

with .this ad .

o~b ·

~ · .gaQe - ~~

s,e
,iheworkau·

STUART SHAINES

ATHLETIC

50

MAIN

~T. DURHAM, - N.H .

03824

. (603) 868-2570

246 ROUTE 16, SOMERSWORTH, N.H.

, _742-2163

'\,

-,t-----------

~~~cd)~ o 11@ rr

-~IJ@
· Christmas Brea·k,

January 7-12

Ski over break the inexpensive way!!
_

Trip includes: . _

* 5 nights lodging (only 5 minutes from the mountain!) ·

* 5-breakfasts
* 4 dinriers
* 5 days skiing ·

-7

ONLY $219

* Transportation NOT included
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

I

For more info call: 862~ 1013 or stop by the -office Rm -·11 OA,_ MUB basem~nt
*Office Hours: Mon-Tue$ 9.- 4*Table Hours: Wed-Thurs 1-1-1 (MUB balcony)
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·THANKS to all our
.awesome volunteers,
.. SAFE RIDES has had a su.c cessful semest~r!
We are still · looking for
volunteers for -.
next semester,
so if you are .
.
interested
call Cathy Gray (862-56950).

J{appy
!J-[o(idays

. ' '[UJ

~ ~

\

ATHLETE
-of tfte ·_

WEEK! Week Of: Dec. 10, 1989

·PRESENTED
BY
Name: Laura Seiden
6Port;

Women's Basketball

6-2, FreshJCenter
River Vale, NJ
UNH's freshwoman Laura Seiden
' is coming off an outstanding week
in which she scored a career high
of 29 points while collecting 10
HAYDEN SPORTS
rebounds in a loss to Bost.on ·
College and then contributed 10 ·
points to spark UNH to a 66-60
comeback win over l.JMASS,
Saturday. Seiden, who started
every game for UNH and is
currently the team's second ·
leading scorer averaging 14.7 rA ,r ·
38 _:JVLlltn
-L • . points per game, was honored as last week's North Atlantic
conference Rookie-of-the-Week.

srr

from
Safe !Rides! ....

Look for the "Athlete of the Week" every
Tuesday, ONLY in the New Hampshire.

ATTENTION.ALL STUDENTS INTERESTED ,
IN A BUSINESS CAREER
.

.

-Gain the experience needed to put yourself one
· step clos.er to .a career in the busi11ess field; .
The NewHampshire ·. is now accepting ·
·
applications .for the position of
· ~· • Business Manager.
Deadline for applications is .
· December 13th ,_

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
Rm. l 10B, MUB - .
862-1323 .

SUCCESS

SUCCES·S
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Pub lic sur vey s ma y mis lea d
By Stacy Grugnale
Political
Science
Professor David Moore
warned· students to be
skeptical of public opinion
polls of any type. Moore,
speaking to a small audience
last Thursday, discussed the
problems inherent in gauging
publicopin ionthroug hpolls.
Moore presented results
of studies which were based
on UNH poll results and on
literature about polls. The
studies were conducted with
asplit-ball otmethodi nwhich
· people polled were given two
versions of a questionn aire
and th~ results were
comparedf orinconsis tencies. ·
One factor that affects .
the answer given is thewayin
which a question is worded,
according to Moore. "
Sometime s phrasing a _
question one way vs. another
makes a big difference ,"
· Moore said.
In one study, peoplewer e
asked
whether
the
governme nt spends too little
money on weifare. The first
questionn aire used the word
welfare while the second
substitut ed the phrase
"assistanc e to the poor... The
results of the_ poll differed
dramatica lly with 63 percent
respondin gyesto"as sistance
to the poor" and only 19
percentres pondin~:y ;eswhen

the word welfare was used. '
"Peopledo n'tlikethew ord
welfare," said Moore.
Moore explained that
subtle word difference s can
"change the whole order in
-which one might look at _the
problem."
In another example,
Moore cited the difference
found in a pollwhich asked if
the governm ent should
forbid/no t allow abortion.
Moore
said
that
approxim ately 10 percent
more took the pro-aborti on
stance when the question said
"forbid"in steadof"no tallow."
"The word 'forbid' implies
some kind of force ... people
don't want to go along with,..
said Moore'.
"Peoplear en'trespon ding
totheactua l thingthat's going
on but to their perception (of
it)," he said.
_
Mooreexp ressedcon cem
that mariy people answering
surveysar en'tinform edabout
the issues. "It's the 80/80
rule," he said, "80 percent of
the people know very little
about80pe rcentofthe issues.
"Morepeo pleadmitth eydon't
know about an issue when a_
"don't know" option is listed
as a response, Moore said.
Other problems found
with questionn aire polls are
_

thatorderi ngofquest ionsand
type of responses listed can
change perceptio n and
influence results, according
to examples cited by Moore.
Survey-ty pe research
also presents ·problems ,
according to Moore. "Surveys
are always quite artificial,"
he said.
In response to a comment
that fTndings from his study
seemed · pessimisti c, Moore
said that the "precision we
have on public opinion is
much less than we once
thought."
"The question these
results raise is what public
opinion polling is for," he said.
Moore said that there is
an ongoing process of
investiga tion about the
difficulties of polling public
opinion. _"Ultimately , there is
no way out of the problem,"
said Moore. "There are
_different ways of looking at
theworlda nddifferen tresults
depending on which way you
look at it," he said. ·
Professor Moore is
continuin g research on
polling and may possibly
write a book on the issue.
The purpose of the book, said
Moore, "would be to raise the
issue ·of uncertain ty in
polling."
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The Seacost's First Fully Dedicated Ski Tuning
and Repair Center

-

22 Chesnut St. (across from Welby Drug) Dover, NH
"

"
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-NOW OPEN

*

I

WI"

-

·¾·

742-1019

Come in and have your equipment HAND TUNED
to fit YOUR s~ing sfyle.
.'t'
"
Overnight service
· ··
~❖
Binding adjustments and satety checks
Consignment sales of ne\Y and used equipment
.,
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WE'RE GOING HOME . ..
AND -WHE-N WE WANTTO GO HOME . ..
Wf='RE ·GOING ~ ~ = - "- MOBILE!
Bus Service to
-Logan Airport and Downtown Boston-Connecting Service to New England and New York-

GO MOBILE!
L~J - Call 742-5111
or 742-2990
-_tTRAILWAYS for Schedules and Info

MID-YEAR BREAK
,Special _.on,e-Week Course·
JANUARY 2 lY~R~ -6 - DAY-S: 9_AM,· 5PM
'

-

-

·tEARN~
BARTENDING
,.EAR.N EXTRA INCOM_
E
GET PROFESSIONAL TRAININf} Al
·MASTER BARTENDER SCHOOL' ,rs
EA~Y AND FUN_ TEL. ·(603) 659- _3718
--- LMASTER·
CA~. _L
.
-·
~BARTENDER
' SCHOOLu
OR WRITE ...................................................

TODAY-

84 Main Street

;_,_-\ ~ewmark~t, . N.H. 03857

Racial tension .increases
.

'

.

By Stephanie Kiluk

.
.
.To-day's meaning of
Cornell, · he must still smile
group is C. Eric Lincoln,
blackness in':olves a selfreassuringlywhenme.e tingup
authorofTheAvenue,Clayton
defense against racism and a
with a white woman on
City, a tale of an unpaved,
sense ·of
community,
campus at night.
rundown street in a black
according to a professor from
Gates referred to James
section-of town.
Gates said there has been
Cornell University.
Baldwin, a literary scholar,
Hemy Louis G~tes Jr.,
whose "belief in salvation...
_great effort by writers and ·
stood as a saving grace" ·for
ftlmakers to enhance the new
W.E.B Dubois professor of
literature, iectured on "What's
black Americans.
meaning ofblackness, though _
in a Name: Meanings of
Baldwin, whose greatest · ·they have little effect.
Blackness" to a packed room
works i_nclude Another
fie · gave black women
_ in Hamilton Smith on Friday.
Country and The Fire Next
novelists and the· former
"The
meaning
of
Time, was active in the civil
number o.ne rated "Cosby
blackness is now more
rights movement and often . Show" as examples, saying
complex than ever befor~." , . displayed-hishatredofracjsm . : there _ i~ - "no correlation
Gates said.
in many of his boo!IB.
between projected images and
Gates'presentationbegan
Since the fall of
the real thing;" ·
·
with an anecdote about his
segr~gation _after 1965. the
GateS ackr,iowledge.d the
childhood, a time when blacks - birth .of the "Afro-Americ;an"
need for · more . :black
were referred to as "G~o.rge,;, a
e:q;ier-gecJ, with ,a, new
-professors.
.
name
synonymous
generationofwritersgranfi:µg
· Briggs Bai.ley, assistant
. throughout the ,decades with
· a: newvoice to blackness, said• professor of EngHsh;:s,aid she
_s uchlabelsasdarky~ tarbaby,' . Gates. .
"foundintetestirighlsanaiysis
high yellow, and ho:i;neboy. .
·aver · the past :io years, '. bf the aeveloprnenf of black
".M y grandfather was
the movement has taken a
writing · i over · _several
colored,
father is negro, - . new turn-- withthe best seller - gene~ations_in the twentieth
and l am black," ,. said Qates:i · ~ ~ong ~fSoforrion,' :a bqok b;y°, _century;" .
Gates gained "the voice of
author .Toni .Momsori, who- ·
A:- key to the . ~eaning of
experience"·by attending Yale ' ·described the._~fory ofa ihan's ·. ~blackness js··."understaricfrng
QU( "generation of 's;chbl~:rs;·"
U:niv'ersityw,i_th.a large grm,ip , s.earchf9r pis identity after a
ofAfro-Ai:neric~ns, givinghim , · farnily_history.ofvidlence~d · said Gates. - , - ·"' , "',, ..-slavery.
,
.
C~tes, whose caretr will
. refuge from ·extreme _ra~-ism.
Morrjson is included in·a
continue in th~futureadJtke
·But, times have changed.
since Gates's .was ~n school.
"range·ofrepresentatives"who
University, is the author of
Today. racial ,tensio~s on
are working at creating a new
the books Figures in' Black,
· college campuses are rising.
meaning for the'word "black."
and The Signifying Monkey.
"Thedreamofuniversities
Morrison's bookTheBeloved,
The
lecture •. was
as havens ofraciai equity has
gives-a voice to ·:t11e horror of
sponsored _by the English
not been. realized," h~esaJd. i.
slavery,
the· "African
dep;a ttiri~nt, the 'd ivers'ity
Gate;S tsc;1.id tb?ti, even
,holocaust," Gates said.
-comhii't:~~!;and'·fue :• cehter'for
thou h he i well-known at
,. '. Also included in this
the .huma~ities.
I

my

-

,

I

ATTENTION STUDENJ!S...... .

Do you enjoy
reading yOur
school .pap~r?

Don't you think
Mom and ·Dad
would ,too?!

Why not give them a gift
subscription for Christmas? Make
them feel l.i ke they're really in touch!
4

Well, Christmas.·
is just around
the comer!
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YES! Please include us on your subscription list!
Name
·Address
Phone Number ---------------------------------'Enclosed is a check for $18 to cover Spring Semester.
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Steroids common among students
Six percent of high school students admit use

'

PAGE27

Learn ·German
This·Summer

By Ishi Niyama Burdett

They know that the steroids
Six percent of all male
Today, the only medically
work." Only recently has the
senior high school stud~nts
recognized uses ofsteroids are
in the U.S. have used or
healt~ community admitted
to treat people with anemia
that they increase muscle
presently use steroids,
from bone marrow failure and
strength.
according to Dan Sedory,
to
treat
testosterone
Although professional
program director of the UNH
deficiencies in males.
athletes are periodically tested
Athletic Training Education
The first recorded time
for steroids in their systems,
Program.
that steroids were used for
it is easy to find out when they
Sedo:ty spoke to a groupathletic performance was in
will be tested, and they know
of about 25 people in the MUB
1954. by the Russians, said
exactly when to stop using
.last Thursday night about
Sedo:ry. They were initially
them so that they will not be
anabolic, androgenic steroids.
used by body builders, but
tested positively, according to
"You have to be out in the
now athletes of all kinds use
Sedory.
middle of nowhere to not have
them.
heard about steroids," he said.
In addition to time, other
"An . individual . cannot
factors can help an athlete
"At many gyms, including
turn any fantastic athletic
avoid detection. Sedory said
some local ones, you can go
performance without a
drinking huge volumes of
into a back room and grab a
significant number of people
waterandrestrictingfatiptake
handful of steroids out of a
wondering whether . they've
can allow an athlete to take
bowl, just like candy."
used steroids," he said.
steroids for up to 72 hours
Sedory said that ·w ith the
He said steroids allow a
before testing.
known percentage of high
person to work out .harder
He said som~ven go as
school students who have
aqdforlongerperiodsoftime.
far as injecting someone else's
admitted to taking steroids
They
initiate
protein
urine into their own bladders
"there have to be UNH
synthesis, which increases
before a urine test in order to
students using them."
nitrogen and potassium levels.
show up clean.
According to Sedory,
This leads to fluid retention,
There , is also a long
"anabolic" means muscleand explains the puffiness of
banned list of over and under
building, "androgenic" means
someone just coming ·off a
the counter drugs for athletes
having male, secondaiy sex
cycle.
·
because they may either .act
characteristics, and all
AccordingtoSedory, there
as masking agents to steroids
steroids promote both these
are two common methods of
or aid in heightening the
qu_cJ.lities in users.
· taking steroids. They can be
effects of the steroids,
· He said side-effects
taken in pill form or can be
according to Sedo:ry. Among
include AIDS (transmitted by
\njected.
these is a drug used for asthma
using contaminated needles
· Hesaidmostathletes take
sufferers, which slows the
to inject steroids), liver cancer;
oral steroids, which are waterheart rate and allows the
sterility, fhiidretentior,i (which
based ·rather than oil-based,
}~,ads,, :~9 }!)Creai~tr!_. "bloo,d l;>~c~µse th~y work,e, por~ athlete to . inject ste'roids
between heart b~ats.' .
p.1:e,s sure),br~astfo~tionin
potently.
.
·
x
Sedo:ry said that if ~n
males {whi~h is •.."slightly
Sedory said most'steroid
irreversible"), loss · of hair,
users -take at least 40 times . athlete-ls tested positively for
one of these banned drugs
acne, nose-bleeds and
the recommended dosage.
hepatitis.
Some engage in a process . but negatively for steroids,
they will still fail the test,
~~
In females steroids cause
referred to as "snacking,"
Random
tests
are
9-n
interference
with
where they take four, five or
becoming more popular
fuenstruation by decreasing
six different kinds of steroids
because they are supposed to
~strogenJ~vels, a deepening · at the same time.
catch the athlete off guard,
bf the voice; more facial and
At a university to which
but Sedmy said it is not that
body hair; an enlargement of
Sedory referred but did not
hard to find OU t when
the clitoris and probably
name, athletes commonly
random test i.s going to occur.
osteoporosis.
have steroid parties where
"A little money here, · a little ,
Steroids also increase
they get together and pass a
money there, and they can
physical
and
sexual
needle around for injecting
find out to the day," he said.
;i!,ggression in both sexes. They . steroids. He said this is where
Manufactured in Mexico,
promote "terrible ~feelings of ;, disease transmission becomes
steroids ?re easily accessible
·rage and anger, .and this a . dangerous.
to almost anyone, according
real problem," said Sedofy. . ··,, ~· '.'According to a recent
to Sedory. "A physician can
·
"You have to fook at all . siudy, seven to eight percent
write a prescription for
the violence lately oµ campus °jot the NFL football players are
steroids easily, ancl parents
q.nd how steroids may 'be
usingsteroids, butSedorysaid
are supplying their kids with
involved," he said. - :.-- , <\\ .,
this figure must be inaccurate
them," he said.
The emotional effect~'.are::, · because most athletes know
;even more ser~ous in ,. how . to avoid being tested
He said some steroids are
expensive, but "as drugs go,
adolescents.
"For
a:µ
positively for steroids . .
most
are
relatively
individual who's going
Sedory said that an
inexpensive."
through adolescence, there is
offensive lineman for the
According to Sedory,
already a 1ot of emotional .Pittsburgh Steelers needs a
reasons for taking steroids
·· stress," he said. "What are
heart transplant. He was a
include money, professional
steroids going to do to add to
"heavy abuser ofsteroids," and
.acceleration and parental
this? Adolescents ar.e not able
claims that steroids are the
pressure to succeed.
to control their emotions · as · reason for his need of a heart
"A very high number of
·adults can."
transplant, although it hasn't
athletes ~ill use anything to
According to Sedory,
been medically proven.
win a medal," he said. "With
steroids first became available
Sedory said the health
all the stress of being an
to physiciq11s during · World
community in the past has
ath:lete, using steroids .is a
War II. They were used to
not acknowledged that
very small thing to them~"
, speed recovery after starvation
steroids work for muscle build
and major surgery.
up, but "athletes know better.

\

June 24...
August 3, 1990.
The Tenth Annual German Summer School
of the Atlantic at the University ~f Rf,iode Island
in co-operation with the GQethe Institute Boston.
German will be the sole language of communication, and German
life and culture the heart of this six week residency program of
intensive language stµdy.
You may earn up to nine undergraduate or graduate credits while
living in the beautiful surroundings of our coi,mtry campus, just
minutes away from Rhode Island's magnificent beaches and historic summer colonies.
This program is ideally suited for anyone wishing to enroll in
beginning, intermediate, or any level of advanced German. From
business people and travelers, to students planning work or study
abroad. Toke advantage of this rare opportunity to participate in . ·
this total German Language experience.
'
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~l!!!!flla
...
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For details: Dr.

'llllllllll,

Johri Grandin

Dr. Otto Dornberg, Co-Directors
Department of Languages
University of Rhode Island
Kingston, RI 02881 (401) 792-5911
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ENTR~ LEVpL PAY RATE
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CALL

CORPORATION

{603}964-1406
. (603) 964-8997

I INTERVIEW NOW· BEGIN AFTER EXAMS
• GAIN VALUABLE BUSINESS EXPERIENGE ; OR RESUME
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I BUILD COMMUNICATION·SKILLS.

I INTERNSHIPS &SCHOLARSHIPS-POSSIBLE,FOR NEXT
SEMESTER
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I FUTURE MANAGEMENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE
I ALL MAJORS MAY APPLY
I DETAILS COVERED IN INTERVIEW
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FREE LEGAL SERVICES .·· .· J College Break
I
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I

Dwyer and Caramango •· · ··
.

.

·Monday 9:00am to 12:30pm _(at the Portsmouth_·office) -,
:Tuesday 4:00plil to 6:00pm .
_·Wednes.4:00pm to 6:00pn,
Friday 10:00am to 12:30pm '

-

·- -.·

. · · _:. ·

I

i

I ·EScape -1990 ·
1· .

-

-~~~
---

II
I
I .
.
I
.,
.
SKI YOUR -WAY TO $1900
I
1
l{?et ha~py, get i~ck;- get yourself to Sunday River in .January for a great week of skiing.I
I.C~II
now and reserve your College Break Package listed below and you'll get a lift ticket I
lo~ging, li~e bands, pizza parties, zany ra~es, swimming, saunas and lots more for one Io~I
l_price. Ourmg each'. one_ of our College· .Break Ski Weeks, one lucky skier will win a $1000
1scholarshi,p.
.

'

...
.·

'.

·

I

I

_

~ --~

Break # 1

4 Days/4 Nights

January 1-5, 1990

$199*

Break #2

5 Days/5 Nights

January 7- I 2·, 1990

$249*

Break #3

4 Days/4 Nights

January 15-19, 1990

$199*

~odging based on' per person quad·occupancy. Prices do not include taxes & gratuity.

Monday-Thursday non-holiday:
1 day skiing, 1 night lodging: $45

I
I
I
I

I

I

Call 1-800-543-2 SKI
For Reservation s, ·

I

I

II ~'"

#

. _

f
I>

I·

.··_ ililJunday riv!J· l1·-

.I-...··

1
.
~ ~ ~,!le,, , , ,JI
1,..-•-•iii.-J-......;. .._~--,· --·- .....1
--~,~!J

C

: ~ ·•

File

With ~--intosh
>you can even do.
:Macintosh® computers have always been easy to use. But they've never
been this easy to own. Presenting The :Macintosh Sale. _
. Through January 31, you can save hundreds of dollars on a variety ·
·of Apple® :Macintosh computers and 'peripherals. .
.
So now there's no reason to settle for an ordinary PC. With The
' Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with much more of a computer.·
. Without spending a lot more money.
·

New
Ope~ ...

Close
•

•

,

-

•

►

•

.

■• ■ ■ ■ ■■■■■■■· ■ Ill ■■■■■■■■■■■ • ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■■■■■■■ I ,. ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

Saue· Rs .•.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • ■ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ·• • • ■ • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • •

Print
...
.

·······•• ............................. ...................... .
.;

.,

-

Quit

·•-

The Macintosh Sale.
Now through January 31.

© 7989 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple IOfiO, and .\Ja'cintosh are Tl'fiisteml ti-adet(lllrks of App/I' C11111//ll/l'1: /11c

·,

I

1-·

I

..__
--__ ·-;-. _ _ _ _ _ _lllllllllil_ _ _ _ _ _ _
' - __ ....._ _ _ _ _. . . . .

I.I

·

Midweek Special:

'-

I'

.

- - - - ~- ~-

2\pom 131, _
'M'U'B
I'
Pfione 1-800-422-6919 Or 433-7040 , I
I
(Portsmouth); 862-1712 ('MVfB)
I
I
P[e~e ca[[ auring .office hours.
I Sponsorea 6y
Stuaent Senate

I

,..~,,-~~~

University Technology Center
Thompson Hall, Room 14 A
Hours: 9 am - -3 pm
Monday - Friday
862-1328

,:-

~

'
:

.

)

'
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·Al I JED HEAL1H & NURSING STUDENTS

· Baystate Medical Center -Student Reception and .Brunch
Saturday, January 6, 10 am - 2 pm
Administrntion Building
Close your books. Forget about exams. Take 2 mi.nut.es to mark January 6, 1990 on your calendar.

Baystate Medical Center's Student Reception and Brunch is the start of the most important research
project of your life. In just a few hours-you will find out all about Baystate Medical Center, in
Springfield-an 800-bed regional medical center that is redefining health care in New England. And,
most of all you'll find out how you can help us shape the future as one,of the leading medical
·
centers in the nation.
As the Western Campus of Tufts University School of Medicine, Baystate Medical.Center offers you ·
a learning, growth"Oriented career.environment. Our progressive management has created new excitement. Our financial stability has created an atmosphere where you can feel -the energy. Come tour
our imp~ive facility. Explore the opportunities and advantages of wprking with us. Brunch with
Baystate, Saturday, January 6-it's a research project yo\1'11 enjoy.

(_

It is easy to get here: From the North, take exit 11 off Route 91. From exit follow blue "H'' signs to
hospital. From the South, take exit 10 (Main Street) bff Route 91. Hoop_ital will be directly in front
of you, two blocks away as you-go down the ramp. Follow the "Career Day" signs to the Adminis·
tration Building entrance, and we will be there to greet you. ,
. For more information call 1-800-m-1477. An equal opportunity employer.

nlb.
Bclystate Medical C~nter·

\.._

nu•: WE~Tl•'.KN (:,\Ml'll!-, OF

'·.

:

TlTl'S l iNIVEKSITY SCHOPL OF\IEDl!:INE

,,

,. '

. '

- ·~ SE]NATE ·P AG E
Bills Passe d: ·-·
Xl-56 Xl-57 ·xl-61 -.
-Xl-62 - ·

Progr ammi ng Fu1;1d ·Office Conc.e pt (PFO) .
Stude nt Senat e Conce pt
Chein ical Free Livin g Propo sal
Stude nt Press Conce pt
_i

Greek Forum! Tues. Decem ber 12th 7:00pml Granite State Rm.I MUB. Administration and ·
Greeks will discuss the future of the Greek system. Open questions from
·
floor--come voice your concerns!
You might to pay your tuition next semester! The
* Need an extra $400?you
to contact your local State Representatives and .
,S tudent Senate urges
ask them to vote NO on any action that wou,l d raise In-State tuition for .
next semester.

* Thanks to everyone who donated.· blood at the Blood Drive last week!
s? Call the Student Senate at 862-1494, or come
* Questions? Concern
visit the office in Rm. 130 of the MUB!
·~

-

i
\
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· .· ·. NEWMARKET ·
. . . STORAGE .·
·. (133 Exeter Rd, at
. billboard sign)

LANDWTm
AIR FORCE ROTC · AND WATCH YOUR
CAREERFLY. .

·

· As an Air Force ROTC cadet,
you can land yourself in a career
with excitement: as a pilot, navigator,
missile officer - as an Air Force officer.
You wiU gain an education iri leadership
as you work toward your degree. You'.ll learn to
command with confidence. You may also qualify for
scholarshipprogramsthathelppayforcollege. When you
graduate, you crui exchange your tassle and gown for an
Air Force uniform - -and watch your career take off.
1
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603-862-1480
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-Seasonal ·1ocked interior ·
·storage for boats, cars,
RV's, motOrcycles
(starting $18-$38/mo.)
-M et_
a ·I s·e·..If ~sto rag'e ,b·1·n· .s
now available (starting at
$ 20/mo )· ·
.
· ·

.

>

.

ca1

CAPT T.R. MORGAN

■

.

.

UNH special (with this ad
·. for winter break--6ft.x12ft
bin $40 (Dec 15 to Feb 1

Leadershi~ Excellence St<)lts Here

',

C5ZLLL:

(603)659-7959 .
{603)659-2655

.~
'I

. ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS INTERESTED .·.
-- IN A BUSINESS .C ARE.E R
,

~

-Gain the experience needed to put yourself one
step closer to a career in the business field.
The New Hampshire ·. is now accepting
· · . · applications for the position of
· Business Manager.
· Deadline for applications is
. December 13th
~

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
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(J ===
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Rm. l l OB, MUB
862~1323

SUCCE

SUCCE
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In o; aer fo register £Or s}Jiingsemester c1asses, you need proof
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of n1easles in1n1unity.
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IU

The immunization policy requires that all studellts born after
.· 1956. submit documented evidence of the following:
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-Proof of measles immunity
by a rubeola (measles) titer

55!
••1
••1

-Proof of 2 immunizations with
attenuated measles vaccine,
the second dose after 1979
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HEALTH SERVICES WILL PROVIDEIMMUNIZATION AT THE APPOINTMENT CLINIC
MONDAY--FRIDAY, 9AM-3:30PM
COST $30.00
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*See a physician or immunization clinic at home over break
*Bring Proof back with you
*Prevent delay ·at registration
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SPONSORED BY UNH HEALTH SERVICE, CONSUMER BOARD
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For more information call: 862-2862
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Editorial
Rig ht to die is no t sta te's dec isio n to ma ke
Have you ever seen a person in a persisten t
vegetativ e state? Well, have you? Not that it's a
. physicall y disgustin g sight, at least not Hke a cat
accident victim who was hit head-on or run over. No,
the sight is not bloody, but ifs enough to tum a
person's stomach over, especiall y when that person
in a vegetativ e state is a family member who has been
in a coma for six years.
This is the case for Joyce and Joe Cruzan,
parents of Nancy Cruzan, a 32-year-o ld woman who
was hit bi a car back in 1983 and has been kept alive
through artificial feeding. Nancy's parents want to
end her life because in their eyes she doesn't have a
life . .And essential ly they are absolute ly right - Nancy
Cruzan has the right to die.
The parents have never wanted Nancy to
receive life-susta ining medical treatmen t, at least
since they were told that she had no hope of coming
out of her coma. However, the state of Missouri
doesn't seem to share the same set of eyes that
Nancy's parents do. The state asserts that it's a
constitut ional right to intraveno usly feed a person,
whether consciou s or not, even if it's against the
parents will. But those who believe that N.ancy has a
right to dieclaim that the Constitu tion requires the

state to def~r to a family's judgeme nt when a patient's her neuroiog ists. She has
no life. It's in her best
own wishes about their own life are unknown . They · interest to set her free
from . the tube feeding- her
are absolutel y right.
quality of life is nil. She's pretty much a dead baby How can the .state ·of Missouri judge this she can't walk, talk or eat. To her
parents, she might
case? How can anyone judge this case unless they are as well be dead; not that
that's the way they want it.
close enough to the case to realize the trauma it can If perhaps she had the chance
to live they'd continue
actually cause. The only people who have the right to to hope and visit that hospital,
but she doesn't. The
judge ·a re the family - that's the bottom line. No, it's - world should just open
its eyes and realize she's dead
not murder! No, it's not suicide. It's liberty! The only anyway. That feeding tube
could remain in Nancy for
, reason why Nancy is living now is because doctors are 30 or more years and all it
would do is feed her. It
feeding her. If they stopped, there would be no more would not shake her out
of the coma.
Nancy.
. The state is being absolutel y stupid. Maybe
Feeding isn't the only point. Nancy has been those speaking for the state are the'
"vegetabl es," not
· in a coma for six silent years. That may not sound too Nancy. The people of
Missouri state say, "Vye need a
long. But it is for the parents visiting Nancy ever day. clear determin ation" of the
patient's wishes," and if it
· Imagine journeyi ng over to the.hospital day after day, can't be made, the state
simply opts for life." Hasn't
to visit someone who can't talk or hear. Matter of fact, ,the state listened to
any of the doctors? She's not
she won't even know you are there and she never will coming out of that coma
- they'll never know her
because the doctors say there's no chance she'll ever wishes.
wake up. How lohg do you think you could keep that
The state has an interest in protectin g lives.
up? Two, three, maybe even ·four years, but six is Why don't they address
those who have a chance to
enough to physicall y and mentally drain anyone.
live and leave those who have the right to die alone? .
Selfish reasons, perhaps, but the fact is
Nancy will never regain consciou sness, accordin g to
Karen McDonal d
News ~ditor

Letters
Rap ist-h as
no guts
To the Editor:
After reading the letter of,
so-called, "apology" that Joe Salisbury submitted to the New Hampshire recently, we found ourselv~s
outraged and disturbed at how the
letter barely dealt with the issue at
hand. As Joe stated it, Ma sexual
assault occurred" ,which he, "was
involved in." This sounds as if he
was put in the ~ituation and didn't
choose to b~ in it. He refers to
something he has done as something that just Mhappened "'. If one
reason for writing this letter was to
admit that he is guilty ·then he
should have called 'a spade a spade'.
He should have admitted that he is
a rapist, that he has raped someone. A rap~ doesn't just happen by
Uself, as Joe said, Mthe incident
occurred" . It took Joe and his
actions for the rape to happen.
For some people, Joe may
come across as a hero. We heard
cpmments such as Mthis guy has a
lotofguts" . Wedon'tt hinkJoeh as
any guts. Chances are, he did not
initiate this letter but was · persuaded by the University to print
it. If Joe had any guts, he would
have never raped. That is not what
guts are all about.
Brave people have guts,
not Joe. Joe is not brave, he is not
a hero. A hero doesn't destroy
another person's life. A hero is not
someone who humiliate s and controls another person against her
will. A hero doesn't deceive friends,
lawyers and judges. But above all,
a hero won't lie to himself.
IfJoewan ted to apologize
to the survivor of his attack he
didn't manage to do so. He had
apologized for the false rumors that
he himself initiated and helped
spread. Of course, the rumors revictimized the victim. BUT-, if it
wasn't for the rape there would be
no victim to revictimiz e.
Nili Nimrod
. Roberta Sherman
Sarah Halabi

Apo logy lette r
· not ery,ough
· To the Editor,
We are writing in response
to the "apology" (published Friday,
Decembe r 1, 1989 in the New
Hampshir e) for Joe Salisbury regarding the revictimiz ation of the
woman he assaulted . While we
recognize th~t it was appropria te
for him to apologize for causing the
· situation, he neglected still to accept responsibi lity of the actual
sexual violation. He is indeed lucky
to have this opportuni ty to absolve
the guilt he feels by attracting the
seemingly forgiving though: How
does the survivor of his sexual
assault redeem her life now? She
can't just write a simple letter.
Molly Brown
Liz Gottmann
Sarah Zellinger

Che ater s
To the Editor:
An open letter to all students
who cheated on their Finite Math
exam last week in Murkland:

than I did. Ifl had used my calculator. I could have guarantee d myself
at least ten additional points on the
exam. How~ver, I pride myself in my
ability to work independe ntly and ad- .
. here to those beliefs I hold which are
morally and ethically sound. Although I may' not be satisfied with my
grade, I put a lot of time and effort
into studying for this exam and I did
the best that I could do working on
my own without the help of a calculator or my neighbors. 'Whether or
not I fail an exam or pass with flying
colors, I know that I did the work on
my own accord ljke any mature,
honest'adult would. One can rationalize cheating with any number of
logical reasons, but the fact' is that
cheating is LYING and STEAJ.,ING,
cheating is IMMATURE, and cheating characteriz eifpeople who have no

Hillel

For SAFC to criticize
then that member should re-examfor not charging non-stude nts $1, or ine what a university is all about. Do
for not pre-arrang ing complimen tary we ~this w«:e~ ;i Jor~et Pearl
Harbor
tickets, is the worst kind of nit-pick- because thattbo was fifty years ago?
ing. And for SAFC to charge •decepShocld we have ignored Veterans'
tion," when there were · announceDay and Armistice Day last month
ments of the meeting all over cam- because they commemo rate,. events
• pus, has a very unfortunat e and some ' eighty years ago? Only at our peril
might say sinister ring. Hillel is, after would we forget and not commemo all, an entirely new organizatio n on rate.
campus. The Holocaust lecture and
SAFC shm,tld retract its
poetry-rea ding was its first public criticism of Hillel if any has been
event. its organizers should be formally levied. Its president should
roundly congratula ted for arranging spectfic'ally withdraw its threat to put
it, and the UNH communit y should Hillel through "extra hoops." Extra ·
be similarly congratula ted for recoghoops equals discrimi~a tiori, and
nizing its significanc e and for arrivUNH has no place for that kind of
ing in such members,
threat.
If, as :r:-eported, a SAFC
member really questiorted the need
Sincerely yours,
for the event, on the grounds that the
Bernard K. Gordon
Holocaust Mhappened fifty years ago,"
Professor

,_,,1
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of doing your own work and feel the
code of honor does not involve you,
you should not be attending this University-an y university. But know
this, you may get away with it this
time and consequen tly pass your
exarri, but those who matter-th ose
with the grade books-kn owwho you
are. Cheating catches up with you
eventually . Cheating does NOT pay.
Marian Krueger

If you're not sure if this ·
letter applies to you, let me refresh
your memory. People w~re openly
talking - not whispering - during
the entire exam. The discussion
behind me became so loud at one
To the Editor:
· point that I had to turn around and
This is to strongly complimen t
tell the two students to ~shut up".
Emily Moore, Chair of the Diversity
The atmospher e was more like a party
Committee , regarding her letter on
than an exam. Calculator s were
the SAFC criticism of the Hillel meetpJaced on seats and used even though
we were explicitly told NOT to use ing on the Holocaust. I .attended the
talk given by Sonia Weitz, and Ms.
them . . · Exams were blatantly exMoore is correct in saying the event
changed, as well. There were those
who at least knew they were doing was "fantastica lly successful ." As a
non-stude nt, I suppose I should have
something wrong, had some respect
been charged $1, but when I arrived
for their classmates if not for themat the Strafford Room the main quesselves, and attempted to conceal their
tion was whether there was room for
roving eyes, but to no avail.
even one more person. I know of sevRight now those of you to
whom this applies should feel very eral, students and faculty, who were
turned away for lack of space-an d
content with the grade you received
the Strafford Room is no small place.
on the exam. IfI collaborate d on the
exam with one or two other people, I It was great to see 600 or more people
there!
would have gotten a better grade

Emi ly Moo re
Was righ t
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''Kung-fu Fighting":
Go ofy son g or com mie plo t?
Sammy John were,of course, two
There were funky Chinamen of Mao's right hand -men who
were instrume ntal in the
from funky Chinatown
They were chopping them eliminatio n of Lin Piao, which
up, they were chopping them down leaves little doubt as to who
It's an ancient Chinese art enigmatic "Big Boss" could be . .
And everybody knew their That it is Mao is underscor ed by
the seemingly innocent "karate
part
chop" grunt ("huwa-h ah!")
" From a feint into a slip
which, when played backward s,
And kicking from the hip
Now we are getting somewher e. says "Richard Nixon sleeps with
_ It is "funky" to be Red Chinese, scrimshaw ," the meaning of
hard!y
be ·
and who does not want to be which - can
funky (especially in the 70' s) and · misconstr ued.
How did the master plan
hold the power to be "chopping
fail?
Certainly
not through.a ny
them (i.e., the infrenche d
capitialist establishm ent) up, faultinthe planitself . Rather, by
chopping them dovyn." What's late ·1974, CIA countermore, it is _an "ancient Chinese intelligen ce, led by ~gency
art" - tradition in on our side, so director and avowed enemy of
. up .' .
Kung-Fu fighting George Bush,
nse
. hadfound itsowndu pestobatt le
;1. Third Verse/ the sinister Ca~l Douglas. Bush
knew that if the American public
Resolution
There was had bought into the Kung-Fu
funky Billy Ching fighting craze it would buy into
and little Sammy ap.ything. Working primaiily on
his own, Bush cooked up a fad
John
that
would dwarf all others in
He
said,
·uHere comes the the scope of its shallowne ss and
Big Boss (huwa- utter vacuousness. · !he dupes
hah!), let's get _it were three down on their luck
,,
British brothers: the Bee Gees. ,
on
Bush's
counter-K ung-FuWe really need
.not go any fighting scheme? Disco. Soon,
. further . . Billy Kung-Fu figh~ing was just an
Ching ·
and embarassi ng memory. The rest3. Second Verse

.,• The year was 1974, and this out.
everybod y was Kung-Fu
fighting. Oh,notev erybody,b ut 1. Intro ('iOh ho
stati$tics sho,w that between ho ho, Oh ho ho
January 17, 1974 and Novembe r . ho ... ")
30, 1974.at least six out of every ·
ten American s had tried Kung- Interwe aves
Fu fighting, and a staggering 96% chords from the
of them had enjoyed it and would · commu nis 't
do it again if the opportuni ty In tern a tional
.presented itself. Of course, the and the Red
occurence of Kung-Fu fighting C h i . n e s e
was ev.en , higher among Natio nal
Orientals. · .Anthem. ·
.The genesis of the KungFu fighting movemen t is obscure; 2. First Verse./
only a year later few people could , Chorus
remember how it started or why
Everybody was Kung-Fu
they ha_d done it. · However, it fighting
seems dear, fifteen years later,
· Those kids was fast as
. thatthewh olecrazew asthefinal lightning
. brainchild of Chairman Mao.
In fact, it was a little. bit
Mao, rapidly approachi ng death frightening
and even more rapidly
But they fought with expert
. approachi ng senility .conceived timing
the plot in late 1973, as he realized . The word choice here is crucial.
that Some grudgingl y credit it "Everybody'' implies "Hey, why
for its snappy beat and infectious .aren't you Kung-Fu fighting?"
chorus. Still others run away "Kids" ·is _a n obvious appeal to screaming at the mere mention the you th of t:he world ·to rise up.
of the title. But what few people The final couplet eases the shoch
comprehe nd is that "Kung-Fu ofthe proposal. Sure, it might be
Fighting" is a cunning ~aoist "a little bit frightening," but the
propagan da vehicle. A close "timing'' is right. Riseup! Youth
examinati on of the lyrics bears Explosion!
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DECEMBER~ MOt'{TH OF TRADITIONAL CRAWDADDY DINNER, PAGE DMITRI
sorry'' can do so.much.
NS: Sorrow escapes the wings
of terror. Beluga,aloft!
KL: Now I don't want a kooky
R: Let's get a little more
answer for this' one, What was your
philosophical, ifwe may. And I think
childhood like? Were you happy?
we may, because it's our show! Ha ha.
NS: Lunch money problems
You've been convicted of dozens of .
occurred with great frequency. No man
heinous crimes. You,are universally
is free while others are oppressed.
despised. You, haveruiried the lives of
R: Boy, I ·remember when I
many, mc1ny people. Why? What makes
was a kid, I sure got some flack for my
you tick?
·
·
name! Kids used to,call me ''Regis the
NS: Neil Sedaka screams in ,
Reject~" I can still near tneir whiny
my ear, "Bad Blood!"
.
, taunts; echoing again and again in my
KL: I guess we all have our
head. The endless nastiness, their snotty
bad moods. I once told my husband
faces, yelling and yelling-! Leave me
Frank to shut the heck up, and boy, did
alone! Mommy, stop the· nightmares~
I mean it! You know, he was spewing
Stop it! Quit it! I mean it! AAAAHHH!!
those damn Monday Night Football
Uh, so what I'mge~ting·at is, did you
stats, which he always gets wrong
have a good childhood? ·anyway, and you .c an only take so
NS: Yeah, it was fine. No .
much. But I apologized, and
proble~
at
all.
everything was better. A simple "I'm

Regis , Kathi e Lee and the ·Night stalke r
Richard Ramirez, the crazy, far- ·
from-laid back Southern Californian, was
recently sentenced to die for his 1986 terror
spree, in which he butchered or raped more
than a dozen people. Ramirez, also known
as The Nightstalker, agreed to tell his
powerful story (in his trademark rambling
style) to only two people, the two perhaps
most widely renowned interviewers of the
modern era. Yes, we mean Regis Philbin
and Kathie Lee Gifford. Here are excerpts
from that interview.
·
Regis: You have, on occasion,
said some things that could be
interpreted as being a little removed
from Christian values. I'm thinking in
particular of the "Hail, Satan!" you said
to reporters as you flashed them a
pentagram on your hand in court.
Nightstalker: Night, black,
twisting! Evil bees, sting, sting, buzz
, I
,
b uzz.
Kathie Lee: Ouch! Ha ha.
Black looks good on you, Richard. Can I
• call you Richard? ·
NS: The ghm,tls of the
graveyard desire flesh. Yum, yum!
R: Hey, as long as it's.not
mi1::,e! Ha ha. You've been touring the
country on the lecture circuit,
·
promoting your new bo.ok, "Speak of
the Devil." How's that been going?
NS: People pretend to listen.
But inside their minds, the souls of the
wolves twist and shout. Twist and
shC>,ut!
· R: I can't help but think of that
great scene in "Ferris Bueller' s Day Off"
when you say that. Remember that
parade craziness? _
NS: Matthew Broderick!
Aaagh! Worms will eat his spleen in
hell! _
.
KL: Let's get back to your
book. Is it a self-help thing?
NS: Help is a two-way street
heacled in only one direction·
' darkness. Soiled underarms!
KL: Does it have any recipe~?
NS: The recipe for catastrophe
contains liberal doses of Nutra-Sweet. ·
R: Do you expect yotir book to
sell well? I mean, thattitle, heh-heh, it's
a little scary, and your image, you
know ...

NS: I won't prostitute myself
for a best-seller. I have some morals.
'
R: Did you write the whole
thing by yourself?
NS: Lucifer guided my
trembling hand.
R: Does he get a cut of the.
royalties? Ha ha.
NS: Cut. What great images
that word brings.
KL: What prompted you to
vvrite the book, Mr. Night?
·
NS: Bats hang in the barns of
hell. The guano, it bums!
KL: I-don't get it. What's the
connection?
NS: The twisted, swirling
legions of the night told me, "Hey, let
your creative side nm loose."

Engels: The Lost Letters
Marx revealed as blood-sucking·weasel
Ask any typical slob on the street who the founder of
modern scientific socialism was and you' re liable to get one of
two responses; either "Why, Karl Marx, of course, the German
revolutinary born at Trier in 1818 (and so one)" or else a blank
stare that confirms the stupidity of asking·.a typical slob about
communism. The point I'm tryi.ng to make
here is not that the mentality pf the average
·person is only slightly above the ignoramus
Jevel, but rather that no one ever remembers
Friederich Engels, the Millard Fillmore of
work~. revolutionaries. This is~certainly not
due to any lack of character, intelligence, or
radical fervor on his own part, but rather, as
thefollowingpre viouslyunpublis hedletters
to.an un-named fellowrevolution ary (who,
for the purposes of this treatise,. will be
referred · to as "an un-named fellow
revolutionary") demonstrate, due to a
systematic; -. plot by Karl Marx to hog the
· spotligh~. .

workers' restaurant, on a humble meal of turnip greens ·and
· vinegar, when a fellow about my age ambled over to my table and
asked me if he might join me. "Join me to what?" I joked, trying
to genial. Well, you know how it is, one thing led to another, and
soon we were discussing (what else!) world economics. I asked
him what his views were on scientific socialism.
.His blank stare t'old me that he didn't understand
one iota of what I was saying. 'So,J explained my
theory to him, and when: I concluded, he)it tip, as
if he had just hit on a great idea. Imagine m,.y
shock when he told me that he had thought of the
.. :'.::.=::: _ same thing ages ago (he claimed he.had misheard
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Paris, 1844
.Dear un-named, fe)low revolutionary:
I felt compelled to write you a letter, in light of recent
events here in Paris. You are aware of the theory I have beenformulating for several years now(the one that_states that
politics and history 'can only be explained in terms of the
economic development of society). Well,·just wait until you
hear what happened the other day. I was dining at a humble

''Our who le lives, people have
told us to stand up
straight, to stop
being crooked.
Easier said than
done, mes amis!
But with the aid
of Nutri/System
Posture Centers,
we're now standing tall!
Thanks, Nutri/System. You
·guys.are .buddie. s !" ,.· ,,,J\,
f

Brussels, 1847.
· Dear un:-named fellow revolutionary:·
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. Please turn to page Ivan
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The revolutionary Nutri/
System Stand Up Straight
.Program is parfof a com. prehensive posture pro- ·
gram. And only Nutri/
System has it.

Don't Wait,
Call Today.
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I've just about had it with this Marx nincompoop. He
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Sincerely, Friederich

RESULTS. NUTRI/SYSTEM.

_"We used to be big slouch-brains. We hunched a
bunch! But NUTRI/SYSTEM® improved our posture 75%!"

brilliant theo11_7, I excused
....myself and le~. For
the two days smce then ·b~\.has sone nothmg but
haunt me. It's clear that this sap thir:i~s h~ :Jlljlk~~i
a few francs out of latching on to me,· Hut can
forget it.
·
·
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LAP HOS poetr y
viking anathema
By Gordon Stlotus

We received so many ·entries for our LAPHOS poetry contest
that we didn't decide upon a winner. You see, trup art is noncompetitive: there are ryo winners or losers. There is room for
plenty of-diverse styles out there. Declaring .a winner would
· only promote rivalry and bad energy, sapping magic from the
creators who should be enriching our lives with to.rays into that
most enchanttt:7g of art _forms, poetry. Enjoy!

i need a bandaid to put on my soul
it makes me weep
·
weep
i remember a time when-all i did was run
free
i ran free like·a child
a free child
now pain eats me like an onion
onions m~ke me cry
i am an onion

Oh! The agony of a clown!
By EdnaThlung h
I hate t.o see you cry,
The salty liquid crawling down your face,
Smearing your impeccable grease-paint.
Please dori't be sad, my friend,
My .. .lover.
.
Seeing a clowri cry fills my heart with a lot,
A lot,
A wicked lot,
Of sadness. .

How I Alone Disarmed the
Shoelace Bomb
By Alex Boros
I went into my closet and noticed abig
bulky thing in the far
corner.
I discovered
it was a shoelace bomb,
just sitting there.

Harmony cucumber
By Bille' .

I removed it and threw it in the trash
to get it out of my sight. -~_,:

I saw a snake one day
it told me
"injustice is a hammer,
we ,are the nails." ·
what does a __snake know .
of irijustice?
sorri'.~day .
1-;wil} go to South Africa
and,set free my brothers
we are all brothers
.,

_,,:~

Pride sets in. ·

Spellbound in Eden :f
By Milt' Cutwonn .

i,

On the injustice and global
suffering that threatens to
e.~ ~lf _
µ $·.
·'-~~~ ' - ·
By Sheila Embolism
Mac-Rib, CHOMP! _
_
he urges as the pigs squeal
and squeal. OINK! OINK!

Too late, the aardvark
By Hugh .Lymph
The watermelon.
How delicious· the juices!
How nasty the seeds.
11

.='~

dripping out of the hellish void
despair
_why did you leave me, hell kitten?
did°it matter? . .
. .
,. (i ~ ink ,q 'ot)'~- · .;·'' ,, · ·
·
·
. ,· ( ' :ddh_m · eo~'~s"'t o(~llt lmt why did the
in:termin'nble Warmt(h) leave
me
alone
?
i held you like a man
holds an uzi
'
like a hot, sweaty hand
grips a blade, thrusting
thrusting
until the life is drained away
leaving only
ingratitude
where to end?

Daddy, you bastage .
By Sylvia Elephant
Daddy, oh daddy,
imperialist war-monger rolling over Europe,
Using the
Poison gas
Like a mad demon,
, Oppressing all who oppose you.
I want to grab you by the ears and
HEADBUTT YOU! HEADBU'IT YOU!
OH JESUS, I WANT TO
headbutt you to stop the madness
headbutt you until your face
Looks like
A pizza with too much
Tomato sauce,
Oh daddy.

8:00 a.m.- and toast _
By Fred Silo
lobsters ·
crawl on the sea floor
avoiding the traps
while I fight to get up from the coffinlike table ..Run, you wildebeest!
.The white hunter approaches!
Manholes ooze steam as
people walk around with hair
kind of
moving weird
like a miniature unmanned : ·
submarine.
Cortland apples
crunch.

THE BEST AMERICAN MOVIE Of THE DECADE!

"So perfe_
c Llike a Ler-0y Neiman painting" --Rex Reed, AT
THE MOVIES '

~~~,;:.'y~~6~e hilariousness of being 'Ernest'!" --Gene Shalif,
"The feel-good movie of the season ... A 10+!" --Pat Collins,
WOR-TV. NEWYORK
"Ernest... Ames ...Amazing!" --Jeffrey Lyons, SNEAK PREVIEWS
"Hard-hitting hilarious hoot!" --Peter Travers, ROLLING STONE

Erne st G. Oes
to A m e s
.

The critics RAVE over

·

11

-•JoelSiegel, ABC~TV

"Ernest...a Chaplin for the eighties...and beyond!" -Dixie Whatley, A T THE MOVIES
"Movie ... not... bad" --Gene Si~kel, SISKEL & EBERT
"A yuk-fest extraordinaire!" --USA TODAY
"Tightly scripted, cutting, and insightful. A movie
worthy of the proud Ames name!" --David Ansen, _NEWSWEEK .
"It just sucked." ~-Pauline Kael, THE NEW YORKER

_[

ERNEST P. WORRELL ERNEST GOES TO AME~ MICHAEL CAINE OLYMPIA DUKAKIS AND JOHNGIELGUD AS "VERN"
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It's cold, and Finster's
hot unde r the collar

·:...=·

.

.

~

. .s_

PY Finster Q. McKay

didn't see me out there with any
fancy ·snow blower, not that it
had been invented, just me and
my trusty shovel. They usually
paid me a quarter.
Anyways, ~he point
wasn'tthemoney ,itwastokeep
kids out of trouble. And it did,
except for the time my old man
· caught me hanging out at the
pool hall that used to be over
where that health food place is,
the one that sells all that wheat
and oat stuff.
Boy, was he ever ripsnorting mad at me. Pretty near
beat me senseless. But that's
what parents · are supposed to

Well, it's damn cold. I
. don't think anybody can argue
about that. Now, I'm not one of
these people that breaks out in a
cold sweat whenever the temperature drops, n~Jt that you sweat when
it gets cold, unless you've got some
weird disease like that fella I knew
caught· in Guadalcanal when we
were fighting the Japanese, back
duringthe Big One, that'sDoubleU, Doµble-U Two, but ,when it
gets this cold you've just got to sit
up and take notice. Some folks say
we don't get winters like we used
to, but believe you me, it doesn't
get any colder than this. Except
for that time back before I knew
Tank when I had a beard and
moustache and you couldn't blow
your _nose without making little .
ice cubes. Now that was cold. But
that was years ago.
Still.I don 'tmind the cold
_so much as the snow. Snow may
be fine for the YC?unger folks, with do. Not beat ki!ls senseless,
their skiing and their fancy ski- nece~~arily, but give them some
. doos, but I thi9k it's just a paid'in discipline. Why, back when
the neck. Actually, a pain in.my Julia, that's the daughter, was a
back, because last time I shoveled youngster, I threatened· to take
snow~ I wotind- up in bed for a my belt off many times. I never
month. Come to think of it, it did though, I mean, except when
wasn't my back at all. That was · I had to take off ~y pants. The
when I had my heart attack, be- wife said I was too easy on her,
cause like I've told -you, the old . the daughter, that is, but that's a
ticker isn't what it used to be. So lot of balloon juice if you ask
now we .have this no good kid me. Belt orno belt, I think she
from up the street,.the Ferguson's turned out okay. But that's
youngest, who comes down with beside the point.
his fancy snow blower and clears
I was talking to Tank
my driveway when it snows, be- the other day, and he just Said
cause the doc won't let me go out something that rubbed me the
and do it. Of course, when I was a wrong way. ."Finster,': he said,
kid, I used to make some spare "me and Pearl are thinking about
change shoveling driveways. You

buying a place down in Florida.
Why don't you and the wife go in
with us so we can spend win'ters
down there?" Well, excuse me
for living, but I just don't feel
like sitting around and shooting
golf ·an day, not that you shoot
golf sitting down. Flamingos.
What's so hot about Florida,
anyway, aside from the weather,
of course. What I think is that
Tank ~s been ·watching that show
where they go around shooting
people and speeding around in
bpats, plus that one guy hardly
ever shaves anyway . Either that
or he's getting soft in the head.
Tank, I mean, not the guy who

Florida, I mean, not building ize. Besides it doesn't say anybomb shelters. Not that I'm any .thing in theBibleaboutit ,atleast .
spring chicken, but I'm not ready not that I can recall, and let me
to· pull down the shades yet, if tell you, if God hadn't wantyd it,
you know what I mean.
he'd have said so. He's just like
Speaking of old people, that. I'm not trying to tell anyI saw this movie on the T.V. the body about religion, like one of
other day, on one of those chan- · those people ·that comes around '
nels that ju;st shows movies, to your house and bothers you
usually ones with just a lot of right when you 're in the middle
naked people, and I don't nor- of dinner, or when I'm trying to
mally care for that sort of thing, watch my favorite T.V. show, the
but this movie wasn't like that. · one that used to be on after the
This was that one with that girl show about 'the guys in the conwith the big chin and that other ,centration camp that was so
guy who was in that movie, you funny. . I ·don't think God likes
know the one I mean, and any- that sort of thing. Interrupting
ways, in the movie, the girl with people;s meals, I mean. But religion 0rnoteligion, that doesn't
make it any easier to find a de~> cent Christmas tree. · For ye3IS ,
'i we had one of those fake ones,
and I can't say that it looked
much like any kind of tree I'd ·
1
ever seen, but big deal. So a few
,,.......:~--~·
years ago the wife and Pearl,
that's Tank's wife, they got the
never shaves on the T.V. D~n'i the ehin says something about brightideathatw e'dgo8!Idch?p
get me wrong, Tank's a . great ·, "ageism." Now, I'm just catch- down enir. own tre~, like I m
fella, butI'veneverbee n too sure ing up with this whole "sexism" ~- supposedtobeth atblgolden~y
if he's playing with a full deck. thing; you know, a bunch of who ~hopped down trees w1~
Like that time wh'en he wanted radicalsrunningaroundcomwhat that big blue yak, or wh~tever 1t
us to build bomb shelters. For I get for letting the wife talk me_ w~s. So we drove out 1~to th,e
heaven's sake, we fought in into going . to the store, not to middle of nowhere. to this tre~
Normandy, and he wanted us to mention watching those stupid farm place. Now, what the devil
build bomb shelters. Fat lot of T.V. movie channels. ·
is a tree farm, anyway? You
good a born b shelter would have
The fact is, though, that grow ~om on a ~arm, not trees.
done us in Normandy, especially Christmas is coming, and there's Trees ~ust grow _m ~he woods. I
the time when I was stuck in a nothing anyone can do about it. knew it was·a big np off. Forty
foxholewiththatguy'Y,holooked Not that I mind Christmas and bucks. Forty bucks for a lousy
like the fella from the movie I'm not one of those peopl; that tree, and we had to freeze our
where they ride on the ferris :· complains about it being too rumps_off: me and T~nk: I mean,
wheel and we almost got run commercialized, I mean~ if you choppmg1tandhauhng1tbacktb
ov.er by a tank. Not Tank, just a can't commericalize Christmas the car. It was really one of the
tank. Hah. Anyway, that sort of .·. then what can you commercial- stupidest things I've ever done.
thing is forold people, moving to
· Bah!

"Snow may be fine for th~
younger folks, .with their skiing .
and fancy skidoos;· but I think /j;
it'sjust a pain in.the neck." ·

Engels: The Lost .Letters
.

.(continued from page Dmitri)

has been spreading it around that he
devised this theory with my help. My
help! I don't know how he's done it, but
he has received a commission to write a
statement of principles for my theory.
He insists that I share credit with him ..
Can you beat the gall of this guy? He
who doesn't know the bourgeoisie from
my Aunt Helga. He wants to call it the
Communsist Manifesto, by Marx and
Engels. Notice how he gets first billing?
If that little parvenu thinks he can
muscle in on my theory, I'll slap a
lawsuit on him so fast it will make his
beard stand on end.
· Hugs and kisses,
Friederich

revolutionary:

W
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University :Forum '
A mi rac le ·on ·Ga rri so n Av e.
by Ste ve Wi lke ns ·

Three years ago much of the news being
By the time between hali room changes took thrown together only hours before by
the RA 's
reported , on the campus centered around the place in April of 1989 the dorm
had gained on the second day. This was the first time
incidenc es of a rape, a fire and a death which 'enough respect where by 53 student
s form anythin g so large had been success ful in Stoke
occurre d in Stoke hall. These incidenc es helped other residenc e halls decided that
they wanted Hall. The dorm had a generall y good feeling to it.
sup:i up what was one of the most difficult times to move into Stoke. Also, of the twelve
returnin g
Thisgoo dfeeling hasbeen carriedo nthroug h
in the hall's history. During this time Stoke's R.A.'s nine wanted to be placed back
in Stoke the first several months of this semeste r. -The
reputati on fell to its lowest level ever. Around because they liked it so much. Along
with the number of false fire alarms has dropped
campus and even around New England Stoke returno fDenise Angelia sassista nthalldi
rector consider ably, the problem of garbage in the
became known only as ~the ·place where the a core of experien ced staff member
s were able to hallway s is almost non-exi stent and the hall
gang rape occurred ." No ohe wanted to be stuck welcome the new staff with ope-n arms
in the late damage has reached its lowest point in many
in Stoke as a freshma n. and no one wanted to simline r· of 1989. Include d among
these was years. The noise level is respecta ble for a typical
return as a sophom ore.
Hall Director Joe Leslie who had manned the residenc,e hall and each resident
coopera tes·
_The hall damage that occurre d up to and · top post in the Lower Quad the year before.
The with the others in making it so. The main lounge
includin g this time amount ed to tens of staff came into this school year
with a very is conside red one of the best places on campus
thom;;an ds of dollars per year. Regular ly you · positive attitude . "There has been
a better to study, and for its size it rivals the libraty in '
might find keg being rolled down the fifth short clarifica tion in the job of the staff,"
said Jen populari ty.
wings or resident s doing beer slides on the sixth Brenizer . Some have found drawbac
ks in this
The social atmrn,ph ere of Stoke is incredib le.
long. The idea of being able to study was a such as second floor resident Dave
Zollenbe rg "Meeting people is much easier in Stoke. it you
fallacy. "Oh yeah! We're going over to a party at who remarke d, "I don't like the
situatio n the know one person on a differen t floor you know
Stoke," could be heard reverber ating around R.A.'s are placed in because they
·live on the the floor,." said Jen Brenizer . You can literally
the hallway s of Sawyer of Congreve on almost floor, they really can't be friends
with anyone, meet hundred s of people.
any ni~ht of the year. During the 1985-19 86 and the age difference is so slight
that socially
Overthe pastfew yearsSt okeHal lhasbee n
school year some 50 false fire alarms and four there is no reason they shouldn 't hang
out with conside red one of the least liked places to live on
bomb scares occurred . Garbage littered the the. resident s, but they (residen tial
program s) campus .Mticho fthisdis likehasb eenexpr essed
halls. The outside of the building was almost as make it impossib le. They are like
security ." by non-res idents who hear rumors and spread
bad. "It was common knowledge not to walk Althoug h this is iri E,Ome ways
true, a good them. Inrealit ymosto ftheresi dentswh olivein
within five feet of the building because there balance has been created between
the hall staff \, Stoke like where they live. Dave Zollenbe rg
were things everywh ere," comme nted Jen and the resident s.
commen ted. "I like living in Stoke, all the people
Brenizei: who lived for two years and is now an
The freshma n class came into this year very are really cool." Pam Lippka, a resident
of Stoke
R.A. in Stoke. Respect forthe dorm was almost upbeat. Freshm an Days was increase d s6 that
:, fourthco ntin_u edthese feelings bysayin g, "There
none:tjst:ent and no one wanted to move into there were three days _b efore the
arrival of the · is a lot more Stoke pride." lean only hope that
Stoke from other dorms. Most resident s in uppercl assmen . This let the new
student s the attitude s about Stoke around carnpus will
Stoke ended up leaving for Hetzel, Congreve or become better oriented to the residenc
e halls change. I really like living in Stoke. If this stoiy
Sa-wyer.
and to the campus . A very positive attitude was sounds like a plu~ for Stoke, well
damn it, it is. ·
Duringt he 1987-19 88schoo lyeatPre sident showby allthene wstuden ts.Anex ampleo
fthis A long overdue and well deserved push for one
Gordon Haaland decided tomove theRegi strar's _was when some 300 residen
ts of Stoke of the best places to live on campus .
office into Stoke displaci ng several resident s. ' particip ated in a line dance on the
basketb all
After a bitpffur orovert hematte rthingsq uieted court in , the back of the dorm.
It had been Steve Wilkens is an R.A. at Stoke HalL
down and during the summer ·of 1988 the
renovati ons took place.
·
The of(ices were moved onto the first floor,
the walls in the residenc e area were patched
· and painted , the floors were carpeted , the
grounds were landsca ped, a new basketb all ·
court was ·built and the lounge received new
furnitur e. Some $300,00 0 was sunk into the
building .·
There was also a change in Residen tial
Program s. The hall had a new staff with five
returnin g member s includin g Hall Director Gaty
Carskad dari. With a year under his belt, some
excellen t R.A.'s under his wing and a new
assistan t hall director , Denise Angeli, the dorm
began the tum-aro und from·disrespe cted hovel
to comfort able residenc e.
The resident s on the return form summer
break were delighte d with the c~anges , and the
incomin g freshme n had a new view of the <la.rm.
Former Stoke Hall Council presiden t Jeremy
Kent summed up the reaction by saying, "I think
that the freshme n coming into th~ place thought
more of it." Th~ damage that year was reduced
by several . dollars. The trash problem was
reduced conside rably both on the insj.de and
with the installat ion of new screens · on the
outside.
At mid-yea r a major change occurre d with
the houseke eping staff. Jean Mitchell became
the head of houseke eping for ·Area One. The
former head of Area Three houseke eping. Jean
made Stoke one of her prioritie s. along with her
staff she helped make Stoke liveable again. "She
is like a mom to Stoke," said RA. Pamela Rallis.
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This is not manage ment
Several pieces in Tuesday's ·{November 21) The
New Hampshire could give the reader the idea that

by _Barb Briggs

members, and the still unresolved, forced reassignment
aroused fears of similar actions. Additionally, the
reassignment ofan experienced and talented reference . of a highly valued and tenured librarian. Such an
outlay of dollars entitles the university community
librarian has polarized opinions, so that many people
served by tho1?e dollars to some explanation of actions
now find themselves in the predicarpent of feeling
that don't make sense.
pressured to .take sides.
Why is the administration sp reluctant to tackle
Both the circumstanc.e s surrounding these
this issue?There ismuch n;iis / d~sinformation coming
changes and the manner in which they were made
from T-Hall but no direct answers. One question that
have has a dispiriting and demoralizing effect on the
has consistently not been answered is: Who is deciding
staff. Currently, an atmosphere of tension reigns in
Ruth \Katz' tenure and when?
the libra:ry. This is obviously unhealthy, unproductive,
and a misdirection of the staffs energy.
In an effort to allay the damaging effects of such Barb Briggs is a graduate student at UNH.
unsettling events, the Library Staff Executive
Committee requests that these .feelings be addressed
in a memo."

there were problems in the ljbra:ry but that eve:rything
has been straightened out and everyone is satisfied
with the solutions and the operation of the libra:ry.
Would that if this were true.
What has happened is that one obvious instance
of mismanagement has been resolved by a
compromise.. This obvious instance of
mibmanagement was the dismissal of Becky Marden,
after 19 years of satisfactory service to the library, by
University Lib;rarian Ruth Katz. The compromise is
that although Marden cannot have her job back as
Physics librarian, she has been guaranteed a
comparable position within the university. Nobody
wins, everybody loses. The compromise resolves the
The response to this memo from Katz, sent to all
issue and corrects the worst of the previous
mismanagement. Jf Marden was .the ~:m ly libra:ry Operating Staff Employees and dated October 12,
reads:
·
, ·
.
issue · then, in fact, The New Hampshire articles
would give the correct picture.
..Attached is a copy of the by-laws adopted by the
However, the library issue is more than Becky
Library Staff Executive Committee during the 1988Marden.
.
.
.
89 academic year. 1 thought each of you might like a
The library issue is Nat Wall, Becky Marden,
Debbie Watson, personnel management, the voice of copy.
I also want to call your attention to section VII-Fthe faculty, the role of a campus service organization...
6.1 of the University System Policy Manual. This
Last spring Nat Wall, libra:ry staff member with
section talks about the disciplinary process for
32 years service was reassigned to a do-nothing
operating staff who are beyond the period of initial
position. She chose to retire instead.
·
probation. I think it is important for eve:ryone to know
At the same time that Becky Marden was fired,
the correct information about the termination process.
Debbie Watson, head reference librarian with 25
years library service, was transferred to the Physics Your Operating Staff Handbook includes a summary
Library-against her desires and for reasons .that of this information. You may, of course, make an
have never been made understandable~Watson has · appointipent with Sharon Demers, Personnel.Services, .
to disct'.1 ss pn;>bation, evaluation, or any other
widespread support but limited procedural support.
personnel matter.
Expressions of support for Watson have fallen on the
same deaf ears that failed to comprehend expressions · I hope this factual information will be useful to each
of you."
of support for. Marden. Watson has recently filed a
grievance.
This is not management: It is deliberate and
Fear and partisanship are not · management
techniques that should be_used. On September 22· callous disregard for the library staff. It is another
example of the problems that comprise the library
the Library Staff Executive Committee sent the
issue.
following memo to Drs. Katz and Tebbetts:
The library~budget for the fiscal year beginning
7 /1/88 was $2,575,530 (by way of comparison, the
"The Library St_a ff Executive Committee wishes
to .convey the feelings expressed by many staff budget for university computing was $1,871,818) :
members about the recent staffing changes in the Such an outlay ofdollars deserves better management
than is evident in this exchange of memos. Such an
library. .
The dismissal of an employee with seventeen outlay of dollars deserves better management than
the dismissal/reassignment of competent library staff
years service to the library is distress-ing and has
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-Tuition increase next ·semester ?
by Jay Brown and Al Dobron
The State of New Hampshire has,
unfortunately, found itself in troubled economic waters recently. This fiscal year's revenues·are
~ar short of projections; and a budget recision
announcement by the Governor is likely in early
january. Should a recision be be enacted by the
New Hampshire State Legislature, severe cuts
tn state support for the University -System of
New Hampshire (inchidmg·uNH as well as Keene
and Plymouth State Colleges) are a strong
possibility. , For the University System, the
:recision could be met with a second se~ester
tuition increase for in-state students ($200$400) or halt in funding for increasing faculty,
expanding the library, and a whole. variety of
priorities for maintaining and improving the
University.
Your involvement, however, could help
prevent a troublesome financial situation at the

-

'

.

\

University next semester. Over Winter Break,
the Student Senate will mailing more information
to in-state students at home. Included with this
information will be the names, addresses, and
phone numbers of your state legislators. We
. encourage all New Hampshire students to meet
with, call, or drop a note tq your local
Representative or· Senator to express your
concerns about a tuition increase or cuts at
UNH. We believe that by rnaking contact with
legislators, we can promote favorable
consideration of the University System's budget.
Your participation will be very helpful and
greatly appreciated.
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Jay Brown and Al Dobron are co-chairmen of the
Students for the University council of the Student
Senate.
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Get

INSTANT CASH
for Your Textboo.ks!

\

Here are a )few ·example s of
-titles and prices we pay:

Your bookstore
will pay up to,
50% of your
purchase price!

,~

Athey - Intro to Computers and Info Systems 2nd SF $18.25
~ Barnett - Strategic Management:Concepts and Cases 1988 Wads $26.75
~
Babbie - Practice of Social Research 1989 Wads $21.00
· ~~ Billinglsley - Statistical Inference for Management and · Economics
- ·,
,
-·
, 1 986 PH $24.00 · · Cla rk - Language Introductory Readings 1985 St Martins $12.00 D i Iwo rth - Productions and _Operations Management 1989 -M cGraw Hill $21 ~2s _
biNitto - Social Welfare Po-litics and Public Policy 1987 PH $20.00 _
·
Dale - Introduction To Pascal 2nd DCHeath $18.00
~ ·
_ Evans - Insect Biology 1984 Addison Wesley $23.00
·
~ ._ Ged~elm~n - Scie~ce and \tVonders of the Atmosphere 1980 Wiley $25.75
~~ ~ Gisslen ~--Professional Cooking 1984 ·Wiley $21.00
-~ - .. Good - Looking In Classrooms 3rd Harper & Row $12.75
Halliday - Fundamentals in Physics 1988 Wiley , $29.50 _ ~ ~
Hamilton - Nutrition: Concepts and Controversies 1988 West $19.75
[~.
Horngren - Intro to Financial Accounting 3rd rey PH $24.00
~'- · -·'
Larson - Calculus w/Analytical Geometry 1986 DCHec}th $28.75
~, 1
Madaus ~-Teach Them Well, An Introduction .1989 Harper & f<ow · $19.25
- Marsden - Vector Calculus 111988 -Freeman $20.00
<Y
·· Miller - Living in the Environment 5th Freeman $22.00~
Morford - Classical Mythology 3rd Addison Wesley $14.25
Myers - Psychology 2nd Worth .$18.50
·
- (JJ:J
,___ J _
Ross - Intro to Ordinary. Differential Equations 4th Wiley $25.75 '- ,._J
Weaver - Genetics 1989 WCBrown $22.50
··
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*PRICES -IN EFFECT UNTIL QUOTAS

ARE .REACHED
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Arts a n d Entertainment
\

Ne w Ha mp sh ire .No tab les

bri pg ear ly ho lid ay ch ee r
By Laura A. Dearne

Richard Marx's hit_"Right
I know you've heard of with bathroo m humor, ha-ha. Here Waiting ," was soloed by
Lisa Wentz amazed us
these women. There's 13 of
Johnst on for the next
with her solo for the Yaz Jill
again
the
have
they
and
them,
. Jill has a soft, mellow
number
.
amazing ability to create music tune "Only You." Her confiden t' voice that is perfect for this
togethe r that has style, wit and alto voice carried clearly across ballad. Like these otherwo men,
class. They are The .New' the audie:Qce, and she was she is calm perform er that has
Hampsh ire Notable s, and they backed up by a beautifu lly the ability to instantl y establis h
perform ed t.J:ieir 10th Holiday intricate series of harmon ies.
with her audienc e.
Th~ high point of the a rapport
Concert Saturda y night, th5!
ItAll For Lena" by
"Saving
2nd of Decemb er, in Ml.lrkland concert was Christin e Lovely's Billy Joel was the final number .
contribu tion to "Eterna l Flame"
Auditor ium.
Sung by Kathy Savage with a
The Bangles . Christin e was
by
a
Tp.e Notable sing
few gender changes . _Kathy is
cappell a, withou t music, amazing . She has a very high, n~w to the group this year, bu!
witho4- tinstrum cmts. Theyrel y · clear soprano , and Jenn Smaha has become a very confiden t
on their amazing voices and as director did a wonder ful job perform er who can -use her
poi~ed persona lities, and the - arrangi ng the back up for her. strong voice to its advanta ge.
result is a concert that certainl y I'm not kidding - this version
The audienc e wouldn 't let
is worth a $4 admissi on price. sounds better, than the original , The Notabl es close their
_ Cheryl George started _and to prove it the sold-ou t concert . After a standin g
things off with a bang as the audienc e called Christin e back ovation, they crune back to sing
soloiit for The Notabl es· for extra bows.
Yourse lf A Merry
Smaha 's talents were "Have
renditio n of the George Michael
as" with a solo by
Chrisim
hit "Faith." The Notes backed obvious in the next piece "One soprano Hannah Crosby. They
anothe r
Child,"
her up, clad in an assortm ent Small
closed with "Drift Away", a
ofdresses in shi¥Jme ring black, Christm as piece that featured Nylons numbe r, and Jen
The Notes ability_ to work
red and gre~n. herself soloed it. It was
togethe r as 13 · voices on 4, Smaha
rlanti"
"Winte r Wonde
ending to a yery
great
a
came next, complet e- with a sometim es 6, parts. Jen Marini success ful concert.
·
stage filled with glow-in -the- a~ded a great alto solo to
and see this group.
out
Get
dark stars and trees. Another complet e the effect.
sing at various function s
- The 12 Days of Christm as They
Christm a,s number , "Ood Rest
campus , -an'd have
over
all
it
Ye Merry Gentlem en" followed, followed. you had to see it
this :Spring.£1
concert
another
and the first line went was filled•with nas'ty lytics and The Not-abl es may be the
someth ing like this. "The' college humor, if you catch my feminin e version of The New
restroom door said open, so I meaning . Let's just say The Hamps hire Gentlem en, but
marche d right on in ... " you Notes were creative when they they have an identity all their
guessed it. A Christm as parody re-wrote those traditio nal lines. own.
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Th e-O ce an B lu e
Mis sin g on the cha rts.but not
-.
mis sin g tale nt

By Mathe~ Gross

'Why isn't this· record in
the charts? I don't know. I
don't why guitar pop doesn't
make it in Billboar d's eyes. In
my eyes, just about any song
with six strings in it is better
than the latest techno- program
that America 's mental midgets
are dancing to. But I guess all
those chords confuse people.
The Ocean Blue is a band
from Hershey , Pennsyl vania,
who was good enougl1:, and
lucky enough, to get signed to
a major label. What good will it
do them? Practica lly none.
Majors don't push bands like
~these: they let thetr records sit
in warehou ses, and then cancel
their contrac ts, telling
themse lves that Americ a
doesn't like non-dis cofied
music. Well, that's crap. If
only Sire would spend a nickel
, or two in promoti on, then we'd
finally get untalen ted slogs like
Silly Vanilli, or whateve r their
name is, out of the charts. Until
then, what we have is a good
album byan obscure band from
Pennsyl vania.
The Ocean Blue's sound

lies somewh ere between the
Smiths and Echo and The
- Bunnym en, with a dasl!_ of the
Cure sprinkle d here and there.
Guitars from walls of notes and
chords, in front of which real
drums play. Have you forgotte n
unactual,
an
what
program med snare sounds
like? It's a nice sound,
especial ly when married to the
tambou rine heard through out
the album. Saxoph one and
keyboar ds also make a few
cameo appear ances. The
Ocean Blue weave a rich
musical cloth, a nice alternat ive
to the bare blanket s of Top 40
trash.
There are twelve songs in
all on the self-title d album. 1\vo
of them ("The Office of a Busy
Man" and "Drifting, Falling")
were produce d by John Porter,
who produce d the first Smiths'
LP. "Drifting, Falling" is one of
the best tracks on the album,
with its gentle saxaph one
arching lazily over the acoustic
guitars in the backgro und.
David Shelzel's lyrics aren't the
greatest : in fact, they a~e utterly

forgetta ble. The one exceptio n
is the line, "I have to wonder
why all great men must die and
leave th_e ir treasur e" (from
"Betwe en Someth ing and
Nothing"). Clearly, the strength
of The Ocean Blue is in their
full, elaborat e guitar riffs, not
in the lyrics. That said, the
lyrics are still better than
anythin g that whore Tiffany has
ever said. Or will say, for that
matter.
What can I say? This is an
excellen t album. In a perfect
world, it would be roaming
around the Top Ten, and half of
America would be hummip g
"Vanity Fair". But this is, of
course, still jl.lst the planet
Earth, where anythin g good is
quickly discarde d. I'm afraid
that The Ocean Blue will be tossed in the major label bin
along with other good,
unknow n bands like James
and the Railway Childre n. The
Ocean Blue isn't very deep, but
the musica l panora ma it
present s is well worth diving
into. Come swim with me.
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by Marc A. Mamigonian
This is .the . last Stuff but this. whole .New Kids On
Column of thet'seril~·s ter:·so let.·. ·the ·Block thing just escapes
the weeping ~d -gnashing of · me. · I guess it would _help if I
th~ teeth begin in earnest. were 12 years olq and female
~We've all laughed a little. loved . (although just who it would
a little, ap.d .Il)OSt importantly. .. help;·_ I am, not' ,q uite ·
we·v~ aJl · .learned a. little : s·ure). but I am not, so
However, the'ie·: isnithat much ·someone please explain
te> say this w_e.e~;- so bear with ,, th9m to me. I jtist dori't
whilst r t arnble on. _
getiL Someone liberate ·.
1.be future of the IOKA me from my state of
Theatre .continues - to. be abysmal ignorance.
uncertain: A •citize'r is :.group
.
· As
everyone
has been formed to try to keep knows, the month .
the theater operating, but between Thanksgiving
owner Fred Shaake still plans .·. ·~nd Christmas is
to . auction off the prpperty unofficially It's A
J~nuary 31. . It_ would be a WonderfulLife•Month.
shame if the IOKA ceased· to George Bailey is readily
exist, because it is a b~autiful , available pretty .much
place and ii has one of the everyday, both in
blggest screens' in the ar~a. It -pristine black and
is also the only theater in the white and gag inducing
area that shows classic films colorization. It is too
on a regul,a r basis,. which is bad that it has become
even rp.ore '. important since it so over exposed,
looks lik.e the MUSO fHmseries because it really is a .
is:destii:tecl tO:becomemoreand great film.
Henry
11},orl '.' m'a rnstream due to . Travers 'is in it. and
pressure from SAFC. But this that's enough for me.
is a whole-other kettle of fish.
What
with
"l ·
. What th~ ·h eck.is the deal · McCartney on tour and
with this w~as_ly ~Swing the legal
differences
l\1ood" by Jive Bunny and the between the Beatles
· Master Mixers. Jive Bunny? finally
resolved,
Is this a plot? Could a;µything reunion rumors .persist. Paul
b,~-1110~~-a~~9ying?. .
~~ys he w9.~ ldµ 'fl~~ agclin,, ttqe· 1
~ ·
Well, yesY -1 dorl:,'t-'m ean , idea. · Corrie on, lads. It Will '
to sound 'like the -A ngry Qld . never happen. J couldjust see
Man (that's Finster, ,t o you), · it; Paul suggests they play

··:::>:::) :::::::<,/ c"I .

"Maxwell's Silver Hammer," · star speaker, Charlton Heston, because I value my fife too niuch
starts yelliEg at George for entitled "Guns and Moses." It to go walking around- in the
being out of tune, boots Ringo · confirms _' all of 'yo1,1r worst · woods with tanked lJ.P geekboys
'Off the drums, an-d finally, suspicions about gun tot,ing cariying weapons. •.
·George crowns Paul with his rednecks,whichisprettyscary
Speaking of fine humor
>
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Ricke.n backer. End of reunion ..
· 1 , .- . Th.~re is a re~lly. funny
·piece Jn Spy thi,s , month ~J?out .
this years National Rifle
Association c:onvention a_n d-the,

if you think about it. Not only
VfOUld _1·, ~?t _want t? hunt '·
because I.get no particMlar kick
out ofblowing away woodland
creatµres, ' but moreoyer

publications, LAPHOS comes
out TODAY, beceri:lber 12. For
heaven's "sake, don't miss U, lf
only (or the children. Bless you
all.

·. Chilton has a chip
By J. W. Morss

. The War of the Roses was released

Friday

and
Marc. A. Mamigonian saw it! But due to the stress
. of final papers you'll have to check out the review
next semester! Get Pysched!

Alex Chilton is _ oo.ly ,
human. His chummy on stage
persona is ma~ched with a
thorny offstage 'inanner. (Of
course, you might be testy too
if you believed your last
employer owed you $30, 000).
True or not, Alex Chilton might
be a' nicer person if he had a
little ·mote money. The only
musical success he's had
which
was
financially
rewarding occurr€d over
twenty years ago with the Box
Tops. (R~member 1967's "The
Letter"? Not even two minutes
-long it's still a staple for oldies'
stations across the country).
However, Chilton would just
as soon forget those days.:
although I'm sure his opinion
doesn't include the royalties
which have accrued since then.
Chilton's peak, at least in
a recorded sense, seems to have
come and gone in the early
·seventies with Big Star. The
group's Beatle-escfue·melodies
and pristine instrumentation
earned them high critical
praise but no popular success.
Chilton carried on solo after
the group's break-up in 1974.
Since then, his output has been
both sporadic and erratic- but
never unworthy of comment.
l 980's Like Flies On_
S1,1.erbert sounds more like
unfinished demos than wellrehearsed cuts. The coverwork

is exceptional though: a photo
the Big Star numbers "In the
of toy female dolls on the hood Street" and ~Septembe;rGurls"
of a Cadillac. ,
had a hint of soul that night.
In 1986, Chilton released
Chilton himself and his
a rocker titled "No Sex" whose
entire band displayed toplyrics in pa~t went: "You know · . notch musicianship. ·Chilton
baby it's : the 1980's/ Baby - handled all the guitars, ~
Doc's sending up from Haiti/
supplying a dense sound with
Can't get it or eve·ri get high/ b~th familiar and obscure
Come on baby, f**k me. and
chord_af shapes up and down
die."
·•
the fretboard. the ~axophop,ist
· · hi
1987, · Chilton
provided several _nifty, well·p urportedly named his then
received solos. _ ·
current release High Priest .i n
The
set
ended
response to the ·s ong . the
ine~pl~cablyandabruptlyafter
Replacements wrote about abot1t' ·~eventy-five minutes
him. Although the work isn't while 'the band was in ipidstrictly "divine," it does show a song. The lights went up and
versatile ~rtist tackling Ale:~·s mike was turned off.
everything from 'pop blues to ·N either 'the club northe band
soul to ro'ck: ·.
,.
offered'anyexplanationforthe
Af 'T. T. The Bears in
tum of events. As· tlie people ·
Cambridge this past Friday filed o~t, a _k id s~ood ~ear the
night, Alex Chilton played a
stqge bellowirig "one MO~!"
couple oftunes form his just.'..
. _ .T hi~Hlfeelingcaniedover
released import EP. Chilton
backstage where ·chil_tori' had ·
introduced one of the new to en.t ertain questions from
songs called . "Crop time
s~me (Jor~ ·. who . was only
America" as· being · about the
interested in Chilton's days as
state of pop rimsic today. ·I
a Box Top. Chilton, his eyes
don't think the fertilizer motif boring holes in the floor, sat
was lost on anyone.' During spitting out caustic remarks
the·set Chilton ment ioned Stax into the guy's microphone.
Records which is (or was) based After the debacle was over,
in his hometown of Memphis,
Chilton looked over at me and
Tennessee. Chilton has an
asked if I had any questions.
apartment fondness. for the ·T horoughly intimidated, I
Stax Sound which included declined, confessing in a near
covers oflssac Hayes' "B-A-B~
whisper that I didn't want to
Y" and Johnny Taylor's "I Will . bring him down any further.
Tum Your Money Green." Even
He flatly answered, "likewise ...
1
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Letters ->
able to make it a priority.
Therefore ,
enclosed
please find :m:y payment of $20.00
($15.00 + $5.00 late fee) for the
above parking violation. It is only
with great angui~h and defeat that
I pay this fine. However, in my
mind 'I choose not tq regard this
To the Editor:
To Whom It May Concern in payment as a fine, but as a donation to the University. Only _this ·
the 'University Police Departm'ent:
way can my conscience be eased,
I am an alumnus of UNH and, hopefully, one day my pay- .
(Class of '87) and am deeply dis- - ment can be used to remedy ·this
turbed by your present, as well as ongoing parking problem.
past, parkihgsituation. Last month
I- received a parking violation on
Sincerely,
Saturday, October 21, at 12: 15
Stephen J. pbuda
p.m., while parked on College Road
near McConnell Hall, with about
25 other cars. I had been visiting
Paul Creative Arts Center, where I
earned inuch of my degree, arid
upon my return 20 minutes later
discovered the entire row of cars,
To the Editor:
where I had parked, ticketed, each
Greg Stergion's_ protest
for $15.00. Is this necessary? - - against racial injustice is inspirGiven that this was a
ing. (See The New Hampshire, Nov.
~weekend, in particular Homecom21 pg 1.) Using one's own body as
ing Weekend and during the foot-, _ a symbolic vision of humankind;s
ball game I might add, apd that subjugation •is a courageous act.
hundreds of alumni had returned To combine that image with poetry
to UNH, one would think the "park- elevates Mr. Stergion's protest to
ing patrol" might give some lenifine art.
ency or perhaps a short refrain
Such a provocative imfrom their "ticketing-mania": In- age confronts the human psyche
stead, you, the traffic division, use at an extr,-emely emotional level. To
it as a way of generating revenue see a fellow human being chainedfrom alumni and other visitors to
to a tree is a powerful experience.
UNH events. Ifl had chosen to pay Reactions were varied.· . Feeling
for parking, I would have parked
persons could not help hut feel.
my cat in a garage in Portsmouth
The Mrs•. Jones' ·.of the
and taken the Coast bus to UNH.
world, cloaked in ~nonymity,
Having left UNI;I two years
screamed, "You know, th~t's not
ago, -I still find the parking situ-: really the right way t(). do .that.
ation unresolved and can't believe
They're just goin&/ tfJg8:k} it:yg~;
t_h at_during my infrequent visits to
like an exhibit." Greg $.t~rgion _i_s
my Alma Mater I am still haunted no exhibit. He is living an'a breath:_
by this problem. Never in my life ing. Standing in protest, he is a
have I felt so compelled to fight
painful reminder of the:111justices
something so trivial, so meaning- we have perpetuated upon one aµless as a parking ticket, but it is, I other. Mrs. Jones, 'fee.Ling ;.yiqtim..:
't hink, not the ticket but your sysized by what she's encountered/ fa
te'm which I am driven to fight. Unleft bathed in _a feeiihg, a history ·
fortunately, at this time I am un-

Irrational

parking

C_
o urageous
protest

and an identity she does not want
to owri.
Some orie called the police. Public Safety responded to
the call, asserting it was their
·responsibility to watch out for his
well.:beirig." It's our collective
human responsibility to look,after
thewell-beingofeverychild,woman
and man, -whenever -ahd wherever
we choose: Choosing to take that
respqnsibility promqtes a global
consciousness that is based on
similarities not differences. It is
the epitome of personal choice.
Lies and injustice are an
affront to our inherent ability to
love and be sensible. All human
beings have feelings w:hen con, fronted with oppression and injustice. What we do with those feelings is of the utmost importance to
out effectiveness in the world.
Rather than feel ashamed ·of history, enraged by what we see, and
saddened by what we cannot be,
(to paraphrase Mr. Stergion) it's
time W€ took the next step. Rather
than feeling victimized by.' _our history and experience, women and
men of all colors must decide to
empower themselves to step out of
their roles as victims; By accepting
our history (even the clearly unacceptable parts) and dealing con-

ther? (note: The police were asked ·.
to be on hand when Hillel, the
Jewish student organization, asked
a Holocaust survivor to come speak
at UNH .) Why is t here ajuxtapositioning of police 1nvolverpen t and
persons of color and Jewish heritage speaking about their experi-ences? Is it safe to point ou t differences (or lack thereof) and discuss
diversity at UNH?. If~o. for whom?
Most importantly, , did
Greg Stergion stand alone? , W4at
psychic toll have we paid when we
will allow someone to scream at a
half-naked man chained to .a tree
when it's 20 degrees out~ide rather
than offering to unite him and giv-_
ing him our coat?
'Thank you, Greg Stc:frgion, for this opportunity to think and feel. I don't pretend to speak
for you. Your action speaks for
itself.
Sincerely,
RickAgran

-End~SAFC,Hillel battle~
To the Editor:
Enough is enough. We
wish that this SAFC-Hillel conflict
can ' be pU:t to 'r est so that both
groups can contitme doing what
they do best: planning wonderful
programs and activities for ~he
bendit of the entire student body.
1t seems frivolous to contirtue point-:
ing fingers at each other, Hopefully, both groups have a better
understanding of policy, values,
and most importantly, how to better serve -our constituents. That is
why we are here. No more, No less!
Lee Rosenfield
Hillel President

P.S. We hope that those of
you who attended any of the programs sponsored -or co-sponsored .
by Hillellt;arned a lot about Judaism and diversity. We hope to see
all of you next s_e mester at future
HiUel events. Have a great break!

'Thanks ,
tunesmiths!

)' c0RREC1ffdi : tn fh~,.

To the Editor:

•§!i~~~tlrt~I.,Itt!~ii~~.liIIII
protest are borne a multitude of Homec<,>ming Weekend performquestiohs: , What would have been ance. It i~ such dopations th~t
the ct0wd's f eaction if a "7orn~ ;.,, ena
· Ptoccmt·

.
clom of of expres~ion? Both? N:ei-

Eve Goodmon ·
SH~P Goordinator_-I

\:f\;-::: -··.··::[_,~i_•:·· :;:;.:•.

-- --.,t,::: - -•:: ,'<'•/•/',::::, :

.

-

·. From our hand-pic,kedtrees...

;
I

,

;we _spare no
expense bringing _you the:·
finest iti humor.

LAPHOS: We're really nit-picky.
SEE MIDDLE INSERT
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'DF§EXLJAL
~ APOCALYPTIC
COMEDY
-MANNER§••• §MART, TUMULTUDU!i, .
.AND v,·v ,aLY ACTED••• §EE IT TWICE.,,. .
, , - J.

,

Hoberman, Vil/age Voice

Students ·
'·$1 ·
Non-Students
$2

A SEARING COMEDY FROM
THE MAKERS OF "MY BEA·UTIFUL LAUNDRETTE}'
I

And the last movie of the year is.~.
I

Tampo·p-o
Sunday 7:00 and9:30,
Strafford Room, IYJUB
" ...the orgasmic moment when they pass a raw ·
egg yolk back and forth from his mouth to
hers.•. is undoubtedly one of the funniest scenes
of carnal intercourse ever filmed."
-Pauline Kael, The New Yorker

I

('

-----------------------,r-------------••-----•••••-~~---~
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Letters

I
I
I
I

-----------------•
Blood drive

To the Editor:
Santa has left us and you
will too: You will both be missed
but let us thank all segments on
campus who enabled us not only to
reach the 10O,OOOth pint but to go
on to 902 total for this hoiiday
drive. The Granite Stp.te Room
was filled with joy as commuters,
doriri residents and the Greek
System and staff and faculty.
Shared with us. Many segments
had special stations to fill - Alpha
Xi Delta and Theta Chi greeted you
in fellowship while Phi Kappa Theta
and Alpha Phi gave you your pins
and candy canes as you left. Alpha
Phi also appeared as carolers for
your pleasure and Phi Kappa Theta
drove me every day so I would not
face hunting for that invisible
parking space. In addition, lambda
Chi Alpha did its usual behind and
at the site, the Senate sody gave us
· terrific publicity and support and
the Mortar Board and Accounting
· · Students organization had many
donors.
Other Greeks were
everywhere with student nurses
who helped to process • you and

Acacia did its· miracle of cleaning
up after 5 ·daysl The next day they
· mc!-.de my porch and driveway
cleared of awful ice!
We gained some new
groups and must give special
attention to 0KI who worked every
day, supplying registrars, canlten
and donor rooms volunteers and
their addition to our program and
goal was much appreciated.
All in all, MYou did it" and
gave a merry holiday to J,ll0re that
900 patie,nts as David Messmer of
Dover hit the 100,000 th effort.
Just remember that a part of
everyone of you is in our plaque
which was made for your concern
and compassion. Look for its
display in the ·MUB when you
return.
Last but by no means
least, we thank the New Hampshire
and its staffwho were so kind to us!
Also WUNH did a great job to.make
people more aware! .
And we certainly have
great respect and appreciation for
the MUB crews who set the happy
mood
with
dear,
great
refreshments, a lot of hard work
and lovt!I They share the plaque
tool!
Thankfully,
Jerry Stearns
Your Blood Chr.
Durham Red Cross

I
I

.I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
-I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

CLOSED SAT DEC. 9TH FOR A
CHRISTMAS PARTY
Fri & Mon-Thurs 7: 10, 9:20; Sat: 12:35, 2:35
Sun. 12:35, 2:35, 4:35, 7: 10, 9:20

woody alien

(PG-13)

Crimes & Misdemeanors
Fri & Mon- Thurs 6:45, 9:00 ·
Sat. l :00; Sun. l :00, 3:30, 6:45, 9:00

BLACKRAIN
Fri. & Mon- Thurs 6:55, 9: l 0; Sat. 12:30, 2:30
Sun. 12:30, 2:30,4:30, 6:55, 9:10

Gross Anatomy

CPG-13)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

. _-------------·-------.-------...
STRAFFORD PLACE
STUDIO ROOMS FOR RENT
NEWLY RENOVATED AND FURNISHED
Call 868-2192 for information.
Only a few rooms left.

10-14 Strafford Avenue, Durham, New Hampshire 03824 ·
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MISTER
by Joe Martin

BOFFOComics

~
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University ·Comics,.
JMC:XS- Hl·--tl1
--- --- - --- --- ---

'Br JoHN

1WAS". , ,HE· /\ll&HT ·
8£F0R~ rltlAl5 ; AND
ALL THl?U THEE DORfri .

THE ROACH ES
WERE SINGIN GCAROL S - WJiHOl (t

STUDE. NTs WERe
T~YJNG- - TO STUD~
As WA.s- 1J-IE .Ntl~/v1p

H'EY-TI-IAT:.S-

A CARE,. .,,

AND · J-/OL/ DAY

So JT 1s SAF-c TO

ORNAM ENTS . WERE

T CAN
EY s1M6-

. N&l€-

SA~ FROfV'J. US"

FL YIN'<°:,- - ,TH/?U THE"
A JR. •.,,,·
·
.

BI:FPR .£
!3R£/JK

vy'!N1E lf
I

Y5 /f£<Q u1£T..~" N'O'W"/i ·

WI.LL

Y0{..4 .G-t,t

il

Ly

'-.

TODAY I HAVE DECIDED TO ,.
SHIFT THE FOCUS OFTHl5 CLASS
FROM MALE".DOMINATED 17TH

CENTURY BRITISH LITERATURE,;.

~

... ro THE 5TUDYOF MODERN

MINORITY WOMEN .WRITERS OF
ICELAND.

EXCUSE ME TEACH, \,1HAT
ABOUT WILLY' SHAKESPEARE?
I REALLY WANTED TO READ
THE TAMI N6 DF THE SHRH✓.

,P_

YOU,, I-JAVE.A VERY
HAPPY HOI-IOA -Y.)

-~

OH · tJ.

H•~TL E./

Kort E. Kreh~

SILENCE. YOU MAL
CHAUVINJST! IA

r , 'By J

df:J-farris
1
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University ·Comics
·. rt1e Daily Commuter Puzzle
ACROSS
1 Cry loudly
5 Golf club
9 Article
13 Absent
14 Healing
ointment
15 River in Egypt
16 Not on time
17 Tire surface
18 Throw stones
at
19 Recline
20 Oahu port
22 Tries hard
24 Provide food
27 Make pies
2B Small beds
30 And not
32 Steady look
34 Residences ;
35 Also
36 White
37 Rescued
38 Favorites
39 Totality
. 40 ·warning
device
, 41 Riding animal
42 Golf_ peg
43 CzeC'h river
,
44 Slant
45 Shoulder scarf
47 Songs
50 TV report
53 Anger
54 Musical work
57 To pieces
58 Soon ·
59 Telegram
-60 Sweater size
61 C.orrals
62 Gav.e for a
while ,
·
· 63 L;e{i"Ji •nt • '.""- ·
64 Family or ·
shoe end ·

THE
"TH
$0

68/Zl /Zl

d VY1
3 NON
1 I O

d S

H3 1

3 0

V I A

!H3

12/12/89

DOWN
1
1 Spherical
bodies
2 Be in store for
3 Swimmers'
show
4 Caustic
5 Cautions
6 Margarine
7
8
9
10
-'1 1
12
14

44 Flavor
·20 L<?ng walk
46 Beginning
21 Girl
· 47 Flatboat
. 23 Swiss river
48 Hum ·
25 Performer
49 Intelligence
26 Ancestors
51 Extend across
28 Ud
·52 Supervision
29 Augury
54 Nocturnal bird .
31 Thorny flower
55 Easy as 32 Tiff
. 56 Coffee
33 Stories
Elliptical
34 Rabbit
Took away
vessel
37 Pavement
Data given
58
Likely
. ,, _ 38 Ca!l,,Vhg of._ _.·.
Bi~d .Building wing':· · · · votEfS _"':'~ ,(;"". - ..
40 Shoe bottom
Encountered
41 Sword handle
Rock

OUR PRESIDENT,
.

ABO
LOWE~ING
NTE~EST

/\1ES THP\Ti

E COULD
~~~---~~ \-\1\M~ER

~

G~OWTH':
THERE's'ONE
HINGTl-iEBUS
M\NISTR~TIO
H~,ES, \T'

l\~TER ALL, 15 ·

\JER'( OAR\NG.
~E~O MY L.\P_S:

0 3 M0
3 A OW
1 V H rr

S N O

3 S N
1 N 3

©1 989 Tribune Medi a Serv ices, Inc.
All Rights Reserved
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University ·Comics
SUPERGUY

Kurt £. Krel,s

by

ACHTUNC, l<LASSE ! ICH HEl'/3 E
PROFESSOR QUATSCH! DIES IST
DAS OEOT.SCH l/01 ! HOREN
SJE UT 2V !

DEUTSCH IST NICUT LEICHT! .

UHM EXCUSE ME PRDFESSD

ICH FIHDE ES 6UT, DA-(3...

QOATSCI-I, I THOUGHT THJS
W.AS AN I

· -er
~----,-

JoHN

H1RTLE /

0 F COURSE=;,

YOU DCJ

KNCJW THAT
''SEASON 'S G8£ETINGS''
ME/-1#5 ~CEN.sCJRED"j)
1W JiHIH>IAN,., · OOP$'$.ORRY,.,,, .

'Deatfi in Jieaven--'Ifie %edia Cfii{a

'By Jeff Harris .
----.
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"If I don't hurry.... .,.II
.
I'll miss the fioliday Specials
at the University Technology Center!"

'--

J

~

t
J

· "Ho, Ho, Hof Will they be surprised.''

.,, -· ~,,

t

..

r

"~.
_,,,,

'

"It's over in Thompson Hall on the grou·nd
floor and it surds worth the walk across
. ~ campus."

l
'-

....

...

--- .•

"Maybe I'll pick up gift certificates for my roomates while
I'm there!"

~

~

.._ ......

~

~· ~-- .,,. '

\ ·

t

"Let's see: I can get that extra hard ·
drive I needed. That LaserJet IIP looks
, pretty goed, too!"
··,. -

·-.

••

.....
.....

-·

.~

·'
•
~

-·
• New Equipment Sale

• UTC Demonstration Model Sale

(While supplies last)

Colorado Memory systems

(while supplies last)

2 II3M 12" color monitor
sale $400.00
,regular $ 450.00

3XR4I internal tape backup
sale $269.00
regular$ 299.00

, 1 year, warranty
used 1 month
1 Mac SE w / dual floppy BOOK drives w/ Jasmine 20 external hard drive ·
total regular value $2145.00 sale $1550~00
*get a free Mac Bag !

1 yearApple warranty
2 year Jasmine warranty
used 1 year

1 year warranty
.for use on Dell and AT+ T microcomputers
will notwork'on Zenith
Hewlett-Packard specials (through December 22)

Toner Cartridges

4 Seagate ST125 20mb hard drives, 3.5" 38 ms w / 5.25 mounting hardware
. .
·
sale $175.oo·
regular $349.00

90 day warranty
used 3-6 months
can be used on any XT compatible except the Zenith 150 or 151.8

Laserjet 'II
Laserjet (original) ·
Laserjet IIP

regular $90.00
regular $90.00
regular $75.00

sale $79.95.
sale $79.95
sale $69.95

Laserjet IIP Desktop Laser Printer
sale $895.00
regular $950.00

1

N:
T y
E R s
Tech no Io g y Center
Thompson Hall, 14A
M-F, 9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
(603) 862-1328 • N.H. (800) 245-7773

GREAT

'lJurfiam :J-[ous'e

~~.

of Pizza

SAVINGS ON
SELECT ATHLETIC SHOES AT
Hayden Sports
38 Main St., Durham, N.H.
866-2096
HAYDEN SPORTS

TUESDAY NIGHT
SPECIAL:
small pizza $2.00 (plus tax)

1
_

·WEDNESDAY NIGHT
SPECIAL
large pizza $4.00 (plus tax)
valid with coupon from 5 to dose,
.only Tues~ay or Wednesday

Buy any pair of A via or Hi-Tee shoes and
purchase·a second pair of: ·
• Men's Kaepa Colossus Cross Trainers
•Women's Kaepa Matchpoints
• Men's .Ektelon Court Shoes
•Women's Ektelon Court Shoes
For ONLY $10.00

Sale Dec. 13th (Wednesday)
Sale Hours 9-5:30

Ca{[for you_order: ·
it ,µJi{{ be ready wlien you arrive!

Store hours: Mon-Sat 9-5:30
Thu. & Fri. till 8:00

For Prompt Deliveries ... call... 868-2224
From 5:00pm to Close

Jl{so don't forget to. foofe,for
out ready made gift [JO~es! !!!

I
ACROSS
1
2
3
4
Holiday time
Annie Oakley
13
Stow cargo
16
Actor's part
Visitor at 1 A t--+---+--+-Secondhand
Parched
Record of a
single event
18 Egypt. river
19 Abominabfe
32
snowman
35
20 . Make a new
beginning
1---+---1~
38
22 Lass
24 Donate
25 Stalk
vegetable
28 Exiled
32 Suppose
33 Stunned
54
34 Harem room
35 "The - is yet 1-+-_....___,---1
57
to be"
36 Two-wheelers so
37 Destroy
38 Agt.
©1989 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
39 Pitch adjuster
All ,Hights Reserved
.
40 Glue , '
57 Lease
5 Trousers
41 Certain tax
58 Fear
6 Magnani or
man
· 59 Lat. abbr.
Karenina
43 Pressure
60 Corrodes
7
Astronomer
44 · Beams
61 Fr. river
8 Crackers
45 Ivy
62 Pickle type
46 Washbowl
9 Thrusts
50 Speedy
. DOWN
1O Large ·part of
54 Mr. Idle
1 Medieal
Earth
55 Weight
picture
11 Sandwich
56 Words of
2 Additional
place
understandint 3 -Dismounted
12 Blissful place
4 Silt
14 Impudent

'-33 Creatures long
gone
36 Nosy _person
37 Lofty
39 Despot
40 Joke of
a kind
. 42 Builds
43 Had a meal
45 Clergyman
46 Existed
47 Vicinity
48 Hue
49 Snicker-·51 - spumante
52 Shut
53 Reveal

1
5
9
13
14
15
16
·,1 7

· 21
23
25
26
27
28

29
30
31

Ardent
Anger
Snake
Fencing
swords
Speaks ·a
certain way
Patisserie
employee
Abode
Corrects copy
Copenhagen
natives

(

l :J

s

:I
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BO FFO
MISTER BOFFO
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by Joe !'Aartin

~

.. I

\!\

12-'f .

I I

_:[M SOQ~ .•
:I GOT 510£ TRACk'EP.
o

~!::. ~ OONNY DIDN'-r
1--la.V CN TO H6 STOCK
{ Uk'.'~ AA1 /VIOT UN'il LIT WA6 V<-k12THL£-f6.

b,2-1o
, © 1989TrlbunoMedlaSarvlces,lnc.
All Rights Reserved

1WO~RE

.

LJNC-UA<2 aJ if-f~

CONC&PT

©1989Trlbun e MedlaSer11ices,lnc.
All Rights Rasorvod

/2·7

..

Pregnant?
Need Help?

Seacoast
Crisis Pregnancy Center
FREE &. CONFIDENTIAL

Thy; goes out to all the girls
who were supposed to live on
the Cape with me.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO

• ptqnancy testing
-• counaellng &. Information

• pracJical support

· We Ca~!

HOIT.,INE 749-4441
90 Washington Street

---

ESSAYS &
-REPORTS
19,278 to choose from - an subjects
rder Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

- ·•· 800-351-0222
in Calif. 1213) 477-8226
Or, rush $2.00 to: Essays & Reports
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available-all levels

Suite 306 8; Dover, NH

ME!
P.S. Just Kidding, Bill. We
love you!! Hope you had a
great 21st Birthday!

-S,"L, K, & A

rrs:;;:Jttlie,
\,~

.

~
· ~~ May all your dreams
ever sweeter be
· . , ~[
:-~ Congrats to our
:=~ inspiration, our idols,
~3 our olymp~c role _ . ·
?, models! · · - ·

·Ir ·
('J.-~..-.

Love and 1TB,

.

froni the staff of The New Hampshire

.

J.F. and J.B.
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-- -------· ------HOLIDAY
SPEC.IALS.
--®

--■

· - - - - - -1 - -

-

and
NE W! IBM LO AN PR OG RA M
'

.

.

Availa ble to full-tim e students, f acuity and staff .
Raffle • Rafffe • Raffle • Raffle • Raffle • Raffle

IBM PS/2 color: mod.el 25
640KbR AM
20 Mb HARD DRIVE
with DOS,4~0
Stop by the Technolog y Center.
_ Pick up your entry form toq.ay!! _THE RAFFLE WILL BE HELD QECEMBER 15th, 3:00 p.m., AT THE TECHNOLOG Y CENTER
Eligibility is limited to full-time UNH students, faculty an~ staff. IBM employees are not eligible.

-U N I V - E R S I T Y
Techn ology Cente r
Thompson Hall 14A
,
M-F, 9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
(603) 862-1328 • N.H. (800)24S.;t;773

,

,•

! )

I
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"

I/Up to your ears?
Dig yourself out with an IBf1 PS/2 ! "

Just in time for the holidays:
great savings on IBM PS/2's.
IBM Personal System2s to the rescue - just when you need help the most. Easy-to-use
software comes loaded and ready to gq!
Now .fr.o m IBM you can get special student prices on selected 1nodels of PS/2's® .
already loaded with easy-to-use software. Ask about IBM's new academic loan
program! .

PS/2 Model 50z-1Mb;.memory, 80286
(10MHz) processor, one 3.5-inch diskette
drive (1.44Mb), 30Mb fixed disk drive, Micro
Channel architecture, IBM Mouse~8513 Color Display, :
DOS 4.0, Microsoft Windows/286, Word 5.0,** Excel,**
hDC Windows Express, hD~ Windows Manager
and hDC Windows .Color.
2995.00

PS/2 Model 70~4Mb memory, 80386
(16MHz) processor, one 3.5-inch diskette
drive (1.44Mb), 60Mb fixed disk drive, Micro
Channel architecture, IBM Mouse, 8513 Color Display,
DOS 4.0, Microsoft Windows/386, Word 5.0,** Excel,**
hDC .Windows Express, hDC Windows Manager
and hDC ·windows Color.
4995.00

. . . . ... · •· ·

lt!!I

And from the store: •
While supplies last
Color Model 25 - 640Kb Memory, 8086(8MHz) processor,
o~e 35-inch diskette drive (720Kb),
20Mb Seagate Hard Drive, DOS 4.0, WordPerfect 5.0.
1650.00

Model 50z-1Mb memory, 80286 (10MHz) processor,
one 3S-inch diskette drive (1.44Mb), w /30Mb Hard Drive,
12" Color Display, DOS 4.0, WordPerfect 5.0.

How
2600~00

·-------- --- --
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PS/2 it!

.5 .

For m or e ~nformation go to:.

_........_ _ _ ®
-

are you going to do it?

The U niver sity Technology Center .
Thompson Hall• Room 14A • 862-1328
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'Classified
COMPLETELY DEPENDABLE.
$2,400 OR BEST OFFER 86.85122.
For Sale: Ski package, barely used.
1984 SUBARU WAGON. TOP GL150 . cm. DYNASTAR WITH
10. MOST OPTIONS. NO RUST.
SOLOMAN BINDINGS NORDICA
. SPOTLESS .INTERIOR GREAT
BOOTS WOMAN 7 1 /2. ASK .
CONDITION.
REDUCED TO
$250.00 OR B.0.
$3,600. MUST SEE. 868-5122.
_Head Racing Skis 205 cm. Ge~uine
MarkerEacingbindings. Used 3X.
$200. - 749-6873
WANTED: USED SKI EQUIPMENT
- SKI'S, BINDINGS, POLES FOR
MALE 5' 9" 150 LBS. CALL KIM
862 -7390.
Custom - made, -winter-white.,
wedding dress, 3/4 .length, size 16.
Never worn - $100.00. ·call Judy
#2173 or 692-5938.
'83 Volvo DL 2dr _B lue 4 speed e
O.D. BOK one oWher'rust warr~ty
AM-FM c;ass $4,900.00 Excellent
condition 436-4471
FOR SALE:
Used mid - size
refridgerato,r . · Fits 4+ cases of
BEER. Runs like new. $65 or·b:o.
862 -4331 ask for Chris Estes and
leave name and tel.
KASTL£ RX-GS ski w /Marker M46
binding 200cm. $140.00 call Lee
at 424 7 or 868..:9699 ,
SKlIERS - BUY AND SELL NEW
AND USED EQUIPMENT AND.
SKIWEAR ON CONSIGNMENT.
FIRE.ON THE MOUNTAIN SKI AND
SPORT. 22 CHESTNUT ST. DOVER
(ACROSS FROM WELLBY DRUG)
742- 1019

FOR SALE:
Used mid - size
refridgerator. Fits 4+ cases of
BEER. Runs like new. $q5 or b.o.
862-4431 ask for Chris Estes and
leave name and tel.
HANSON VF 101 SKI BOOTS, .Fits
10 1/2, 11 USED ONLY 2 YEARS.
EXCELLENT CONDJTION $150
CALL 659-7369 ASK FOR TOM
,Want to give a unique gift? I am
selling beautiful hand painted
shirts and dresses as well as silver,
tin and porcelaine jewelery from
Indonesia. _C all Marilyn at 862,1343
Need money DESPERATELY!
Selltng 35 meal plan (28 left) for
$120 or B .O. Call Marilyn at 8621343

~~ii lli~IE'
Ever dream ofbeinga NEWSPAPER
REPORTER? Here is your chance
at a local paper with good starting
pay. Call FIELD EXPERIENCE:
862-J 184 JOB#
89134A
I
. .

FOREST RESOURCE MAJORS:
Start planning ahead! A summer
job is available on Cape Cod. Enjoy
sun and $$$.
Call FIELD
1982, CHEV . . CAV. EXCELLEN'( ... EXPERIENCE: 862-1184. JOB
. #89 138A .
CONDJTIQN.
, NEW TIRES, t}•
EXHAUST ANDWATERPUMP. NO - - - - - - - - - . , . . . . . . - RUST. $1,250 CALL PAUL 743A FREE GIFf JUST FOR CALLING.
3560
PLUS RAISE UPTO $1,700 IN ONLY
10 DAYS . ~Student gr'<rnps,
1988 Polaris Indy Sport 340cc
fraternities sororities .needed for
skimobile. Only 418 miles. Mint
marketing project on campus. For
condition. Must sell-need $$ for
details plus you FREE GIFf, Group
school. · $2200. Please call Tei::esa , officers call 1-800-765-84 72 ext
. at 7 43-0906
50

1983 Renault Alliance. 4 spd. new
tires; brakes, clutch. Excellent
interior/ exterior. Engine needs
some work. $500orB.O. Call eves.
432-2840.
US GOVERNMENT SURPLUScamouflage clothing, field j~kets,
boots, overcoats, hoods - flyers
coveralls, snow camo Thurs. Fri.
Sat.
12.:00-5:00 p ,m . . Rte. 4
North}vood Ridge 942-5378

ATIENTION ORGANIZATIONS!
Need Money?? How does a 200%
return on each item sold sound??
I have a hot, new product thatsells
on sight!! Complete instructions
on how to setupwithjusta$100.00
ORLESSII For more info;, write to: ·
Classic Designs, Suite 170, 730
M., Rte. lOJA, Merrimack, New
Hampshire -03054.
Earn extra money during Xmas

break. Babysitter needed for 5 yr.
AIR TICKET: . Sarasota to Atlanta. · old girl in Acton, MA. Dec 28- Jan.
Jan. 8 cost over $200 - yours for · 19. $150/wk Call Sue 603/329$ 100 Call 868..:9635
8332 or Ken 508/264-4033.
Airline Ticket: One-way to_ San
Francisco on December 19. Must
sell! $50orbestoffer. CalfMdissa:868-7312
NEED WINTER.TIRE$? 4Goodyear
Vectors Pl65/80Rl3 $40 or B.O.,
1 Goodyear Eagle GT +4 .Pl95/60
HR14 $15 or B.o.; 1 Goodyear
Eagle GTP19$/60 HR15 $15 or
B.O. CALL 868-1823 ASK FOR
KIM
Audio Source 10 Band Equalizer;
Pink Noise Spectrum Analyze'r
. Display; Great Shaper $l50/b.o.
. Also - Luxman AM/FM Tuner $45
431-9943 Ask for John

( Ti~i~Ii~t

1~ ,

FEMALES! One space available in
homey Newm~ket house second
semester and/or summer. Lgwrent
at $205/month 'plus utilities.
Roomy, cable TV, off-street parking,
washer, on COAST bus route. A
must see! Sorry, no petso.rsmokers.
Call Leslie or Abi evenings 6592386.
APARTMENT WITH 3 ROOMS
AVAl LAB LE. Living Room,'Kitchen

'T'_
.
J_•

Newmarket 2 room efficiency;
parking, laundrette, panelled, A/
C, full bath. Sec. deposit; lease no
pets. . #335/mo + utilitie"s. 6592655 .
3 furnished single room available
for Spring Semester on Madbury
Road.
Parking a_nd Laundry
facil_ities available. please call 8685106.

House For Sale; Durham. 3 br.
contemporary rarich. Walk to
schools, UNH. · All appliances,
Fireplace. $129,000orrent ahouse
$900/mo. call 868-7236

'Incredible Condo to ·be subletted
to nonsmoking female for Spring
Semester. One space available.
Less than 4 miles from campus
(Newmarket) and RIGHT ON Coast
bus route. Place is BEAU 'J;'IFUL
-with ten foot windows;' loft, two
bathrooms, fuH kitchen, fully
furnished, carpeted, new: $300/
mont h. Those interested call Laura
at 659-3438 or 1-472-5425
Rooms for Rent at AGR, Spring
Semester. Social Privileges. (;;all
Andre at·868:..9859.
.

s·_h rts. _

152.50/mo.-Don'tlettherentfool Roomtnate, · Portsmouth, nonyou. Rm. available in very nice .4 ,,... smoker, no pets, clean, responsible,
~ -~·" ·-~~· bedrm. · appL
in downtown · studenLorprofessionalforin-town
Fox Run Mdll', "
Newmarket. On . Karivan ' route.
roomy .home on Karivan .. Call for
Newington, NH
Available
immediately
or
.for
Sero.
details
after 5:00, 436-0688.
43) -4355
. II. Call Kim; Debie, or .Kathleen - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - h·,<'
659~7586
GREAT LOCATION! Garn.son Ave,; ;
''Let us put yo w message on
2 Female Roommates wanted. .fo.r . · ,. anything"
LARGE ·PRVT BDRM IN 3 BDRM 1 Spring Semester. For, m0re info
QUPLEX IN BARRINGTON OFF contact Lisa or Erica at 868,-6732.
.S TREET PARKING, LOTS OF
STORAGE, PETS MAYBE. _ $250/ ' STUDENT RENTALS'.-, Durham '"MO+ UTIL. . -MALE OR FEMALE AllWakingDistanceto UNH Private
664-5257 .
•Room$235.00/Mo. WoodmanAve.
~ Ind. All Utilities. Priv~te Room.
2 Female Roommat~s needed for
$275.00/Mo.. . Woodman Ave. WHOLESALE
PRICING.
spring sem in Dover. Would share Shared Kitchen/Bath, Incl. All
.,
·.,
...........................................................
w/3 great people. lg. house, OWN Utilities. 2 BR Apt. $850.00/Mo.
ROOM, Washer/diyer, 11/2.baths,
Park Ct.~ Incl. Heat and Hot Water
HlSCREENW(l]~ST.SH
off-street parking, on Coast bus
Lorraine- ' DAYS,: 6.59-2303
::::::::::::::::::::::::::AT:::::::::::::::::::::::::· rte. Call Kristen· or Ail~en at 749~ .EVENJNGS: 868-,2 578
5579
---:-
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Child Care position beginning in
January. Approximately 10 hours ·
perweek during weekdays in Dover
home c~ri.ng for an eleve~ month
old . Experience with infants/
toddlers prefered. $5-6 dollars per
hour.
Please call Timmy or
·
Kathleen at 7 42-4080.

FEMALES! Live in quiet Newmarket
house second semester ahd/or
summer. GET AWAY FROM IT ALL.
Low rent at $205 plus utilities.
Roomy, cabl~TV. washer, on Coast
bus route, off-street parking. Sony,
no pets or smokers. Call Leslie or
Abi evenings at 659-2386.

. and 2 bathrooms. Located 1 mile
' your chance to live in
for T-Hall. Lease by Semester. Look! Here-is
Heat induded, Plenty of Parking.
THE BLUE HOUSE. Apartment for
Beautiful roomy, new duplex, I need
Contact Ed at 862 - 1621 days or 2 _Spring Semester. Call Deb, Jodi · to sub-let my ·room . . large yard,
Elaine at 332-2568 evenings.
· 868-3842.
deck, W /D, dishwasher, 1 1 /2
baths; W /W carpeting. A M
must
STUDENT RENTAL - Durham - All THIS IS IT! Opportunity to live 'in
see" call 659-5942 leave message.
W[tlking Distance to UNH. Private . THE BLUE HOUSE . . No more · Located in Lee.
Room$235.00/Mo. WoodmanAve; qriving to campus. · Spring
- Incl. All Utilities. · Private · Room Semester. Call NOW 868-3842.
HELP - I NEED A PLACE TO LIVE
$275.00/Mo. Woodman Ave. OVERX.C MAS BREAK IN DURHAM
Shared Kitchen/ Bath, Incl. All Walk to classes - 2 female roorhates
ORPORTSMOUTH ON COAST BUS
Utilities. 2 BR Apt. $850.00/Mo. needed - pouse 2 blocks off Main
ROUTE. DAWN 862-45660R°oo2Park Ct. - Incl. heat and Hot Water.
Street - fireplace - garage $300 /mo . , 5740
Durham
868 - 2578
Days, and utilities please call Kristi 868Newmarket 659 -2303 Evenings,
1414
Male Roommate Needed: 2 hedroom
apt. Downtown Durham. '$1350 /
Studio Rooms with kitchenettes fo.r ' . semester. Open mind needed. For
rP:nt for next semester. Newly irifo cal'l Wayne at 742- 7636.
,_ renovated buildings with 1V lounge,
1·
laundry and large air conditioned Walk to classes. Share house with
study area. ·short walk to class.
fourawesomeguys. $245amori:th .,,·,
- includes hot water. Avail. Sprtng , •·
·
· Call residential manager at . 868·.
·
2192
·
Semester. Call 868:...6413
· ','i

STUDENT SENATE , IS LOOKING
FOR AN OFFICE ASSISTANT FOR
THE SPRING SEMESTER FOR . Dover 1 Bedroom apt. newly
decorated, off street parking, stove,
MORE INFORMATION GALL
refrigerator.
Pets negotiable.
STUDENT SENATE OFFICE, ASK
$350.00 and deposit. 6 mo. lease.
FOR TOM HALL OR·ANN-MARIE
Quiet, non~smoking tenant. 742ELEK.
~
6447.
.

· DISABLED PERSON looking for
personal care assistant over winter
break. Pay$6.25/hour. Accessible
to students on campus . Job
consists of personal grooming, meal
1981 SUBARU WAGON. NEW ( preparation, house cleaning,
CLUTCH,
WATER
PUMP,
shopping. Hours negotiable. Call
868-1986, leave message.
MUFFLER, BRAKES, ALIGNMENT,
RECENT
PAINT
JOB.
One _pair MEERGANS waxless xcountry skis. Poles + shoes incl.
Excellent cond . $50.00 862-1198.
leave message for Jim Taylor

A1TENTION ~ HIRING! Government
jobs - your area. $17,840-$69485. Call 1-602-838-8885 · ext
-Rl8,587 .

NEWMARKET - 4 Bedrnoms. 3
story Duplex Newly ~enovated.
Large, perfect for 4 or 5 students to
share. 4 mile from UNH. 1 Block
from bus-stop . .$ 1000 per month+
Utilities. Students share other side
of -duplex. 207-439-2645 Leave
Message.

ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT . NEWMARKET - JBR$430.00/Mo.,
HOMES FROM $1 (U-REPAIR) . 2BR$480.00/Mo., 3BR$650.00/
Delinqu~nt . tax
pr:operty. . Mo. :. All apartments on Coastal ·,
Repossessions. Call 1-602-838- .Bus System; Lorraine DAYS: 6598885 Ext. GH 18,587
2303 EVENINGS: 868-2578
Roommate needed, responsible
nonsmoking female, 2 bedroom apt.
in Dover, $225/month plus utilities,
Kari-van,s tops, cal1Jodie 7 ~3:..5968,
evenings.

Newmarket Studio 'includes hot .
water, parking, lai.mdrntte·; full
bath, panelled, carpeted, $335:/
mo + heat. No pets, sec. deposit,
lease. 659-2655.

Female Roommate Needed Jan 1,
Newmarket, $191.67/ mo. Very
cheaputil., ownw/d, beautiful and
charming. Call 659-8613. Keep
tryirtgl

FEMALE roommate wanted . in
privat e' home in Durham for next
semester. Special rates for person
working way through school. Call
868-24-2 1.

TWO Females Needed for .two · 2 BEDROOM HOME NEAR NIPPO
bedrooJ,11 on campus apartment.
GOLF COURSE IN BARRINGTON
$275 per month. Call after 7 pm 12 MILES TO UNH, BEAUTIFUL
ask for Lisa 868-5982.
VIEWS, FULL BATH/FAMILY
' ROOM/DECK/SHOP, WASHER/
SUBLET - DOVER 2 BEDROOMS;
DRYER, 'r nsHWASHER RANGE,
HEAT INCLUDED, 5 MIN. FROM REFER EXPOSED BEAM CEILING
CAMPUS $283/MONTH EACH
&LOFT. WOOD/COAL/ELECTRIC
PERSON,
KITCHEN,
_ETC.
HEAT. WELL INSULATED. 6 MO
AVAILABLE 2ND SEMESTER CALL
LEASE $825.00/MO. SORRY NO
742 -8468
PETS 868-2458

Tired of Mediocre - see exceptional
one bedroom, newly re'novated
dwelling with loft. Unique styling,
wall to wall carpeting, window
dressing, oil heat, washer and dryer
provided . On bus ·route. No pets. · Partially Furnished apartment
Rent$550sevuritydepositcall 742 - behind B_e ta available for ONE
FEMALE ROOMMATE, Spring
621 7 anytime.
Semester. Please call Anne, 8681574.

Housemate Wanted: 4 Bedroom
House in Dover, $162.50 per mo.+
utilities, ·near IS-ari-van, off street
parking, non-smoker, sorry no pets,
.available Jan 1,. Call 743-6484 for
w ore info
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SUBLETSECONDSEM ESTER Red , - . ·-- ,··O--spo~ thanks for all of tA.e ' . Stew
J1m.:·:a00 ho~; I'll . ,. , -Jodie Reeber'- Be at the Bus
·To ·Jeff ·the -studmiiffin-'
Towers, Main Street, Durham.
love and support. You're the best miss you. (Nice rhyme eh?) Ha:ve a
Stop in front ofT-Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Good luck in Australia ... What
OWN ROOM,
Larg~ Apt.,
thing in my life. I lov~ yo1J forever-. . . nice life ·an~ a happy graduation. on Fridily, Dec. 15th. Wear black happens when mom tells me I can't
Inexpens ive ,
GREAT M-spot
XOXO Goofy.
·
and Don·t forget the lips.tick, you drive home in the dark? I guess I'll
ROOMMATES! Females Only- (1)
never know! - one of your. many bitch to my pillow. Or that 2:00 am
CALL AMY 868-3464
ATTENTION! TheDairy Bar
Hey: Suck my fat ass!
boyfriends. P .s. · Eat lots of pasts.
is . too late to come home in
Restaurant will cl9se for the seNeedham ... Ski season won't be the
One Bedroom apartment, bunk mester break on December 22. It
0 h Kathy Haley!!!! Merry
Gail- and Eileen, have fun
same. But I guess I'll live. I'm
beds in Quiet home 2 blocks fr;om .will reopen on January 24. Have a
Merry Christmas!!!!! Yeah!!! From . managingTNH next semesterwith- gonna miss you ... ..... .
campus. J.µi lstfor2non-'smokers .good break!
me . .
out my begging for fewer pages to
$265 .a piece per morith utilities
fill! Gail: watch out for that boy,
. To all my TNH buddies: I'll
are paid. If one p~rson 450 mo.
Socks are inteqded to keep
HI SUE KING! How's study- and keep watching the "cute" one!
miss you a lot pext semester, but
. 868-9.6 60
feet warm in cold weather.
ing going? Don't stress out and call Eileen: maybe some day I'll be as don't worry I'll be arQund. I promme .s oon to take a ~tudy' break! poetic as you! Love, Bess.
ise 111 write for you Terril Bob: get
Apartment for 2 on Maiµ Street! _
OK, Karen, Kim A, Bob, Kim love, Krisi:L
pysched for Laura the . "3 page .
Avail.ab.le Jap-May. A Great place H, Eileen, •· Gail, Kristen, Kris-ti,
Hey Di-Di...good hick on queen!" And I'm sure you'll miss all
to live!. Call Today! Deb or Jodi
Michelle.Laura,JohnK, Ellen,Qeb,Danny Wanny, ·you ·may be finals. Just think ... it's almost over. · our ads for writ{'.rs tool Happy
868-.3842
Bess, Mike and Ben etc and all the really annoying but you're still my Only 3 more semesters to go!
Holidays and good lu<:_k wit4 finals,
,lowly reportei:s .... MERRY MERRY favorite roommate. Br~ak out the
have fun over break! Love ya, Bess.
Are you and a ,fri~nd wishing you
CHRISTMAS and all that.shit, and James Taylor tc3nel-KH
Gabby, Happy Birthday!!
lived closer to campus? : Next . please have fun, and please come
See, I told you I wouldn't forget.
Merry Christmas to everyKaten, John, and Debbie: no
semester live jn The BLUE HOUSE.I ,back ina good mood and please, oh one
at
TNH.
Luv Your OldRoomate from 3A.
Guess
more editing for us! Yeah! Let's
Call 868-3-842.
but Karen, if you don'.t come back Whoooooooooooo????? ????
have a party! 1'1.1 miss ya, Happy
every ·gay, please think about it,
Merry Christmas and Happy Holidays and good luck with finals
1 Female Roommate needed for and when you have recovered from
Hey Sue KIi I just sa~ that · Hanukah to everyone. Have a safe etc. Love, Bess.
Spring Semester Davis Court Apts.
your term here, please.visit us of- . (the above message) How are you and happy · holiday break, and
Madbury Rd. $245/Mo Sec. Dep. ten. Anyway, have lots of fun over " doing? I hate the Ashworth by The remember that cars are · not toys!
To those of you leaving this
Washer /Dryer, Fireplace. Great vacation. Please remember to Sea. Don't you? Merry Christ- Don't drink and drjve.
blessed little horn('.! away from
}\tmosphere, Quiet call anytime bundle up. when going outside. . masli
home ...you all suck the big wee868-1849
xoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxox - - - - - - - - - - - Still wearing no socks?
nie!!! And no, this is not Karen
Terri.
KimberlyGail: MerryChristwriting this ... It's me, I'm ggnna
Roommate n,e~ded in a 2 bedroom
mas and Happy Birthday! Where
,Bob. Merry Christmas.
miss you guys! Love, Kim
apartment in Dover. OnJy $162/
POPS AND . $T[J'S-MISS - have you been, by the way? I hope Maybe Santa will feel sorry for you
month! .SecU:rity deposit. Efficient YOU TERRIBLY. ·CANT MAKE IT you get that an.s wering machine and fix up your report card a little
Karen ...Are you still going to
gas heat, off-street parking, near .TO N.H. FDRXMAS, GOTTA WORK.
soon. Love, B.
·
bit.
talk about sex on Thursday nights
Coast bus stop. Neat, . responsible
HAYEAHAPPYANDM ERRYONE. , ·
even when you're ·not here?? If
student, nonsmoker, no,, pets.
LOVE, BO!,.DT (YES, THE ONE IN
DORSTER, We're gonna
Laura and Kristine-Merry you're boobs get any bigger, we'll
Available Jan 1. · Call ,742-6~32, , MINNEAPOLIS).
miss hte way you drag us to dives Christmas and thanks for being have to get 1WO tables at Glory
leave .message.
SHAWN- Still no socks? It's like last Thursday · and rria:ke u~ . great neighbors, I'll miss you!!
Daze! But really, I do love you and
you're not my best friend.
getting sort of"cold out there. You dance next semester. ·
Female roommate wanted to live in, . must be really
Mike G. You get the "lead of
weird. Another
five bedr-oom · farmhouse ·· in
Tired of the liorary? Try The the '80's" award. Weare all speechmemberofthe LeonDashFanClub.
John ... The partner in
1
Newfields . . I?: min ..from campus. Study Lounge in Huddleston Hall. less;
crime ... atleastyou weren't the idiot
$180 + up.l,ities. Call 772-8620
WHO TOOK MY LEATHER
that forgot to put the photos in the
JACKET THURSDAY AT THE SIG
.. ... ' Eileen~ What was. that you
'
~~
Edward, Happy Belated 21st basket. Who's going to ramble on
Female B,99mmat.e NEEDED . EP, DELTAZETA, ATO, AND KAPPA said Friday night? You want to go Birthday, ·1 hopeyou don't become and on about every little
sports
BeginningihJanuary to share room DELTA RAID??? ·PLEASE GIVE IT home and do what? You don'thave a lush riext semester while I'm tidbit? Don't
forget those stats
in e :~autiful CONDO: w /kitchen,
l3ACK. .. NO ·QUESTIONS ASKED! your, what anymore?
gone. I'm going to miss you a lot!! . next semester, it beats all the little
dini.ng -room, patio, 1 & 1/2. baths,
CALL TIFFANY AT KAPPA DELTA.Love Aiways, Kim.
boxes with bullshit in theni to fill
washer/dryer, ampleparkit'.g, and
To the beautiful women of
that white space...Th~ other half.
MORE! Located i Dover 6 mi. from
Lest we forget that enchantRed Towers (#p and , #8). Merry
BEWARE ' SMITH HALLI
campus. #300permonthincluq es ing evening when Karen laid her
Christm:asetcl IloveyouallandJlll OMARTHECAMELISA LIVEI He's
Terri
. the
utilities . .Please call Jenn or Robin breasts all over the table at Glory
missyouoverbreakwh ilel'mstuck back, he's bad, and he's pissed ... - mac;lwomen ... Tharik God you
at 7,4,~~tl,Q3,l . .,, , - __ _,, .. 1 , ;;. --, .• i Daze. .: .... ,, , .. ,
~n ~s hick town .by myselfl - B . . - T.N.C~P.
·
learned how to be a biteh in Washt·.
ington. What a changed w0manl
Newmarket 2 bedroom apt. within
Meny Christmas Jon.
SHANNON FLAHERTY ·Melissa, Lenny & Sofia: Wish I could have been there to see
1 block ofKarivan route. Available
.Happy 21st Birthday, big sis! Thanks for all the help this semes- it. No more. form and theory and
Jan. 1st. · $500/month including
HELLO JONATHAN, MY Thankyouforbeingther e ... couldn't ter. You all did a great job! Merry writing till 4:00 in the morning.
evecyiliing. Call Megan 862-2562 BABY BRO. Don't stress out too
have done it without yo~!! Love Christmas & Happy New Year! Actually we'll probably see 4:00 am
much on finals · or over broken Wendie.
Love, Denise.
next semester too. You're not leavDurham · studio 1 mile from squash rackets. And don't go banging so I'm not saying goodcan1pus.=..AvailableJan:. 1st. $335/
ing·your head against thewall ... it's ·
, Merry Christmas to .our faRENEE & KATHYIII MERRY bye ... Meny Christmas II Love, Kim ·
month. Nice .kitchen. Full bath.
almost over. And just think. .. this
vorite 2c guys on Young'Drive, w/ CHRISTMA,S!!I: . LET'S GET TOCarpeted., Call Paul, 868-:5103. ' ·
is only your veiy first college semuch love from your favorite le G ETH ER OVER CHRISTMAS
Kim "MissGoid's"Werdermester. Just think how many times · girls in The White Housel
BREAK. GOOD LUCK ON ALL . man- Too many stairs and too little
Need roommate",'2 5+ ye_ars for 2 you have to go through this! HA
YOUR FINALS! -PAUL
time! Remember you own me one
bedrooJ,n 2 bath condo in HAI ·Seriously, good luck on finals!
Andrea, Karen, and Rita!!!
when you come back · from
Portsmouth. ,$350.00/month+ 1/ .Love, your s-ister; dingy. YO HO HO!!! Merry ~hristmasl!(I
• Bob W. and Jim M. - Con.- England ... Maybe we'll go out with
2 utilities.. Call and/or . leave
. gratulations on brothering up!
Mike ... and
he'll
have
a
message evenings: ,4-3 1-2089.
Goodbye to my friends at
·To Alison-y~~. yml, my Love, Pam, Alfson, Mary, Amy, and friend ... and ... and ... we'll lift
The New Hampshire! Terri: I really
roommie! ..How's Moses? Sorry I'm . the resp of the Phis:
weights! •Have an awesome time in
DOVER: 2 bdrm, HT & WW carpet, · wiil miss .you and I've enjoyed . c.ran,ky: All wiH b~ b~fteron.ThursEngland! See you in good ol' Durparking/laundry /pool-; COAST working with you, honest! I prom- day ·~fter my 4 pap~r~ are hjstory.
. Socks come in many differ- ham this summer. .. Love, Kimmie
route. Included ~70/mo. Sublc:;_t . jse to visit so that you'll never . Therwe break open the rqin! Study . ent co,lprs and are made of many
. . ·: ·' . .
to 8-31-90: Move ASAP. 749-0931
forget how bitchy I can be. Bobby harc;l!: ,
different materials. They work
Claudia Stehier, otherwise
(e) or .6 92-71 75. ·"
Baby -, it's been real, keep the good
really well., And to wash them isn't known as CC ... Is ,the quilt shit off
· Morp, D~8.&Rich~d:. M~rry · that b_ig a deal.
work up at the paper, but .don't ·
the rug, kitchen table, walls, pots,
Durham - :2-4 spaces available on forget: · you've got 'to graduate Chri$mas! · See you soon! Love;
pans; ... etc .. l!?? Only kidding, and ·
Garrison .Ave. own bathroom and
sometimell'I Woggs (I'll bet you'll . Denise.
Merry Christmas Amy B., Al,
yes, I did tum . the heat off this
miss that name, huh?), ·be good··
kitchen facilities. Near Stillings.
,and Mair! By the time you see this morning. Are you amazed or what?
$1100 per semester. Call Rob,
and maybe someday Jack •in the
, Gr~g. I-faveanic~graduation.
we'll know if we'll be in B7 next Have an awesome Christmas and
Dave, John@ 868-6020 available , Bean Stalk will visit you and leave Hope -to see you before then. me.. · semester or not. Oh well-have a · New Year ... Oh ya, I've decided
spring semester.
some seeds so you'll grow a bit.
good ·brea,k, and keep on driving against the hampster... Love, your ·
John: Go to hell (not that J really
Mike: M~rry Christmas #2! · down Thunder Road.
never at home rooinie (but I have
DURHAM., 1 furnished single" mean that but it always seemed Love You Always, Denise ..
been lately);
bedroom available in large house.
that I said that one time or another
Merry_Chri~tmas to all the .
Living, & dining- •rooms 1- washeF/ · to you late at night). Laura, KrisJohn Doherty, Neil Mc- elves ... ~hanny, Toddles, Jodles,
· 'Paula, Beth, ·Liz, Carol,
dryer, kitchen. Call 868-5l06
ten, Eileen, Kristi, Michelle, .Deb, Carthy,. Johnathan Arthur, Laura . Tigger, Chicke~ta. and .J.P. May Kristin ... MertyChristmas ... Happy
Benny, Mike - Good luck to you all Deame, and Sarah Merrigan. You Santa fill your stockings with loads Hannakah ... Next semester I will be
You must see this Durham ' at the paper next semester! Oh 'incredible wonders are TNH Re- o' goodies,! -Love, ME
around more. I know you've heard
apartment! Single rnom, kitchen,
and Kim, no I didn't forget ~OU. I porters o' the semester!!! Yeah;
this before, i promise I will be.
bath, utilities paid, five minutes to just figured I really don't have to Ra!! Ra!!! Than,l~s a lot and have a
Jqn Bruder: _Congratula- Actually, I don't promise, but I'll
MUB. Call Steve 868-6635 eves
say good bye - we're the bobsie twins Merry Merry Christmas and Happy tions! You are finally getting out of try ... See you Thursday ...
· New Year. See ya next; semester.
:-:.:.:-:-:-:-::.:.:-:.:.:-:-. •.<·:<-:<•>>>.<·.·>'.<·.<•:.:-:-:-:.: ·, ·.·.·.·. .·.·.,
this god forsaken town afterall! I'll
•{•••·>::j-5[}(/•/((<•\
·••••>••••i\
remember .__Thanks ',everyone!IU Come and claim your valuable miss you, good luck. Love, Bess
Miss ya, Karen. ·
prize. XOXO Lust always, Terri
<
<:•·· • .... / ....... . <, >) >
and Karen.
,
Jon- You're the best ChristI
.
A Stuttering Support Group will
RANDY, DAVE, AL... · ARE
. mas pre;entI ever-got (in the middle
·· Laura Dea.me - · I am the ·
Sandi: I have one thing to of March no less). So, What are we begin this January. Students and
milkrrran of human kindness, I'li YOU STILL ALIVE? - TIFFANY
non-students are encouraged to
say. Ten pages, single spaced.
doing New Year's Eve? Wiggle
leave you an extra pint.
attend. Please . contact Susan
MS III RH .... EVEN IF YOU r What the f**k.
Wiggle!?! -Love, ME
Diet.r ich, Dept. of Communication
WERE SOBER? -MSI T.
Disorders, Ext. 2110
Thanks for the milk John
Deb, Chris, Paula, Linda &
Doherty. Is it true that all of your
HAPPY HOLIDAYS TO Marigen: Merry Christmas! J love
Jason: Thank You Thank TIPE STYLE TIPING SERVICE
underwear is monogrammed?
KAPPA DELTA. I WVE YOU! - you all! Let's go skiing over break
You Thank You. We owe you ~ Fast, Accurate Typing. Term
TIFFANY
(not in Maine, please!) -Denise
big .b ig big beer. XOXO TNH
Papers,
Resumes,
Etc.
Stu, this is the last personal
Eric and Evan: You better
Portsmouth's
Outstanding
I will send you this year. OKAY? not scum out on us for dinner!
Personal Typing Service for 20
Love Eileen.
Tommorow. 6:30. Be there.
years 436-8261
\
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TYPING/WORD PRQCESSING,
Professional Quality,
very
reasonable prices, spelling
accura<;:y included. Call Margaret
Moran, 742-2037, Dover

.

1

-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-

.~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~~-~·~-~-~-~-~-~TYPING/Vv'ORD PROCESSING, · ••■
~•: • ■ ~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~D~•~
,_ •- ·•- •. , _ •. ,_ •.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•
, •.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.••.•.•.•.•.•.
"" •. •. •. •• •. •. •. •. •. •. •. •. ■ •■•
.;
Professional
quality,
very · ~::
p ARENTS- CO~ING FOR GRADUATION ? . .;
re.a sonable price-S, spelling . ~~
Make theTIJ.. feel .,·at home" by reserving one of our
:;
accuracy included. CaU Margaret :%
spacious guest rooms at:
.;
:tyI~ran, 742-2037.
••
.,
1•■

CUT THIS OUT AND SAVEi You
Get into self~defense and exercise
may need it for Valentine's Day, .,. at I-i:WANG'S SCHOOL OF
. the Birthday, the anniversary or TAEKWON-DO 42MainSt. Dover,
graduatiqn.
Caricatures and
743·,6500. Call now for special
sketch portraits. ·Individuals,
semester rates.
couples, groups; kids, and pets.
We can work from photo-s. ' WRITING-RESEARCH-EDITING
Professional artist. Call . Bob at Versatile, expert staff.
868-2843.
Fast service, reasonable rates.
800-331-9783 ext. 888
· BARRINGTON MOTHER OF 2
LOOKING FOR , INFANT OR TYPING/WORD PROCESSING,
TODDLER 1D CARE FOR IN HER . Professional Quality,
very
BRIGHT SUNNY HOME - FULL OR reasonable prices, spelling
PART TIME - 10 MIN. FROM _accuracy included. Call Margaret
CAMPUS.
ALL NECESSARY
Moran, 742-2037, Dover.
FURNITURE SUPPLIED. CAL6645501 DAYS.
Professional typing services! High
quality work - reasonc1 i-. rate. For
Professional Word Processing,
a copy of a price lis, ~.,1ease call
Resume Writing, Editing and
Kris at 742-1515
Writing Services. Discount rates
for students. A.H.H. Executives
Professional. Word Processing for
692-5369 7 days/wk.
your
resume,
reports,
documentation, manuscripts,
WORD PROCESSING. Services
thesis, etc. Experienced, efficient,
include resumes, papers, reports,
reasonable rates, quick-return:
desktop publishing, mailing lists/
Call Flash Fingers (Janet Boyle),
labels, transcript-ion.
Quality
659-3578.
guaranteed. Student discounts
- plus 100/oofffornewuients. Pickup
and delivery available. Call Cindy
at Words & More at (207) 3241834.

Learn LOTUS 1 • 2 • 3 and
WORDPERFECT during
Christmas Break!!
I

~

•Concentrated one day course
for Wordperfect
•Concentrated l /2 day courses
for Lotus l •2•3
~
•Small class size
· ""
.
•low cost-J.
· ·

Limited space avaifa6[e ! _
Reserve your space today by calling:
Lew Liggon
Valcom Business Cente-r •(888-186 l)

~::::
..
~·.-

..~·:

1 •■

:::.

~~

I

Highland Farm. Bed & Breakfa ·
148 Cou.:n.-try Farm. Road
.;.
Dover, NH 03820
.;
I

A large country Victorian home offering a full
break.fast. $60 Dbl. Occ;. MC/Visa

7 43-3399

~:•~•~•••••••••••• •• •••••••••••••••••••·•••• •• •a•• •• •• •• •• •; •• •• •• • - •• •• •• •• ••

$99*

Make a note of it to join us at the
New England Center for .our New
·
Year's Eve Dinner Dance. We'll have
· chilled champagne and a fabulous ,
·
·
buffet of specialties includ,ing Chef
Carved Prime Rib, Fruits de Mer
with lobster and crab meat, our famous Chicken New
England, Baked Alaska and much more. And you'll love the
hot sounds of Ben Baldwin & The Big Note. All for just $99
per couple, plus tax and gratuity.
What's more, you can spend the night here for only $49 per
room plus tax. Space is limited, so make your reservations ·
now by callling (603) 862-2815.

NEW ENGLAND CENTER .,. ''·
Conference Center• Hotel • Restaurant
15 Strafford Avenue, Durham, New Hampshire 03824
*Per couple, plus tax and gratuity

You don't need to use a ribbo~. Just tell the most
importanrpeople on your gift list that y<;ni're
.-giving,them a course from Stanley H. Kaplan.
Why not give a high school student the best
· - pos.5ible preparation for the SAT?
Or how about treating .a college studen·t to
Kaplan confidence before a graduate or licensing
exam?
What better gift togive to yourself than o'ur
speed reading-program.
Call us. We've got lots mor~ "smart" gift
ideas!
with Holiday Greetings
to You and Your Family from

JSTANLEY H. KAPIAN
Chances
Take Kaplan OrTakeYour

HE

-;

;~;

••••.-:•• ■ .-:.-:.r ■ .-:_.:_.: ..:.r:.-:JA•,l':.':■ rl': ..:•••--:--: ... :■~~

Spend New Year~ Eve
Where The Champagne
Is Co-Id.
And The Music
Is Hot.

Howdo
.you Wrap ·
success?
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Turnove rs plague
women's ·hoop
Freshman Laura Seid.en's
career high 29 points not
enough to beat BC
career high 29 points. She
One qfthe toughest aspects opened the game by scoring 14
of coaching is seeing your team ofthe'Catsfrrst 16points. This
· lose a game they maybe should was the second game in a row
have won. /The UNH women's that Seiden · lead the team in
basketball team dropped scoring.
"Laura played an unbelievanother close game Wednesday
night to Boston College 66-58 able game," said Sanborn. Howin Lundholm Gymnasium. It ever, immediately following
•· was a game which was well Seiden's heroics, BC went on a
15-6 run that causeq UNH to
within reach.
Boston College coach call a time-out. down 29-21
Margo Plotzke gave a ~igh of with 3:38 remaining in the half.
"I think a lot of us are just
relief following the narrow
victory. "We just have too much
.· .·• ·.·.····· ··•· · ····•·.·•··•·•·•· ·•····· :
tryingtodotoomuchoutthere,"
respect for UNH, we dori'toften said tri-captain Deb Dors~h,. : :The women's basketball team -lost Wednesd·a y night to Boston ·College (file photo).
.
__ ·.. ·
-_ . ___
. ·
·
come . away with a win up ., _who was second.tn scoriqg f~r
here .. .it's a nice win for us."
"We had everything' g'o ing tphoes1?tw1·av!esjw.;a~t~t1·t1u;dedepo;a·:ntsd~eeppulal ·,1 , , ·.
·I ·
4·
,.
.
our way," admitted coach
- ..
.·
Kathy Sanborn. "We just didn't · together," added point . guard
capita,lize at the end. Hope.fully J~lie Donlon.
was
K,u llen
. While
Hockey East. competition got . · score two •consecutive ,g oais
s
st
we will learn from that game."
teams
the
with
disappointed
period.
third
the
inearly
BC;s
when
start
cruel
a
to
off
·
tacle
ob
toughe
S6 far the
The Wildcats had numer- that UNH has yet to hurdle has
Joe Flanagan took-a pass . defensiv~ effort, Morrow
Mc.Innis -netted his _second
ous opportunities to cut the been putting together two solid
.goal of the game just 1 7 from Sav9 Mitrovic at the top of thoughtthe problem wasn't the
lead, but once again they were halves ofb~ketball.1 .
-seconds · irrto the second · :,.t he Boston College ·crease and defense. "The defen$e played
· .. ·
plagued by turnovers in the
"We need to play well fora · , period. After Mcinnis' goal . slippedonepastG,aiuppo.J,ust good,"Morrowsaid .."Thewhole
second half.
Ab~i was solid in net, 1 :22 later, at 6:03 of the third team had a tough time. We
· good 40 minutes," ·said . Julie
Sue Ryan's 15 foot jump Donlon. "We have to play with
stonewall_ing BC. on several Mark Johnson scored his th~rd m ·i gh~ have been a /little
shot cut tbe lead to 4 points less mental mistakes."
two on ones and even a goaloftheyearand third -i n two overconfident.. We__ were not
with 50 se'cxmds remaining, but
games to make the score 7 -4 in ready to start the game."
The Lady 'Cats face UMass , , breakaway.
the 'Cats would not challenge at home Sat.u rday at 2:00 p.m.
The 'Cats will host the
.
UNH's Bruce McDonald favor of Boston College.
again as fine perimeter shooting This is ·~t11e'fla5t"''game before
cut the BC I~ad 't o 6-2 on a ,, · Muchrtdthe 'Cats dismay, EngineersofRPI this Saturday
a;nd aggressive defense by the Winter Break.
goal -at 14:24 of the second BC came back and .scored two night at Snively Arena. Kullen
Eagles insured the loss for UNH.
period. David MacIntyre and goals on tallies by Emma and seesthegameasanopportunity
Laura Seiden scored a
Thomsonassistedon the goal. Mcinnis (hat trick) to give the fomakesomeadjustments. "We
AfterBC'sSteveScheifele Eagles a huge 9 -4 bulge. Steve will continue to make
scored at 18:47 of the second Morrow tallied his goal with adjustments until we find the
peri_od to give the Eagles a 7- :n.ine seconds left to make the right combinations."
2 lead, UNH caine back to final 9-5.
By Kevin Gray.

MEN'SdHfOCKEY

8

COJltinue _ -~O~_pag~ -· .: ·

Domino's Pizza®
Sports Quiz

Answers f.rem l2/1
1. Bill Fitch .
Slew
'· 2.:S·eattle
\..__
3. ·Fernando Valenzuela
4. L.C. Gr,eenwood, Joe
Greene, Ernie Holmes and
Dwight White
5. Mich.ael and Leon Spinks ·
6. a) Robin Yount
·_b) Eddie Murray
c) Will.ie Wilson
7) Walt Bellamy .
8) Kirby Puckett
9) Weeb Eubank
··Bonus - Joe Kapp
.·
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t ~oo littl e, too late
dr Wil dca t hoc key
~agles too much for Morri son
Brian Brady .
The.optimist would look at
•· . men's hockey game.agai nst
· · · .· ;ton College and point out
· .1homore defensema n Steve
.·. . rrow's first career goal or
· · · :ttAbel's strong goaltendin g
·.· 1is first career outing.
Anybody else would say the
·. :. ne was an old fashion
wout, as the Boston College
·· · a's hockey teani dominated
·•·• . . Ieasily defeated the Wildcat
:key team 9 -5 at the Conte
· um Wednesda y night.
The best word to describe
first period performan ce
.· .· s sloppy. The passing,
ense and goaltendin g were
·•• sloppy and the 'Cats payed
··eavy toll for their lackluster
1

and Steve Scheifele each added
goals to give BC a 5-1 lead after
one period. For BC, who was
coming offastunning weekend
two game sweep of the
University of Maine at Orono,
the first period was a show of
their offensive dominanc e
while for UNH, it was a period
which pointed to the team's
unexpect ~d achilles heal defense.
Between the first and
second periods; Kullen decided
to pull Morrison out ofthe game
and insert the freshman Abel
in net. The one thing which got
underneat h Kullen's skin was
Morrison's apparent lack of
preparatio n for the game.
"H€ should be rattled after
••.y.
that debacle," Kullen ·said. "It
just did not appear he was
"Iri the first period, we were
ready."
flat-footed , lead-foote d, not
' While Morrison was
moving and_out ofit," said a
ed at being lifted, he
disappoint
frustrated Coach Bob Kullen
d why -Ktillen ··gave
understoo
·
after the game. "Some of the
him the hook. "That's what
goals that went in were suspect.
happens when you are not
Some were the result of lousy
ready to start," he said. "The
defense."
first couple goals were basically
Jason Rathbone opened
mental lapses. When I give up
the scoring 2:44 into the game five goals in the first period it
for the Eagles with his first goal makes it tough on the team. I
of the season. He deflected a
don't-blam e the coach. It was
Greg Brown slap shot from the
the right decision."
right point past Pat Morrison.
· BC Coach Len Ceglarski
right
The Wildcats came
·
to advanced sc·o uting
pointed
back a few minutes later when
mentioned a Morrison
which
Freshman Kevin Thomson took
goaltendin g weakness as a big
apassfrom MarkMcG inn, who
reason why BC had so much
wa~ behind the BC net, and
success on the UNH goaltender .
snapped a wrist shot past BC
"The goalie coaches saw UNH
netminder Sandy Galuppo to
play BU earlier this year and
tie the score.
they saw a fault in Morrison "
The tie was short _lived
said CeglarskL "They thought·
however as BC sniper David we should keep the puck low
Emma scored three min~tes on him."
later at 9:52 to give BC a lead ·
Abel's initiation into
they would not relinquish .
~arty Mcinnis, Jeff O'Neil

·

\

•·•·

Wi ldc at
fall beh ir
Bail ey Dis( ·
By Mark Miller
"We won every event, we
definitely out swam the Tufts
team," said coach Brenda
Skelley after· the UNH men's
swim team loss to Tufts last
Tuesday. UNH placed first ir.J
every event except diving am
the '4 00m freestyle relay bu
eventually lost the meet whe1
captain Jerry Bailey wa
disqualifie d in one event.
An unfortuna te occurranc
happened when Bailey ~disqualifie d from his first pla
position in the 200
backstrok e because he fail
to touch the wall on a turn w
both hands. This took n i
points away from the Wilde
score. The final score was J ·
for Tufts, 120 for UNH.
Another major factor in un,
loss was a strong performan ce

They touch the

wall first but it wasn't enough to beat Tufts (file photo).
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'Cats Bearl y

Fitz
steals
top
spot

50-48
Manor breaks tie with :29 in OT

By Keith Rogers
The UNH men's basketball
team won its first game of the
season Tuesday night, 50-48,
. in overtime c!-gainst the Brown
Bears at Pizzitola Gymnasium
in.Providence, RI.
.Brown's John Drezner
forced the overtime by hitting a
jumper from 18 feet with just
· 12 seconds remaining in
regulation time.
With the score tied 48-48,
freshman Pat Manor nailed two
freethrowswithjust2 9seconds
remaining in OT, to give UNH
By Glenn Sabalewski
the win.
When Kathy Sanborn, UNH
In overtime, all the scoring
wome·n 's basketball coach,
was done from the free throw
needs a defensive stopper she
usually turns to senior guard, Senior guard Shelley Fitz has become a defensive stopper for line, as UNH was four of six
while Brown was only two of the Wildcats (Ben Frazier photo).
Shelley Fitz.
eight in OT.
for
Not bad distinction
The Bear's lead fluctuate,d
the 5'8" Concord High School game,
five and seven points
between
baShesaidshewillpro
major.
,
a
as
Her contributions
graduate who made the team
was 10 minutes
there
until
h~r
for
UNH
to
return
bly
well,
as
significant
are
leader
.
her
during
as a walk-on
freshman year. In fact, Fitz has according to teammate Laura master's degn~e and hopes to remaining in the ·game and
always eventually be -a teacher and Arthur Jackson hit .his third
"She's
risen all.the way to becoming Seiden.
three-pointer of the game. It
nice to coach.
really
and
one of the team's tri-captains optimistic
Brown their biggest lead of.
give
.
Sanborn,
to
According
"She
SeidC?n.
said
everybody,"
·
season.
this
the game, 39-29 with 9:55'1eft
In . basketball, defense givesherbestatevei ythingshe ,she'll accomplish her goals~
"Shelleywillalwaysd owell to play..
requires hard work and desire does and she's agoodinflu~nce
UNH slowly chipped away
aspect of her life," said
evezy
in
team."
whole
the
on
simply
more than finesse. You
Fitz justifies Seiden's Sanborn. "She will be a at the lead with key baskets
don'tbecomeknownf ordefense
from Chris Perkins and Joe
"optimistic" description with successfll1: per~o~_-_"
in the sport without them.

A walk-on
four years
ago becomes
tri-captai n

a

:~;~:;r£g::r~=~i ~~;T:::n::dh:tt::~ :ii
tocoach,"saidSanbo m. "She's
~o. committed and her work

i \
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lll ii ,!~~~t'!t;E{;fJl. :~:~F~~~'t1a;
1
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PatManorhitthefro ntendofa
one and one and the lead was

said Fitz. "We have such a
young team (six . freshmen).

ethi~:!t~~!~:;· aone~ ::~f=~~~e:~o~,!~=:
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This past summer Fitz had
in scoring this season as the·
Lady 'Cats have begun the a job and worked more on
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the left side. UNH's first points
were on an 18 foot jumper from
Manor. The Wildcats took their
first and only lead of the first
half when Spitale hit a jumper
justinsidethethreep ointstripe
to make the score 4-2 .
The Bears then scored the
next three baskets, including
a thr~.e point~r from Jackson
which gave them a 10-4 lead.
Thielen -answered Jackson's
bomb with a three pointer of
his own and the ·cats moved to
within three.
Brown went on a 6-2 run
which prompted Boylan to call
a time with 5:45 left in the half.
The Wildcats came out of the
huddle and cut the lead to two
on a three pointer from Manor
and a Bob Cummins jumper.
Jackson answered with his
secondthreepointer andwhen
BernardMuirhitajum perfrom
12 feet, Brown ·s lead was back
up to seven.
Wildcat coach Jim Boylan
and his squad found
·themselves down :2 3-1&.at the
end of the frrst half, but in the
final 20 minutes, th~ 'Cats
scratched and crawled their
way back into the game with
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· Men's track outruns Maine

Wildcats take 12 of 17 possible firs
place finishes from Black_Bears .

By Carolyn Sedgwick

J

in the 20~-meter dash with hi
The men's tr~ck team got timeof23.0. GarrettValasques
its season off .to a great start finished in third placed fn the
last Saturday when they de- 60-yard dash at 6. 5. ·
· feated the University of Maine
The Wildcaf pole vaulters,
at Orono, 83-62..
Joe Stone and Pete Eberhardt.
The spirit of the meet was placed second and third, re"rivalry created 1n high com- spectively, in their event. both
petitiveness in q friendly at- clearing a height -of 13 feet 0
mosppere," said Coach Bou- inches.
langer. "The guy from Maine
In the weight events, Greg
will force to run your butt ?ff·~ Taylor won the ' shot put with
As senior Co-Captains his hurl of 51 fe~t 1 1 /2 inches
Randy Hall and Gary Gus- as well as the 35-lb weight
tavson explained, every year throwwith a toss of 4 7 feet 1 1 /
UNH has improved its perform- 2 inches.
ance against Maine. After a six
Sophomore Matt Powers .
year slump, UNH has turped won the high jump, clearing 6
things around 180 degrees and feet 6 inches. Doug Sargent
has again defeated its arch rival placed third with hi~ jump of 6
for the third consecutive ye'ar. feet 4 inches.
The only thing possibly holdGarrettValasques'jumpof
ing the Wildcats .back was 21 feet 1/2 inches earned him
having Barney Borromeo out first place in the- long jump
du~ to injury.
with Darren Meyer in third at
"Weknewwewereallready, ·2 0 feet 10 1/2 inches . .
itwasjustamatterof going out
In the triple jump, Gaiy ·
and doing what we knew we _q ustavson,:took first with his
could do, "said Gustavson. As personal best jump of 45 feet 2
a result.- out of 17 possible first inches. . BUly Ponders placed
place finishes, UNH took 12.
second in this event with his
In the mile run, Randy Hall jump of 44 feet 11 1 / 4 inches
placed first with his meet rec- , · .
New Hampshire also took
ord-breaking time of 4: 11.8. first place in both the one mile
Greg Widf . placed third at and the two mile relay. The
4 ,: 21.1. Hall -also led UNH to sprint team of Sarr.e tte, Gusvictory in the two-mile run with tavson; Oshaughnessy, and
a time of9:37.3. AndyCh~:rron.- Glegg ran the mile relay, in ·._
and Dan Beauley placed sec- 3:28. 7~ In the fina'ievent of the .
ond and third with times of day, the distance team com9:41.1 and 9:44. I", respectively, · ·prised of Basha, µmdvoy, Hall
andWipffin1shed theiftwomile
· for 'a sweep fo that event.
Freshman Chri.~ Basha · relay in 8:08.1.
finished first in the 800-,meter
: The Wildcats have a home
ruh at 2:00.9, and sophomore meet against Rhode Island on
Steve Sarrette woh the 600~ January 27 and if they keep
yardrunwithhistimeofl:16.3. - working like _they have been,
I_n the 400-'mete:r sprint, Dan Boulanger feels they could be
Oshaughnessy placed first at 5~0 coming into it. 'These kids
51.1 and ScoUClegg's time of have the opportunity to have a
52.1 earned him a third place good year," said BouJariger.
finis_h. Gustavson placed third

::::::::::::::::::::-:::::::::::::::::::::-:::=.::r:::::::-:•:-·.·.···

WRESTLING
.
continued from p. 51
.

.
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Grigoli also scored victories for Urquhart felt O ~ u t the
the-'Gats.
weekend._J¥edidn't wrestle as
·
Sorace also won his _, a s-rfhink we could have,"
matches against Harvar_g_.ancr- ne said. "But we did OK. We
WPI. He defeated Mi-ke'Akearne were two and two. We just have
ofWPI, 7-2.-Histoughest com- to work a little harder than we
petition of the · weekend, , did."
__
though, came from Harvard's
Urquart is confident
Dwight Copper. Sorace won a that his team will improve as
close match 4-2,. scoring on a theseasoncontinuesandlooks
, takedpwn in . the first period . to have a strong group of conand a reversal in the second , tenders ready when UNH hosts
, period. The only points Sorace · the New England Championallowed Copper came on two ships on March., 10-11. The
escapes, one each in the sec:. ·'Cats ne~ competition comes
ond ,and third periods.
during the Christmas break at
While.New Hampshire the Sunshine Open in Tampa,
dominated the 150-pound and Fla. on December 29-30.
heavyweight categorized, the
The team will have
134 and 190-pound weight "plenty of time to work out and
classes were the 'Cats weakest µnprove and Urquhart remains
points. They lost all four 190- . optimistic - about the season.
- po-und matches and _w on only "Wehavetoworkalittleharder
one of the 134-pound contests. and we should do well this
Jim Marcotte also looked good, year," he said.
going 1-0-1 '\n his two weekend .
matches.
·
On the whole, Coach

,·.•.•,.•,·.·.·
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WOMEN'S HOCKEY
continued from p . 52 -

captain Andria Huri.ter. JunThe UNH squad will travel Northeastern; Providence ~nd
iors Karen Akre, Carol 'Yes ton, to Harvard this Wednesday for Concordia for the Granite State
fr_eshm_e n Dawn Thibodeau and their last game before Winter . Tournament, a preview of the
Lisa Bent would also score for' ,. Break. During the weekend of ECAC tournament that will take
the Lady 'Cats.
January 12th, UNH will host place in March.
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.Sports Quiz
· Cot1gratulations to the winners:
-1st place·- Ed Frankovic (77 points) 2nd place - Chad Matthews and Matt Combs (75)
3rd pl.ace- Erica Davis (74)
.
·
~onorable Mention - Chris Bailey and Jason Call

Go to Domino's, i_n Durham with proper
identification to claim your prize after 4:00pm Wed
Answers to -1-211
1. Bill Fitch
2. Seattle Slew
3. Fernando Valenzuela
4. L.C. Greenwood, Joe Greene, Ernie
Holmes, and Dwight White
5.-M,chael and Leon Spinks
6. Robin Yount,. Eddie Murray and Willie Wilson
7. Walt Bellamy
8. Kirby Puckett
·g_ Weeb Ewbank
Bonus - Jo~ Kapp

'Cats ruin Engineers'
plaDs for victory,. 5-1

'PAGE 57

Wrestling takes Manhattan , NYU
Sorace, Condin dominat~ matches in weekend competition
By Mike Dean
little better. Against WPI in
Led by heavyweight Rocco particular, he felt that his team
Sorace and 150-pounder Sean could have come out with a
Condin, the UNH wrestling victory. "I thought we should
team beat Manhattan and NYU have been 3 -1," said Urquhart.
fairly easily and lost close "There were some key matches
matches against Harvard and that we didn't win." Two ties
WPI. HeadcoachJim Urquhart didn't help the Wildcats where
liked the looks of Sorace and wins could have, led to team
Condin.
victory.
"Rocco won all four
The team also had three tie
matches," said Urquhart. "He matches with a strong Harvard
looked good. He's doing the club. "We had two ties against
best of anybody. He's our best WPI when we needed wins,"
wrestler."
·
said Urquhart, "and three
Sorace, who-went 19-15-2 . against Harvard."
last season, looks likely to be
Although this year's UNH
the anchor of this years squad. team · has had more · injuries
· Urquhart. looking for his than ever before, Coach Urfourth straight 14-win season quhart didn't want to make
also had praise for Condin who any excuses. "I could give exwent 2-0--2 for the weekend.
cuses," he said. "We've had one
"Sean Condin, a 150-poun- knee operated on, one shoul- ·
der, wrestled well," he ~aid. "He der operated on, and one guy
won against WPI." Condin also quit the team. You've got to live
· managed a tie against a tough with it. Even with more injuries
Harvard squad. ·
than any other season, I think
Coach Urquhart thought -we should do well. It's part of
his squad could have done a athletics." Urquart is looking·

a

for his squad to keep working
hard and is confident of a good
season.
· The team won easily
against NYU. With . the final
score 32-14, UNH went 5-4-1
in the individual matches. Four
of the five individual UNH victories over NYU came in the
first period of the match. Brain
Cone, Wes Decker, Al Draper,
arid Rocco Sorace each pinned
his man in the first period.
· Manhattan was also an
easy victory for the Wildcats
who won 33 -9. This time,
however.♦ the UNH team didn'.t
manage any early victories. It
didn't matter, though, as
Condin, Sorace, and Arthur
Schaefus each defeated his man
handily. Schaefus beat Bill
Scully 10-0, Condin defeated
Tom Courtney 13-0, and Sorace
handled Shawn Holliday, easily winning, 17-3. Ken Pera,
Pete Moleski, and Curt DiWRESTLING, p. 50

lv.1itrovic nets first career
hqJ-trick to lead UNH to
5-5-3 team record
By Brian Brady
,,
Behind the power of Savo
Mitrovic's first career hat trick
.ir:id.. _ the clutch goaltending of
Pat Szturm, the men's liockey
team pounded the RPI Engineers . 5-1 Saturday night at
Sntvely _A rena:
The victory improves the
'Cats overall record to 5-5-3 (21-:; 2 in Hockey East).
The first time · these two
clubs clashed this year, November 4 at RPI. the Engineers
jumped out to an early 5_-0 lead
and held on for a 5-4 victory. If
not for the lackluster first pe:riod performance on that r:iight,
the 'Cats would have won the
game.
Determined to even the
score and avoid another first
period debacle, UNH came put
smoking in the early going
Saturday night and took a quick
2-0 lead on goals by Mitrovic.
Mitrovic, a sophomore who
was noted for his rugged ·forechecking last season, was actually recruited for his scoring
prowess, according to Coach
Bob Kullen.
"He actually came here as
a goal scorer," Kullen said. "We
didn't see that his freshman
year but now he thinks he can.
That's half the battle."
"Last year we had (Steve)
Horner and (Chris) Winnes so I
had to do other things," said
Mitrovic, whose scoring total
has improved from 1 0 points
all last season to 16 after the
RPI game. "They're not here
now and I have go to pick it up.
It's unreal how much my confidence has increased from the

scoring."
Mitrovic's first goal came
on the power pfay, as he took a
pass from Joe Flanagan off the
face off and sent a wrist shot
ringing through the legs of RPI
goaltender Steve Duncan. The
goal was scored four seconds
into the power play at 3:14.
Mitrovic second goal, an
unassisted tally at 5:29 of the
first, occurred while the Wildcats were shorthanded. After
stealjng the puck and skating
down the left wing, Mitrovic
stopped behind the RPI net,
changed dir~_c tion, skated
around · the net to Duncan's
right side arid stuffed it in for
the goal.
While Mitrovic captured
the offensive headlines, Pat
A different style of hockey: a UNH player tangles up ,rith an Engineer.(Don Carlson photo).
Szturm and the overall per- . backchecking, and end zone fl
al
•
,
d "
m stake mto RPI s heart and
After the goal the crowd
formance of the defensemen
g
11
covesra ettwMas a goot · d dth
givethe'Catsa4-0lead.Grassie gaye Szturm a lo~d round of
kept a potent RPI offensive unit
co
orrowex en e
e
·
'Cats lead to 3-0 when he took passed. the ~uck to Aiken at , applause for his outstanding
at bay through the game.
't
ki
center ice, slid the puck back play in goal While Szturm was
After last Tuesday night's
a pass tirom a s rea ng Mi- t G
·.
h •
·
trovic along the right boards
ntne goal thrashing at the
o r~ss1e, w _o went over the pleased with his effort, he ded t'
d h t
blue lme, held 1t, and then sent fleeted most of the praise to his
hands of BC, the defensive unit
~ng Dippe asf O ovefiraspfira~1- an aerial pass to Aiken, who defensemen.
underwent some changes.
m
uncan rom a ew eet m
.
d . . ·
.th
hppe it
m from the crease.
"They did a goodJ"ob clear-Junior Frank Messina and
fr O n t of th e crease w1
: 23
.
.
1
.
. th
d
.
d
·
With
the
game
m
hand
and
mg
the
puck," he said. "It was
freshman Jesse Cooper both
left m e secon peno .
th 'C t
fi
.
.
Down 3-0, RPI tried to et
saw some rare playing time
e. a s ~a e1y m control of - real good playing behind these
chippyandtakethebodyinfhe theirflf~v1cto1?7oftheseason, guys. Also, _I have a couple
and Szturm stood between the
third but the 'Cats consistent! . the only quest10ns left unan- friends in RPI and I couldn't
pipes for only the fourth time
.
Y swered were would Szturm get play bad in front of them "
this season.
outm use1ed the E ngmeers,ony
1 h' h t t d
Id
,.
·
Kullen's defensive moves
adding insult to in·u for the
iss u ou a~ wou Mitrovic
Mitrovic waited until the
·
T
N
~y
ryk
wn..
net
the
hat
tnck.
final
three
seconds
to
provide
payed immediate dividends as men from roy, ew or . .111ey
U fi t
. fi . are a cheap team .so we
Szturm stonewalled 30 RPI
nor unate 1y or Szturm, the answer to his question, as
shots and the defensemen kept stuck'em back," said Jeff theanswertohisquestioncame hetookaDuncan'sreboundoff
RPI snipers Joe Juneau and Lazaro, who wiped out a few with6:13leftin thegamewhen aScottM~rrowshotandflipped
Engine~rs with hip checks.
RPI'sGaryWoolfordsailedpast ~epuckmtothenetforhishat
Brian Ferreira relatively quite.
The prettiest goal of the the UNH defense with Bill tnck. .
"We learned at BC that we
Flanagan (older qrother of 'Cat
The next game for the men's
had to be more aggressive on
game
was
s½ored
by
David
Joe)
and took a pass from h oc k ey t earn wi11 b e tonight,
h h 00 k
the puck," said Kullen. "To- Aik
en, as e
ed up wi th Flanagan which he kno, eked th
ff
night, there was very good total defenseman
Chris Grassie at
e square o with the Boston
defensive play. Forechecking, 7:38 of the third to drive the 4p~ls.t Szturm to make the score University Terriers starting at
7 p .m. at Snively _A rena.
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Sports
Women 's
, hoop comes
from behind

to beat
UMass 66-60
P~essure defense
harasses
· Minuteme n as
Deb Dorsch and
Julie Donlon .
ignite Wildcats
into action at
Lundholm
-G ymnasium
By Kevin Gray

•✓-.-;•

The Wildcats mc;J.de t:4eir
parents proud Saturday as they
handed University of Massachusetts at Amherst a · 66-60
defeat at "Parents Day" in
Lundholm Gymnasium. By
applying a potent full court
press and trapping ballhandlers throughout . the second
half, the Wildcats forced UMass
mistakes and capitalized on
their end of the court.
The switch on defense
. brought the 'Cats back from a
,substantial seven point deficit.
"Going to the trap turned
the game around, and then we
sustained our intensity on
defense the rest of the way,"
said coach Sanborn.
The Wildcats kept their
lineup fresh throughout the
game using the bench early
and often .. With both centers in
early foul trouble (Laura Seiden and Rita Mccarroll), UNH
shuffled players in and out
working with different combinations and maintaining the
defensive intensity. The general consensus after the game
was that the constant defensive pressure was a key factor
in the win.
"Ourdefensewo n the game
for us," said forward Karyn
McCoy. "This win helps our
confidence. We know that we
can be down and still come
back to win."
The Wildcats seldom pos.sessed the lead in the first half.
Great outside shooting by the
Minutemen kept the :t)ve to
seven point advantage. A three
pointer by UMass guard Michele Pytko put them up 32-25 at
the end of the half.
In the second half, UNH's
h~rassing defense created all
kinds of problems for Massachusetts. With a quick l~-6
run to start the half, featunng ~ pair of Shelley Fitz _steals, the
Cats took a one pomt advantage 39-38. Deb Dorsch ignited
the crowd on the go ahead
basket with an unbelievable

'Cats drop one to Friars
Regain momentu m to beat SLU·
By Heather Grant

pass from Ellen ,Weinburg and
The women's hockey team leading scorer Karen Akre tied
suffered their first .lo~s of the the game up at three, halfway
season last Friday night as they through the period. The Friars
fell 4-3 in overtime to the Friars weren't able to score again and
of.Providence-College.The team the game went into OT.
came back to Durham the next
The celebration was short
· day to trounce St: Lawrence for the Lady 'Cats as ProviUniversity 8- 1 and improve dence stuffed the ·puck in the
their record to 5-1.
net only three mim,i:te~ into the
"I think we_ realistically overtime period. It was the only
could have won the game but it shot of the period:
wouldn't have been a lesson for
"I wish . we could have
us," said Head Coach Russ playedaswelld uringthewhole
Mccurdy. "We had our mo- game as 'we did in the third
ments do~ there. I'm not going period," said Davidson. "They
to start looking for excuses."
got away with that goal in OT
The UNH squad opened up and that was it. It was a good
a little shakey in the first pe- game for•us and deep down I ·
riod but were able fo score on a think everyone knows that
power play goal by freshman we're _a better ~earn. It taught
center Karen Bye, her first of us a lesson."
two for the evening. PC out·~
jn the 'p ast, , the team
shot the Lady 'Cats but were has had cfifficulty playing on
unable to catch them before the road, a p;roblem that
the end of the period.
Mccurdy is constantly uying
Early in the second period, to over.c ome.
it became evident that UNH
. "I think we are capable of
would need to put in more winning any game but we have
muscle if they were to beat the to prove U," said Mccurdy. ·..we ·
Friars. One minute into the have fo prove that we can play
_~riod, Providence scor~d on a our best away from Snively."
power play goal and it was all
The Lady 'Cats bounced
Senior tri-.captaia Rita Mccarroll reaches for the ball hoping to- downhill f~om there. ~ would back from the loss as they easily
stop UMassfrom anotherbaske t.(Don Carlson photo).
· sco~e at 7.25 and 13.23 of the defeated the visiting St. Law.
penod and by the end it seemed rence team the next day.
that the Wildcats would never
S~niorHeidiCh alupnikled
drive and off-balance layup in
recover.
the Wildcats .to~the victory
Sanborn.
traffic. The Wildcats added to
"During the second period she sc9red the first hat trick of
To maintain . the steady
the lead the next two trips up
pressure, the Wildcats ·u tilized · we kind of fell apart and they her c,areer at UNR. All three of
the court with a Shelley Fitz 15
put three quick goals on us," her goals came
the bench which also kept their
the second
footer and aJulie Donlon threesaid sophomore Shawna period of the 8-1 wiri. UNH
key·players·fresh.
point play. UNH would not reDavidson. "After that period, outshot the St. Lawrence. team
"The · pressure was the
linquish the lead for the reCoach told us that we would -~ by a· 38-19 margin.
key... we were more relaxed at
mainder of the game.
have to reach down deep and
the end of the game also," said
"I was very happy with the
Coach Sanborn realizes the
Laura Seiden who contributed , play this game from within."
way we played on Saturday,"
importance of the win as they 10
points. ·
McCurdy's pep talk must said Mc;Curdy. "It was quite a
now enter the Christmas break
have had an effect on liis team different level of competition
The Wildcats will resume
part of their schedule. "Coming
as · they bounced back in the after Providence .."
play after t}le break as they
through at the end, in this win,
attend . the Central Florida '" third period to outshoot the
SeriiorLauraPr iscostarted
will give them more confidence,"
Friars and force the game into the scoring 38 seconds into the
Holiday Classic January 3-5
she said.
with a 2-4 record. .
overtime. Karen Bye scored her first period on a pass from
·
The ,Wildcats, who were
~econd goal of the game on a ' WOMEN'S HOCKEY. . 50
troubled with t1;1rnovers in the
two .g ames prior; felt r~lieved to
hold on to the victoi:y.
"We really needed this win
after coming off those other
two losses/ said junior guard
Jen Casey.
Sparking the comeback
was captain Deb Dorsch who
had a game-high 18 points in
addition to four steals, while
Julie .Donlon added 12 points
and 6 assists.
"Our press worked really
well. .. We needed this (win)
before we ended," said Dorsch.
Julie Donlon .and Shelley
Fitz pioneered the full court
press harassing the opposing
guards. often creating turnovers leading to some easy
hoops for the 'Cats. If they
weren't applying the pressure
other players such as Sue Ryan:
Laura Seiden, and Kai:yn
McCoy obliged.
"1biswasagrea tallaround
team performance," said Coach Molly Matthews takes a drive on net for the Lady 'Cats against St. Lawrence (Ben~Frazier
photo).
·
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